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CADS Markup tool for Revit, including all software and documentation, contains proprietary 
information belonging to Computer and Design Services Limited (herein referred to as “The 
Company”). They are provided under a license agreement containing restrictions on use and disclosure 
and are also protected by copyright, patent and other intellectual and industrial property laws.  

Reverse engineering, disassembly or de-compilation of the software, except to the extent required to 
obtain interoperability with other independently created software or as specified by law, is prohibited.  

If you find any errors in the documentation, please report them to us in writing. The company does 
not warrant that this document is error free. The information contained in this document is subject to 
change without notice. 

Except as may be expressly permitted in your license agreement, no part of this document may be 
reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, for any purpose, 
without the express written permission of the company.   
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1 Introduction 

CADS Markup tool for Revit has been designed to assist structural engineers to annotate a Revit model 
with reinforcement information to convey the design intent to reinforcement detailers. The design 
intent information in the Revit model can also be converted into reinforcement mark-up drawings. 
This tool can be effectively used to avoid the process of manually marking reinforcement regions on 
printed General Arrangement drawings.  

This first version, supports mark-up only for flat slabs.  

The mark-up tool can be used in conjunction with CADS RC3D as part of the Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) process. The reinforcement detailer can use the Markup information available in the 
Revit model as the starting point of the detailing process.  

The CADS Markup tool could be used in two scenarios: 

 The slab has been modelled in Revit, following which it has been designed in another 
application (e.g. Autodesk Robot Structural) and the required design reinforcement has been 
imported back into the original Revit model (the required reinforcement information needs 
to be imported in manner that it is accessible from Revit’s Results Manager)  

In this case, the reinforcement mark-up can be done using the required reinforcement as an 
underlay that dynamically updates as reinforcement is added to the slab to show 
reinforcement that is further required or is excess. 

 It is also possible to use this tool when the required design reinforcement has not been loaded 
into the Revit model. In this case, the tools work in a similar fashion to the previous scenario, 
except for displaying information regarding further reinforcement required or excess.  

As a prerequisite, the CADS Markup tool requires Revit’s Structural Analysis Toolkit to be installed. The 
Structural Analysis Toolkit is a free application can be downloaded and installed from the Autodesk 
App store. 

2 Installation & Licensing 

2.1 Installation 

The software installs as an add-in in the Autodesk application plug-ins folder, 
“C:\ProgramData\Autodesk\ApplicationPlugins”. 

Note: Please uninstall any previous versions of the product prior to installing this version. 

1. Double click the downloaded installation file. 
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2. Tick the option to accept the licence agreement and then click Install. 

 

 

3. Click Finish. 
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2.2 Uninstalling:  

CADS Markup can be uninstalled from inside the Windows Control Panel.   

 Go to the Windows Control Panel, select Programs and Features.  

 Inside the Programs and Features dialog, select CADS Markup for Revit 2019 / Revit 2020 and 
uninstall the application. 

2.3 Licensing  

License CADS Markup from inside Revit. When you subscribe to CADS Markup, CADS will supply an 18-
digit licence code via email. 

2.3.1 Activate licence 

To activate the licence, 

1. Open Revit and select the CADS Markup Tab. Go to the “Support” group and select the 
Activate button on the far right of the CADS Markup Tab. 

2. The “Manage Licence” dialog will open. 

 

3. Tick to accept the terms of the Licence Agreement and then click the Activate button. The 
application will prompt the licence code. 

 

4. Enter the Licence Code and click ok. 

5. The “Manage Licence” dialog is then displayed showing that the Licence is active. 
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6. Close the dialog. 

Please note, whenever you close the Revit session, the Licence will automatically be returned. 

2.3.2 Standalone licence 

For standalone licence (node locked), the license will be automatically acquired when you open a 
session of Revit. If your licence is deactivated for any reason, you can activate the licence again as 
explained in section 2.3.1. 

To deactivate the licence, please refer to section 2.3.4. 

2.3.3 Floating licence 

If you are using a floating licence (concurrent), you may need to acquire the licence when you open 
the next session of Revit. 

To Acquire licence, go to the CADS Markup tab, select the Support group and click on Acquire button. 

Alternatively, you may use Auto-acquire button which will automatically acquire the licence from the 
server when you restart a Revit session. 

 

You can return the licence at any time and to do this, go to the CADS Markup tab, select the Support 
and click on Return licence.  
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Once the licence is returned, you need to Acquire the licence for the next use. 

2.3.4 Deactivate licence 

To deactivate the licence, 

1. Open Revit and select the CADS Markup Tab. Go to the “Support” group and select the About 
button.  

 

2. Click on the “Manage License” button.  

 

3. In the “Manage Licence” dialog, click on “Deactivate” button. 
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3 Slab Markup Tool 

This section provides information on the CADS Markup tool with an explanation of how this tool could 
be utilised to create the Markup drawings from the design information. The two primary scenarios in 
which this tool could be used are briefly explained in the following sections. 

3.1 Slab design info available in the Revit model 

In this scenario, it is assumed that the slab has been analysed and designed in third party analysis 
software. The design information of the slab (design reinforcement) is available in Revit. This could be 
achieved as described below: 

• The user starts with a Revit model of a building. 

• Defines the loads, load cases, combinations and performs the analysis in any third party 
software (e.g. Autodesk Robot Structural). 

• Performs the design of the slabs and imports the reinforcement design results back into Revit. 

• The import should be carried out in such a way that the results are to be stored in Revit’s 
Structural Analysis Toolkit. When importing from Autodesk Robot Structural the results are 
automatically stored in the Structural Analysis Toolkit.  

(For more details on design of RC slab in Robot Structural, please refer the relevant section 
from Autodesk’s help page). 

An overview of the process to create a Markup is described below:  

 Start the CADS Markup tool by clicking the CADS Markup tab on the Revit ribbon. 

• Click on the “Slab Intent” button and select the slab on which the reinforcement regions are 
to be marked. 

• The application creates a new view named “Design intent view” for the selected level.  

• All activities related to creating and editing the reinforcement regions are performed in this 
view. 

• Load the design results (previously imported from the external design application) by clicking 
on the “Load results” button. 

• Create the mark up for each layer using any or all of the tools “Basic mat”, “Draw region”, 
“Draw line”, “At columns” and “At edges”. 

• Review the provided reinforcement against the required design reinforcement, which updates 
dynamically as more reinforcement regions are added and complete the Markup. 

• Add “Dimensions” to the regions, as required, using the standard Revit dimensioning tools, 
and proceed to generate the General Arrangement drawing by clicking on the “Drawing” 
command. 

• An approximate quantity of the reinforcement (without accounting for laps, anchorages, etc.) 
can also be viewed by clicking on the “Bill of Materials” button. 

• Review the scale of the drawing, add notes etc., and generate the General Arrangement 
drawing. 

• Optionally, generate the reinforcement in Revit using the command “Create rebars” and use 
CADS RC3D tools to continue with detailing. 

https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/robot-structural-analysis-products/learn-explore/caas/documentation/RSAPRO/2014/ENU/filesROBOT/GUID-2A9344FF-90DB-4E9E-B8F1-6C95AC66D83B-htm.html
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3.2 Slab design is not available in Revit model 

If the design info of the slab is not available or cannot be imported into Revit, the reinforcement intent 
information can still be marked in the Revit model using CADS Markup tool. In this scenario, the design 
reinforcement cannot be compared against the required reinforcement, but all other tools are 
available as in the previous scenario. 

3.3 Markup tools 

This section provides information on how the tools in CADS Markup can be used to annotate the Revit 
model with the reinforcement design intent. 

 

3.4 View Panel 

3.4.1 Options 

The Options  command controls the default settings for the CADS Markup Tools. Specify the 
default values for the annotation and the transparency value for the reinforcement region.  

  

The settings specified in Options dialog are saved in the system and are user specific. These settings 
are not saved inside the model. This means that changing these values may affect all the models but 
the values will be updated only after clicking on the “refresh” button in the Revit ribbon.  

Annotation content: Specify the information contained in the text label using the drop down menu. 
Choose to display the bar type and spacing, the area of reinforcement or both. 

Region transparency: The control the transparency level of the reinforcement regions of the design 
intent using the slider bar.  
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3.5 Slab Intent 

Click the Slab Intent  command to display a set of commands that are the basic tools for 
creating the Markup on the Revit model, these are shown in the Slab Intent Panel below.  
Selecting the Slab Intent command will prompt the user to select the slab for which the Markup is to 
be created.  
After selecting the slab, the application creates a new view named “Design Intent”.  
The  “View” panel contains options to control the visibility of the reinforcement layers. Click on an 
option to switch the layer visibility on or off as required. 
 

  
 

 

3.5.1 Slab Intent - Draw Tools 

Create the reinforcement regions using one of the options shown in the “Slab Intent” panel.  

 

The Slab Intent dialog is displayed when any of the slab intent creation options are selected.   
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 Specify the reinforcement data for one or more layers. Select the Rebar Layer to add a mark-
up, several layers maybe specified at one time.  

 Control the visibility of the layers by selecting the layer display options in the View Panel. If 
the visibility of a layer has been switched off, a warning message is displayed in the Slab Intent 
dialog to show that it is disabled. 

 

 

 Select the rebar diameter from the drop down menu and type in the centre to centre rebar 
spacing in Spacing column.  

Please Note: The Revit family types of rebars should be loaded into the project in advance and the 
diameter drop down menu will only display the rebar diameters for the preloaded Revit families.  

Please Note: The application does not check for the minimum and maximum spacing entered by the 
user against the provisions of any codes of practice.  

 The area based on the bar diameter and spacing entered is calculated and displayed in the 
“Area” Column.  

 Click “OK” to continue to define the geometry of the region or click “Cancel” to cancel the 
operation. 

 The region geometry is created around the host 

 The command prompts for the major direction of the reinforcement (layer T1). The user can 
select any existing edge or draw a line to define the direction. Alternatively, the major 
direction of the slab can be used as the direction for layer T1 of the rebar by pressing ‘esc’. 

 If a part of the intent region has been defined outside of the slab, the application will 
automatically trim the region so that it is fully inside the slab boundary. 
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3.5.2 Basic Mat  

Use the Basic Mat  command to define a mat of rebar for the entire slab. If the slab has 
the design information, the contours will be updated based on the selected results package. For 
loading the Reinforcement design results, please refer to the section “Results”. 

 Select the Basic Mat command. 

 Enter the data into the Slab Intent dialog and click ok. 

 

 The mat is added to the slab. 

 

Add extra reinforcement to the slab using the following options: 

3.5.3 Draw Region 

Use the Draw Region  command to draw the reinforcement region by drawing an arbitrary 
shaped polygon on the slab. Select the command, specify the slab intent information and then draw 
the geometry of the region using the standard Revit draw tools. 

 Select the Draw Region command. 

 Enter the data into the Slab Intent dialog and click ok. 
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 Using the Revit Draw Tools define the geometry of the region. 

 Click the green tick button to finish the geometry. 

 

 Select the major direction of the rebar by picking a slab edge or pressing esc to accept the 
major direction of the host. 

 

3.5.4 Draw Line 

Use the Draw Line  command to draw the reinforcement region by drawing a reference line and 
specifying the perpendicular offsets at the left and right side of the line.  

 Select the Draw Line command. 

 Enter the data into the Slab Intent dialog and click ok. 
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 Pick two points to indicate the direction and length of the line. 

 You may continue to draw the lines or Press ESC twice to complete the drawing of lines. 

 Select the major direction of the rebar by picking a slab edge or pressing esc to accept the 
major direction of the host. 

3.5.5 At Columns 

Use the At Columns  command to define the reinforcement regions over the columns. 
This would be useful to add additional reinforcement at the locations of columns. The reinforcement 
region is created based on the local axis of the column cross-section (bounding rectangle of the 
section) and based on the width and height specified in the Slab intent data.  

 Select the At Columns command. 

 Enter the data into the Slab Intent dialog and click ok. 

 

 Select one or more columns to define the additional reinforcement region(s), click “Finish” to 
complete the selection. 
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 Select the major direction of the rebar by picking a slab edge or pressing esc to accept the 
major direction of the host. 

 

3.5.6 At Edges 

Use the At Edges  command to define reinforcement regions at the slab edges. The 
reinforcement region is created based on the local axis of the selected edge(s) and the value of the 
offset specified in the Slab intent dialog.  

 Select the At Edges command. 

 

 Enter the data into the Slab Intent dialog and click ok. 

 Select the slab edges to add the Edge Region. 

 Click Finish. 

 Select the major direction of the rebar by picking a slab edge or pressing esc to accept the 
major direction of the host. 
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3.5.7 Finish 

Continue to define the reinforcement regions for the slab where additional reinforcements are 

required for each layer.  When all the regions have been defined click on the Finish  command 
to exit the Markup operation. 

3.6 Results 

If you have loaded your slab design results into the Revit model, the provided reinforcement areas can 
be reviewed against the required design reinforcement during the mark-up process. 

Please note: As a prerequisite, the design reinforcement (required reinforcement) should be made 
available in Revit’s Structural Analysis Toolkit.  

3.6.1 Load Results 

To read in the previously loaded reinforcement design results from the Results Manager for the 

selected slab, click on the Load  command in the Results panel.    

 

The results will be listed in the Drop down menus. Once the results are listed, the commands to select 
the results package are made available. Use the drop down menu to select either the required steel, 
the design steel or the percentage of reinforcement provided.  
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If more than one set of design results has been loaded into the Revit model these will be displayed on 
the Result Packages drop down. Select the appropriate results package to be used for the mark-up. 

Use the Clear results  command to clear the loaded results package and load a new set of results 
in case of any design changes. 

 

 

3.6.2 View 

Control the visibility of reinforcement regions for each layer (B1, B2, T1 and T2) by clicking on the 
respective toggle buttons in the View Panel.   
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3.7 Editing the Slab Intent 

The geometry of the reinforcement intent regions and the slab intent data can be done at any time. 
The user needs to enable the layer for which the design intent needs to be edited.  

To edit the reinforcement region: The geometry of the reinforcement regions can be edited using the 
standard editing tools of Revit. This could be achieved by dragging the edges or click on the “Edit 
Boundary” command to add/ remove the edges of the region. 

 

If the model has the design info, the contours will be updated based on the updated geometry of the 
region. 

 

Copying intent regions: The reinforcement regions can be copied using the standard copy tool of 
Revit. Along with the regions, the intent data is also copied.  

To edit the Slab Intent Data: The intent data can be edited by clicking on the custom button . This 
button is enabled by selecting any reinforcement region. On clicking on the custom button, the Slab 
Intent dialog will be displayed and the data can then be edited. 

 

Please Note: If the geometry of slab, openings, wall or changes the position of column are edited, the 
Intent regions will need to be redrawn as the application will not automatically update the regions.  
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3.8 Tools 

Generate a Bill of Materials, Drawing Sheets and Revit Reinforcement using the commands in the Tools 
Panel.  

 

3.8.1 Bill of Materials 

Once the Markup for the slabs has been completed, use the Bill of Materials  command to 
create the Bill of Materials for all the slabs in the model.  

Select the Bill of Materials command 

The application generates the reinforcement bar schedule for the slabs that have had the mark-ups 
created.  The schedule contains the details of the bar diameter, the number of bars, total length of 
bars and the total weight.  

 

 

The generated “Design Intent Schedule” is shown under the “Schedules” menu in the Project Browser 
and can be reviewed any time. 

 

Please note: The Design Intent Schedule is an approximate estimate of the rebar required. It is based 
on the reinforcement region and does not consider the detailing requirements like laps, anchorages, 
bends, hooks, etc. This quantity will however give a fair idea of the reinforcement requirement for the 
slabs.  
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3.8.2 Drawing 

The Drawing  command will create a separate sheet for each layer (T1, T2, B1 & B2) from the 
Design Intent Views with the appropriate reinforcement regions are marked. If multiple layers have 
been defined together in one function they will be show on the appropriate sheets.  

Once the Drawing command has been selected a dialog showing the loaded Title Blocks is displayed. 
Select the appropriate title sheet from the drop down menu and then click Ok. 

 

The user may select the “Title block” to be used to create the sheets. The available “Title Blocks” 
loaded into the project will be listed on clicking on the command. 

 

The scale of the drawing is automatically calculated by the application based on the size of the title 
block selected. The drawings can be edited after their creation to adjust the scale and position of the  
drawing. To add additional details and complete the drawing. 

The generated sheets will be listed under the “Sheet” menu of the Project browser and can be viewed 
or edited at any time by the user. 
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3.8.3 Create Rebars 

The Create Rebars  command will add rebar to the Revit model based on the specified 
Design Intent. The rebar is displayed in the Design Intent view. The rebar in conjunction with CADS 
RC3D could be used to detail the slab element and produce the detail RC drawings.  

3.9 Support 

 

Help 

Select the Help option to display the User Manual 

 

About CADS Markup 

Click the About option to display the version details, release notes and to access the License Manager. 
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4 Technical Support 

CADS Technical Support Department will be pleased to assist you with any problems you may 
encounter in using the program. 

TEL: +44 (0) 1202 603733 

EMAIL: support@cads.co.uk 
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CADS Rebar Extensions for Revit®, including all software and documentation, contains 

proprietary information belonging to Computer and Design Services Limited (herein referred 
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 1 
GLOBAL CONSTRUCTION 
SOFTWARE AND SERVICES 

1 Introduction 

Automatically generate reinforcement using the Extension Tools for a range of standard 

concrete structures. Select the structural concrete elements to be reinforced, launch the 

appropriate tool or select the automatic generation tool. Specify the parameters to be used 

when reinforcing the structure. Supported concrete elements include; 

  Beams 

  Columns 

   Continuous Footings 

  Parapets 

   Pile caps 

  Concrete Piles 

  Retaining Walls 

  Slab Corners 

  Slab Openings 

  Spread Footings 

  Wall Corners 

   Walls  
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2 Regional Settings 

Use the Regional Settings Preferences dialog to set the defaults for each of the Reinforcement 

Tools. Load the dialog from the File Pull Down menu and then click on Regional Settings. 

The  toolbar at the top of the dialog allows; 

 - Settings previously saved can be loaded into the current tool.  

  - Save the current settings to the regional settings. 

  - Load default regional settings. 

  - Save current regional settings as default. 

  - Restore factory settings. 

2.1 General 

 Regional Settings - Set the Regional Country - Choose the country based on the 

detailing standard required. 

 

 Dynamic Update – Use this option to choose which reinforcement tools will 

automatically update when the Revit® model geometry changes. 
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2.2 Databases 

 Materials – The default materials are automatically selected based on the choice of 

Regional Country. Add additional materials for other countries by selecting the plus 

symbol. 

 

 Reinforcing Bars - Choose the detailing standard, the option is set by the Regional 

Country selected. 
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3 Automatic Reinforcement Generation 

3.1 General Information 

Use the Automatic Reinforcement Generation Tool  to add reinforcement to RC elements 

(beams, columns, piles, etc.).  

To generate the reinforcement:  

 In Revit®, select the RC structural elements that require reinforcing. If the tool is 

selected without any elements being selected it will automatically select all elements 

in the model supported by the Extensions. 

 Specify parameters used when generating the reinforcement.  

After the Extension generates the reinforcement, messages concerning the process of 

generating the reinforcement for individual elements are displayed.  

Note: Reinforcement can be generated for all RC elements except retaining walls and slab 

corners. 

3.2 Generating Reinforcement Automatically 

The dialog below is displayed when one or more RC structural elements have been selected 

in Revit® and the Automatic Reinforcement Tool is launched. 

 

In the upper section of the dialog are the options to specify parameters for generating the 

reinforcement for elements of an RC structure:  

Generate reinforcement for:   

 The elements of an RC structure selected before launching the Extension.  
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 All RC elements in the project (except retaining walls and slab corners).  

The dialog has several columns; 

 Element – Name of RC structural element. 

 Number – Number of elements selected. 

 Reinforcement Template – Choose between default and predefined settings. 

  Load Dialog – To load the relevant extension tool dialog for the RC Structure. 

Change the default reinforcement settings. Reinforcement for the element will be 

generated based on the amendments.  

  Tick Option – Deselect to prevent reinforcement being added. 

Type of generated reinforcement:   

Generate the reinforcement for each structural type based on either the default setting for the 

tool, choosing a predefined settings file or opening the dialog for the reinforcement tool. 

 Default – If the reinforcement template is set to default, the reinforcement added to 

the structure(s) will be based on the default settings of each tool.  

 Predefined File – Click on the drop down menu in the reinforcement template 

column. Click on the select file option and open the predefined settings file (*.rxd). 

Files of preferred reinforcement layouts can be saved for each tool, this is described in 

the general information. Reinforcement will be generated based on these predefined 

settings. 

Click the  and  buttons to expand or collapse table rows that correspond to RC elements 

or groups of RC elements. Use the View menu options to expand or collapse table rows.  

Use the File menu options to manage template files that automatically generate the 

reinforcement:  

 Load templates – Use this dialog to load/manage the template files used by the 

automatic reinforcement tool.  

 

To search for existing templates, you can use the following options from the above dialog:  
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 Select files   - Loads templates from a selected location. The files are added to the 

list in the dialog.  

 Browse folder   - Selects a folder on the disk which contains reinforcement 

templates. The templates found in the folder are added to the list in the above dialog.  

To generate the reinforcement:  

Click OK at the bottom of the dialog to generate reinforcement for selected (or for all) RC 

elements.  

Note: After generating the reinforcement, any user-defined settings are not saved in the 

Extension.  

Note: You can generate the reinforcement for all RC elements except retaining walls and slab 

corners.  
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4 Beams 

4.1 General Information 

Use the Beam Reinforcement Tool to generate reinforcement for a rectangular cross 

section concrete beam.  

The Beam Reinforcement Tool requires a structural beam to have been placed in the model 

and selected before the command is loaded from the menu.  

The structural beam properties define the beam dimensions, concrete grade, cover etc. The 

parameters for the reinforcing bars, the material, shape codes, bar diameters, hook details etc 

are defined inside Revit®. 

Define the reinforcement parameters for the Beam Reinforcement Tool by selecting the 

options from the File Pull Down Menu;  

 Open - Opens a file with saved reinforcement parameters.  

 Save / Save As - Saves parameters to an external file. Use this file to generate 

reinforcement for a beam with the same geometry.  

 Regional Settings - See chapter 2 for details. 

 Close - Closes the Beam Reinforcement Tool. 

4.2 Beam Reinforcement Dialog 

The dialog for generation of reinforcement of beams has 3 main parts: 

 

1. On the left of the dialog are options for selecting components used to define beam 

reinforcement:  
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  - Geometry – Concrete section geometry parameters. 

  - Stirrups - Stirrup layout parameters. 

  - Stirrup Distribution – Longitudinal stirrup distribution parameters. 

  - Main Bars - Top and Bottom Longitudinal reinforcement parameters. 

  - Additional top bars parameters – Define additional longitudinal top bars. 

  - Additional bottom bars parameters – Define additional longitudinal 

bottom bars. 

  - Bar Division – Options to divide top and bottom bars. 

  - Reinforcement Areas – Table for comparison of reinforcement areas. 

  - Precast Elements - Define the additional elements required for a precast 

column. 

  - User Defined Reinforcement – Only displayed when a selected beam 

already has reinforcement added. 

2. The area on the right of the dialog is used to define the parameters of the beam and 

reinforcement (depending on a selected component).  

3. At the bottom of the dialog is a graphical view of the defined RC beam and the 

generated beam reinforcement. 

In the graphical view, you can select beam spans or stirrups (for example, to ensure 

that some of the parameters are defined only for one span of the multi-span beam), as 

shown below.  

 

selected span 

 

selected stirrups in the span 

In the lower part of the dialog, two options are available:  

 Without reinforcement generation – This option is available only if a parametric 

reinforcement has not been generated (i.e. reinforcement defined by means of options 

in the extension tabs) and there is another type of reinforcement (e.g. pre-cast 

elements) in the RC element. If the option is activated, the parametric reinforcement 

is not generated; if the option is switched off, the parametric reinforcement is 

generated.  
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 Dynamic Model Update - This option, when selected, keeps the module data up-to-

date with the Revit® model.  

Changing the geometry of an adjoining element or elements starts the Extension and 

regenerates the reinforcement to include changes.  

You can deselect this option for:  

1. A single element (after starting the Extension clear this option at the bottom of 

the dialog).  

2. All elements of a given type in a project, such as all beams (in the Extensions 

preferences).  

3. All types of elements (in the Extensions preferences).  

The Dynamic Model Update is selected by default for the whole project and all 

supported elements.  

When you open a file, created in version 2012 or lower, this option works as follows:  

1. It is deselected for existing elements that were reinforced using the Extension 

(you can select it when modifying reinforcement using this Extension).  

2. It is selected by default for new elements.  

Note: This option is only available if the module is launched through Revit®. 

4.3 Generating Beam Reinforcement 

4.3.1 Geometry 

 

Define the following parameters for the section geometry in this tab:  
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 Identification parameters - Family and type of the beam selected, are extracted from 

its Revit® properties. 

 Geometrical parameters - Including number of beam spans, dimensions of the cross-

section, and length of the beam span.  

 Element parameters - Including number of beams, position of the beam in the 

structure (level, offsets).  

Additionally, the Beam Reinforcement Tool automatically recognises the type of supports at 

the beam ends. 

Without reinforcement generation 

 If the Save data without reinforcement generation option is not selected, the 

reinforcing bars are generated and displayed in Autodesk® Revit®.  

 If this option is selected, the reinforcement data is generated (and can be used after 

restarting the Extension), but reinforcing bars cannot be displayed in the selected 

beam in Revit®.  

Beam Reinforcement – when launched from Autodesk® Robot Structural Analysis 

software. 

 

Parameters of the section geometry defined in the dialog:  

 Element Name - Name of an RC structure element (beam).  

 Geometric parameters - Beam dimensions: number of beam spans, dimensions of 

the cross-section and length of the beam span.  

 Element parameters – No of Beams. 

Additionally, the tool automatically recognises the type of supports at the beam ends. 
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4.3.2 Stirrups 

 

Define the following parameters for the Stirrups in the Beam Cross Section; 

Stirrup parameters  

 Stirrup type – choose the stirrup pattern from the following;  

       

 Bar – Type & diameter. 

 Material – Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hook 1 – Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 Hook 2 - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 c = - Cover value (defined for each stirrup type) select the required cover from the 

drop down list. 

 a = - Type in the value of the parameter a (defined for third and fourth stirrup types). 

    

Anti-shrinkage reinforcement  

 Anti-shrinkage reinforcement – Tick this option if anti-shrinkage reinforcement is 

required. These are stirrups and longitudinal bars (at the centre of the cross-section 

height).  

 Bar – Select the bar grade and diameter. 
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 Material – Steel Grade for reinforcement.  

 Stirrups – Select the bar grade and diameter. 

 Material – Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Bar Hook - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

Distribution of anti-shrinkage stirrups 

 Other than for main stirrups – Tick this option to set different bar centres for the 

anti-shrinkage stirrups. 

 s a = - Type in the centre to centre value. 

Note: For anti-shrinkage reinforcement, you can define:   

 The same distribution as for stirrups. 

 The distribution with a constant user-defined spacing. 

4.3.3 Stirrup Distribution 

The zones for the stirrup distribution are defined for each span separately. Define the 

following parameters for the stirrup distribution along the beam length:  

Distribution type   

  Uniform centres.  

  3 distribution zones (denser spacing near supports).  

  2 distribution zones. 

  User-defined distribution - Type the distribution definition in the ‘s’ field.  

Geometrical parameters, based on distribution type 

 Uniform - Stirrup spacing s1 = Centre to centre spacing between bars.  

 3 Zone - Stirrup spacing s1 =, s2 = & s3 = - Centre to centre spacing between bars in 

each zone. I1 = & I3 = - the length of the first and third zones for the stirrups.  

 2 Zone - Stirrup spacing s1 = & s3 = - Centre to centre spacing between bars in each 

zone. I1 = - the length of the first zone for the stirrups. 

 User-defined distribution s = - Type the distribution definition in the s field: 4 * 200 

+ 5 * 300, dR is calculated automatically for the current span according to 

geometrical parameters. 

 dL = - Distance to first stirrup from left support. 

 dR = - Distance to first stirrup from the right support. 

Stirrup Distribution above the extreme Supports 
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You can generate additional stirrups above supports at the beginning/end of the beam by 

selecting the Left support or Right support options. 

 aL = Distance from the left hand end of the beam to the first stirrup. 

 sL = Centre to centre distance between stirrups on the left. 

 aR = Distance from the right hand end of the beam to the first stirrup. 

 sR = Centre to centre distance between stirrups on the right. 

4.3.4 Bars – Main Top and Bottom 

 

The Main Longitudinal Reinforcement is generated along the entire length of the beam. 

Define the following parameters for the Main Bars:  

Bottom Bar Parameters   

 

 Bar - Bar Grade and Diameter. 
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 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 n = - Number of bottom bars. 

 l= - Calculated length of bar. 

 la = - Length of the left bar leg. 

 lb = - Length of the right bar leg. 

Top Bar Parameters 

 

 Bar – Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 n = - Number of bottom bars. 

 l= - Calculated length of bar. 

 la = - Length of the left bar leg. 

 lb = - Length of the right bar leg. 

Note: By default, longitudinal bars are continuous along the beam length. However, they can 

be divided above supports, see chapter 4.3.6 Bar Division. 

4.3.5 Additional Top & Bottom Bars 

Define additional longitudinal bars using the Additional Top and Bottom Bar tabs. 
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The reinforcing bars are generated separately for each beam span. Define the following 

parameters for the additional top bars:  

Spans 

 Span No: - Type in the span or use the up and down arrows to select. 

 Span Length: - Reports selected span length. 

Bar above extreme left support and extreme right support 

   

 Bar: - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material: - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks: - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 n = - Type in the number of bars or use the up and down arrows to set. 

 l = - Type in the length of bar leg beyond support. 

 la = / lb = - Type in the length of the bar leg. 

Additional Bottom Bars 

The reinforcing bars are generated separately for each beam span. Define the following 

parameters for the additional bottom bars:  
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Spans 

 Span No: - Type in the span or use the up and down arrows to select. 

 Span Length: - Reports selected span length. 

Span Bar, Bars above left and right extreme support 

 

 Bar: - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material: - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks: - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 n = - Type in the number of bars or use the up and down arrows to set. 

 l = - Type in the length of bar leg beyond support. 

 la = / lb = - Type in the length of the bar leg for left & right bars. 

 lL = - Length of bar leg to the left of the centre of the span. 

 lR = - Length of bar leg to the right of the centre of the span. 
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4.3.6 Bar Division 

 

Define the lengths of the main top and bottom bars, specifying the overall lengths of the bars 

and lap distances with the bars over the supports. The division of Top and Bottom Bars are 

defined separately by two methods: 

Division of Main Top and Bottom Bars 

 With Lap Splices – This option is selected define the method of calculating the 

length of the lap length by coefficient or length. 

Lap Splice 

 Coefficient – Specify the lap length as a multiple of the bar diameter. 

 Length = - Specify the lap length as a fixed dimension. 

 

 lx – Length of top bar / bar over support. 

 sx – Length of bar lap between two bars. 

 lmax = Reported length of beam 

 Over Supports – With this option selected type in the anchorage length. 

 Anchorage length over the support – Type in the anchorage length. 
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4.3.7 Reinforcement Areas 

 

This tab displays a table where reinforcement areas for a beam can be compared:  

 Required reinforcement area in selected beam sections. 

 Parametric reinforcement area in selected beam sections (when reinforcement 

generated on base of parameters defined in the Reinforcement of beams extension). 

The required reinforcement area in a beam can be defined in the table in three different ways:  

 By loading the structure model from Revit®, containing information about the 

required reinforcement (the required reinforcement can be loaded as there is a link 

between the Revit® and the Robot programs - described below).  

 By loading the data file; the file must be saved in MS Excel format (CSV file); in 

order to upload a file containing the reinforcement data, follow the steps below:   

 Click the Open key located in the External data field.  

 Indicate file containing the reinforcement data. 

 By entering the reinforcement values directly in the table.  

To get the required reinforcement areas in Revit®, use Autodesk® Robot Structural Analysis 

Link:  

1. Send model from Revit® to Robot (using the Autodesk® Robot Structural Analysis 

Link).  

2. Perform an analysis of the structure in Robot and the required reinforcement 

calculations for the RC elements.  

3. Update the model and results in Revit® (using Autodesk® Robot Structural Analysis 

Link).  
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4. Main reinforcement areas will be presented in the dialog after loading the model to 

the Revit® project. The results received for the RC elements (required reinforcement 

area) will be saved in the RC elements in Revit®.  

5. It is possible to have several results for a single RC element. To choose a set of results 

use the Result Set list located above the reinforcement table.  

If the file is open on the computer without the Autodesk® Robot Structural Analysis Link 

installed, results are not visible in the dialog. They will be visible once the Autodesk® Robot 

Structural Analysis has been installed. 

4.3.8 User-Defined Reinforcement 

 

The User-defined dialog is displayed when a beam is selected that already contains 

reinforcement placed using the Revit® rebar tools.  

The table displays information for the reinforcing bars already placed inside the beam:  

 Reinforcement type - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Style - Bar type, bent, straight or stirrup. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Bar shape - Shape Code number. 

 Bar diameter - Diameter of bar. 

 Number - Number of bars. 

 Spacing - Centre to centre spacing between bars. 

The data in this table is displayed according to the rules used in Autodesk® Revit® / 

Autodesk® Robot Structural Analysis.  
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4.3.9 Precast Elements 

The Precast Elements dialog is displayed when a precast element is selected in the Revit® 

model. 

The options in the tab allow for generation of additional elements of the beam reinforcement 

- steel precast elements (mounting parts). The precast elements are steel elements, added to 

the RC elements of the structure for particular purposes, e.g. in order to reduce heat loss and 

the noise emitted.  

 

In order to define a precast element in an RC beam, follow the steps below:  

 Face - From the list of the available faces of an RC element, select the section face of 

an RC beam; the list of available faces depends on the type of beam cross-section 

(rectangular section, T-section, etc.)  

 Family - Select the family of the precast element.  

 Type - Select the type of the precast element.  

 Co-ordinates X, Y & Z - Define co-ordinates of the precast element insertion on the 

selected face of the element. The co-ordinates are measured in relation to the left, 

bottom corner of a face;  

 Angle - The positive angle is clockwise.  

 Properties - Define properties of a family / precast element type. Click the icons 

located at the end of the definition of a precast element to open dialogs containing 

properties of a family or the element type.  
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5 Columns 

5.1 General Information 

Use the Column Reinforcement Tool to generate reinforcement for rectangular and circular 

cross-section concrete columns.  

The Column Reinforcement Tool requires a structural column to have been placed in the 

model and selected before the command is loaded from the menu.  

The structural column properties define the beam dimensions, concrete grade, cover etc. The 

parameters for the reinforcing bars, the material, shape codes, bar diameters, hook details etc 

are defined inside Revit®. 

Define the reinforcement parameters for the Column Reinforcement Tool by selecting the 

options from the File Pull Down Menu;  

 Open - Opens a file with saved reinforcement parameters.  

 Save / Save As - Saves parameters to an external file. Use this file to generate 

reinforcement for a beam with the same geometry.  

 Regional Settings  - see chapter 2 for details. 

 Close - closes the Column Reinforcement Tool. 

5.2 Column Reinforcement Dialog 

 

The dialog for generation of column reinforcement has 3 main areas:  

1. On the left of the dialog are options for selecting components used to define column 

reinforcement:  

  Geometry – Concrete section geometry parameters. 
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  Bars – Define the longitudinal reinforcement. 

  Stirrups - Stirrup layout parameters. 

  Additional stirrups – Appears when additional main bars are added. 

  Dowels – Define the Dowels and associated stirrups. 

  Precast Elements – Define the additional elements required for a precast 

column. 

  Reinforcement Areas – Table for comparison of reinforcement areas. 

  User Defined Reinforcement – Only displayed when a selected beam 

already has reinforcement added. 

2. Use the area in the middle of the dialog to define the parameters of the column and 

reinforcement (depending on a selected component).  

3. On the right is a graphical view of the defined RC column and generated column 

reinforcement.  

In the lower part of the dialog, two options are available:  

 Without reinforcement generation – This option is available only in the case of a 

parametric reinforcement has not been generated (i.e. reinforcement defined by means 

of options in the extension tabs) and there is another type of reinforcement (e.g. pre-

cast elements) in the RC element. If the option is activated, the parametric 

reinforcement is not generated; if the option is switched off, the parametric 

reinforcement is generated.  

 Dynamic Model Update - This option, when selected, keeps the module data up-to-

date with the Revit® model.  

Changing the geometry of an adjoining element or elements starts the Extension and 

regenerates the reinforcement to include changes.  

You can deselect this option for:  

1. A single element (after starting the Extension clear this option at the bottom of 

the dialog).  

2. All elements of a given type in a project, such as all columns(in the Extensions 

preferences). 

3. All types of elements (in the Extensions preferences).  

The Dynamic Model Update is selected by default for the whole project and all 

supported elements.  

When you open a file, created in version 2012 or lower, this option works as follows:  

1. It is deselected for existing elements that were reinforced using the Extension 

(you can select it when modifying reinforcement using this Extension).  

2. It is selected by default for new elements.  
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Note: This option is only available, if the module is launched in Revit. 

5.3 Generating the Column Reinforcement 

5.3.1 Geometry 

 

The following parameters for the column section geometry are displayed:  

 Identification parameters - Family and type of the beam selected, are extracted from 

its Revit® properties. 

 Column position - Including number of columns, position of the column in the 

structure (level, offsets).  

Without reinforcement generation 

 If the Save data without reinforcement generation option is not selected, the 

reinforcing bars are generated and displayed in Autodesk® Revit®.  

 If this option is selected, the reinforcement data is generated (and can be used after 

restarting the Extension), but reinforcing bars cannot be displayed in the selected 

beam in Revit®.  

Reinforcement of Columns - launched from Autodesk® Robot Structural Analysis  

The following parameters for the column section geometry are displayed:  

 Identification parameters - Family and type of the beam selected, are extracted from 

its Revit® properties. 

 Column Dimensions - dimensions of the cross-section and column height. 

The reinforcement will be generated for the following column shapes:  

   - Rectangular section.  

  - Round section.  
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  - L-shaped section.  

  - T-section.  

It is possible to define other types of column sections (e.g. Z-section, half-circle section etc.) 

but the column reinforcement will not be generated for these section types. 

5.3.2 Bars 

 

The Main Longitudinal Reinforcement is generated up the entire length of the column. Define 

the following parameters for the Main Bars: 

Bar Parameters - Tick this option to add the main bars. 

 Bar - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

Number of bars: - Tick this option to set the number of bars. 

 nb = - Number of bars in the horizontal direction. 

 nh = - Number of bars in the vertical direction. 

Bar Bundles in corners – Tick this option to add corner bundle bars when you need to 

increase the reinforcement area. 

 Number of bars - Set the number of bars in the bundle between 2 and 4. 
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5.3.3 Stirrups 

 

Define the following parameters for the Stirrups in the Column Cross Section; 

Stirrup parameters  

 Stirrup type – Choose the stirrup pattern from the following for a rectangular cross 

section:  

       

 Circular Columns - There is only 1 stirrup type available for circular columns. 

 

 Bar - Type & diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hook 1 - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 Hook 2 - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 c = - Cover value (defined for each stirrup type) select the required cover from the 

drop down list. 

 a = - Type in the value of the parameter a (defined for third and fourth stirrup types). 

   

Stirrup Distribution – Select the distribution type and then set the values for the centres and 

zone lengths. 

Distribution Type - Select the distribution type from the drop down menu. 
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  - Uniform centres. 

  - Distribution zone with denser spacing in the lower part of the column.  

  - 3 zones of stirrup distribution (denser spacing in the lower and upper parts of the 

column).  

 sn = Stirrups centres in mid zone. 

 ln =  Length of mid zone. 

 st =  Stirrup centres in top & bottom zones. 

 lt =  Length of top and bottom zones. 

 Ties to Slab - Tick to distribute the stirrups to the level of the slab. 

 Ties to Beam - Tick to distribute the stirrups to the level of the beam. 

5.3.4 Additional Stirrups 

The Additional Stirrups tab will appear in the Component List if the number of main 

longitudinal bars is amended. Use this tab to select the internal horizontal and vertical 

stirrups. The reinforcement templates available on the drop down list will vary according to 

the number of main bars selected in the vertical and horizontal directions.  

 

Selecting a reinforcement template in the horizontal and vertical directions generates a view 

of the stirrup layout on the right hand viewer pane and fills in the Table of defined stirrups. 

Define additional stirrups by clicking the Add button. 

 Add… - Displays the Stirrup Definition dialog. 
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 Stirrup Type: - Choose the stirrup type from the drop down menu. 

       

 Initial bar: - The first bar tied by the stirrup, numbers are indicated in the graphical 

view. 

 Number of tied bars: - Number of bars tied by the stirrup in the same direction. 

 Hook 1 – Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 Hook 2 - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 a = - Sets the distance between stirrups. 

 Change bar orientation – When ticked the hooks are flipped to the opposite 

direction. 

Modify additional stirrups by clicking the Modify… button. 

Modify… - Use this option to modify any additional stirrups that have been added to the 

column. 

 

Delete - Use the Delete button to remove any stirrups appended to the column using the Add 

button. 
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5.3.5 Dowels 

 

Use the Dowels tab to define the starter bars for the column. Define the following parameters 

for the dowels: 

Dowels 

 Dowels – Tick this option to add starter bars to the column. 

 Dowel bar type: - Select the dowel type from the drop down menu. 

  

 Bar Diameter, Grade, Material and, Hooks - are all determined by the selection in 

the Bars Tab.  

 l = Sets the length of the dowel above the beam/slab. 

Stirrups for dowels 

 Stirrups for dowels - The option is turned off by default.  

You can define stirrups for all dowel bar types except  .  

Parameters for stirrups:  

 Stirrup type – By default, the same as selected on the Stirrups tab:  

       

 n = Number of stirrups n (the minimum number is 1).  

 sd =  Spacing between stirrups sd.  

 sd1 =  Distance above slab/ beam. 
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 l =  Length of a dowel to the top of the column l (it is defined in the Dowels field).  

 a = Cover value. 

Stirrups are distributed from the top of the dowel bars with the spacing sd; the first stirrup 

from the bottom is spaced sd1 from the top of the column. Distribution is defined by 

manipulating with the parameters: n, sd and sd1. They are defined by the user in the fields 

next to the corresponding check boxes or calculated automatically (when check boxes are 

deselected). Listed below are the combinations of parameters defining the stirrup distribution.  

1. Define the number of stirrups n; stirrups are distributed evenly; sd and sd1 are 

calculated automatically.  

2. Define the number of stirrups n and spacing sd. Sd1 is calculated automatically.  

3. Define the number of stirrups (distributed evenly) n and spacing sd 1; sd  is calculated 

automatically.  

4. Define the number of stirrups n, spacing sd and sd1; (n-1) stirrups are spaced sd from 

the top of the dowel; the first stirrup from the bottom of the dowel is spaced sd1 from 

the top of the column.  

5. Define the spacing sd and sd1; the number of stirrups n is calculated automatically.  

6. Define the spacing sd; the number of stirrups n and sd1 are calculated automatically. 

5.3.6 User Reinforcement 

 

The User-defined dialog is displayed when a column is selected that already contains 

reinforcement placed using the Revit® rebar tools.  

The table displays information for the reinforcing bars already placed inside the beam:  

 Reinforcement type - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Style - Bar type, bent, straight or stirrup. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Bar shape - Shape Code number. 
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 Bar diameter - Diameter of bar. 

 Number - Number of bars. 

 Spacing - Centre to centre spacing between bars. 

The data in this table is displayed according to the rules used in Autodesk® Revit® / 

Autodesk® Robot Structural Analysis.  

5.3.7 Precast Elements 

The Precast Elements dialog is displayed when a precast element is selected in the Revit® 

model. 

The options in the tab allow for generation of additional elements of the column 

reinforcement - steel precast elements (mounting parts). The precast elements are steel 

elements, added to the RC elements of the structure for particular purposes, e.g. in order to 

reduce heat loss and noise emitted. 

 

In order to define a precast element in an RC beam, follow the steps below:  

 Face - From the list of the available faces of an RC element, select the section face of 

an RC beam; the list of available faces depends on the type of column cross-section 

(rectangular section, T-section, etc.).  

 Family - Select the family of the precast element.  

 Type - Select the type of the precast element.  

 Co-ordinates X, Y & Z - Define coordinates of the precast element insertion on the 

selected face of the element. The coordinates are measured in relation to the left, 

bottom corner of a face;  

 Angle - The positive angle is clockwise.  

 Properties - Define properties of a family / precast element type. Click the icons 

located at the end of the definition of a precast element to open dialogs containing 

properties of a family or the element type. 

Note: The option is not available for round columns.  
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5.3.8 Reinforcement Areas 

 

This tab displays a table where reinforcement areas for a column can be compared:  

 Required reinforcement area in selected column sections.  

 Parametric reinforcement area (reinforcement generated on base of parameters 

defined in the Reinforcement of column extension) in selected beam sections.  

The required reinforcement area in a beam can be defined in the table in three different ways:  

 By loading the structure model from Revit®, containing information about the 

required reinforcement (the required reinforcement can be loaded as there is a link 

between the Revit® and the Robot programs - described below).  

 By loading the data file; the file must be saved in MS Excel format (CSV file); in 

order to upload a file containing the reinforcement data, follow the steps below:   

 Click the Open key located in the External data field.  

 Indicate file containing the reinforcement data.  

 By entering the reinforcement values directly in the table.  

To get the required reinforcement areas in Revit®, use Autodesk® Robot Structural Analysis 

Link:  

1. Send model from Revit® to Robot (using the Autodesk® Robot Structural Analysis 

Link).  

2. Perform analysis of the structure in Robot and the required reinforcement calculations 

for the RC elements.  

3. Update the model and results in Revit® (using the Autodesk® Robot Structural 

Analysis Link).  

4. Main reinforcement areas will be presented in the dialog after loading the model to 

the Revit® project. The results received for the RC elements (required reinforcement 

area) will be saved in the RC elements in Revit®.  

5. It is possible to have several results for a single RC element. To choose a set of results 

use the Result Set list located above the reinforcement table.  
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If the file is open on the computer without the Autodesk® Robot Structural Analysis Link 

installed, results are not visible in the dialog. They will be visible once the Autodesk® Robot 

Structural Analysis has been installed.  
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6 Continuous Footings 

6.1 General Reinforcement 

Use the Continuous Footing Reinforcement Tool to generate reinforcement for a 

continuous footing in a Revit® model.  

The Continuous Footing Reinforcement Tool requires a continuous footing to have been 

placed in the model and selected before the command is loaded from the menu.  

Reinforcement can be generated for the following types of footing cross-sections:  

 Rectangular (simple and double).  

 Trapezoidal.  

A continuous footing can be rectilinear or curved.  

The following assumptions have been adopted in the Extension:  

 A continuous footing is positioned under the wall.  

 Only one wall can be associated with a continuous footing.  

 A wall may be positioned asymmetrically with respect to the continuous footing. 

The continuous footing properties define the beam dimensions, concrete grade, cover etc. The 

parameters for the reinforcing bars, the material, shape codes, bar diameters, hook details etc 

are defined inside Revit®. 

Define the reinforcement parameters for the Continuous Footing Reinforcement Tool by 

selecting the options from the File Pull Down Menu;  

 Open - Opens a file with saved reinforcement parameters.  

 Save / Save As - Saves parameters to an external file. Use this file to generate 

reinforcement for a beam with the same geometry.  

 Regional Settings - see chapter 2 for details. 

 Close - closes the Continuous Footing Reinforcement Tool. 
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6.2 Continuous Footing Reinforcement Dialog 

 

The dialog for generation of continuous footing reinforcement has 3 main areas:  

1. On the left are options for selecting a component used to define the continuous 

footing reinforcement:  

  - Geometry  

  - Main Bars  

  - Longitudinal Bars  

  - Dowel Bars  

  - User Reinforcement 

2. In the centre, you can define parameters of the continuous footing and reinforcement 

(depending on a selected component).  

3. On the right is a graphical view of a defined continuous footing and generated footing 

reinforcement. 
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6.3 Generating the Continuous Footing Reinforcement 

6.3.1 Geometry 

 

The following parameters for the continuous foundation section geometry are displayed: 

 Identification parameters - Family and type of a continuous footing loaded from a 

Revit® model.  

 Plan dimensions.  

 Section dimensions.  

 Element parameters - Including number of footings, offset, and radius.  

If the Save data without reinforcement generation option is cleared, the reinforcing bars are 

generated and displayed in Autodesk® Revit®. If this option is selected, the reinforcement 

data is generated (and can be used after restarting the Extension), but reinforcing bars cannot 

be displayed in Autodesk® Revit®. 
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6.3.2 Main Bars 

 

The Main Bar Reinforcement is generated along the entire length of the continuous footing. 

Define the following parameters for the Main Bars:  

Main parameters  

 c = - Cover value.  

 aL = - Distance to first bar from cover on the left. 

 aR = - Distance to first bar from the cover on the right. 

Reinforcement type  

     

Note For the trapezoidal cross-section, only the last 2 stirrup types are available.  

Stirrups  

 Bars: - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 ss = - Centre to centre spacing. 

Transversal bars   

 Bars: - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 sp = - Centre to centre spacing. 

Note: Hooks and bars are loaded from families defined in Revit®. 
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6.3.3 Longitudinal Bars 

 

Define parameters of the longitudinal bars and the bars positioned inside stirrups (lower and 

upper bars).  

Longitudinal Bars 

 Bars: - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 s = Centre to centre spacing. 

Bars inside Stirrups 

 Bottom & Top Bars - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 ns = & nt = Centre to centre spacing of top & bottom bars. 

Extension of bars outside the footing 

You can also define extension parameters for bars outside the footing. Tick the left and/or the 

right options and enter the extension value.  
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6.3.4 Dowel Bars 

 

To generate dowel reinforcement in a continuous footing, under Dowel definition, select 

Dowels. You can then define parameters of dowel reinforcement:  

Dowel definition  

 c=  Cover value c.  

Dowel parameters and type  

 Dowel type for a rectangular shape. 

     

 Bar - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks top and bottom - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees 

seismic & 90 degrees seismic. 

 s = Bar spacing (s).  

Anchorage lengths  

 ln wall -  Number of bar diameters. 

 lc = Length in cm. 

 ln footing - Number of bar diameters. 

 lf = Length in cm. 

Parameters of hooks and bars are loaded from families defined in Revit®. A bar diameter and 

material are associated with a selected steel grade (family). 
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6.3.5 User Reinforcement 

 

The User-defined dialog is displayed when a continuous footing is selected that already 

contains reinforcement placed using the Revit® rebar tools.  

The table displays information for the reinforcing bars already placed inside the beam:  

 Reinforcement type - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Style - Bar type, bent, straight or stirrup. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Bar shape - Shape Code number. 

 Bar diameter - Diameter of bar. 

 Number - Number of bars. 

 Spacing - Centre to centre spacing between bars. 

The data in this table is displayed according to the rules used in Autodesk® Revit®.   
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7 Interferences of Reinforcing Bars 

7.1 General Information 

Use the Interference of Reinforcing Bars module  to perform an analysis of rebar clashes 

that exist in an RC structure model.  

The tool can be used in two ways; 

 Select one or more reinforced concrete elements. 

 Load the tool without selecting any elements and an analysis will be performed on all 

reinforced elements.  

Note: If only one rebar is selected, the analysis will be carried out for all the rebar in the 

selected RC element.  

The results of the rebar interference are presented in the structure viewer or in a report 

(HTML format); the report can be printed out, saved in the file or sent to Microsoft Excel® 

or Microsoft Word®.  

Limitations 

Clashes are not recognised in the following circumstances:  

 The common part of the intersecting rebars is smaller than 15% of the rebar diameter.  

   

 The common part of the collinear rebars is smaller than 5% of the rebar diameter. 
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7.2 Rebar Interferences Analysis Dialog 

 

The Rebar Interference Analysis dialog is divided into three main parts: 

1. On the left are options for selecting the module tab. The options used to define the 

parameters of the interference analysis and the results display options: 

  - Rebar interferences.  

  - Report (calculation note).  

2. In the middle of the dialog is the graphic viewer which has a defined structure model 

or a generated report. 

3. At the bottom is a table show the clashing rebar (only available in the Interferences 

tab).  
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7.3 Rebar Interferences Analysis 

7.3.1 Interferences 

 

The Interferences Tab has options to display the rebar clashes in the selected structural 

elements. 

The dialog is divided into 3 parts:  

1. Settings - The left-hand side containing the settings used at the interference analysis:  

Table 

 Expand All - Pressing this button results in expanding all the rows in the table 

relative to the interference of the rebars in the right, bottom corner of the 

dialog.  

 Collapse all - Pressing this button results in collapsing of all the rows in the 

table relative to the interference of the rebars in the right, bottom corner of the 

dialog.  

Revit®   

 Select in the model - If this option is turned on, the rebars chosen in the 

interference table are selected in the Revit® structural model (the  symbol 

appears).  

 Copy to Clipboard - Activating this option copies the identification numbers 

of the selected rebar elements (ID) in the interference table (the  symbol 

appears) to the Clipboard.  
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 Effective diameter option – Use this option to change the clash detection 

parameters. The tool will need to reanalyse the rebar in the structure when this 

value is changed.  

2. Rebar Interference Table - All the information in the table appears in the form of a 

tree; the tree consists of 5 levels:  

 Model - All selected elements.  

 Element type  - Beam, column, slabs, foundations, etc.  

 Element identifier  - ID is read from the Revit® program.  

 Interference type - e.g. an internal interference with indicated ID of the 

element.  

 Interference identifier.  

The table contains the following columns:  

 Elements: - General name of the element is displayed.  

 Properties - You can find the most important information about the element; 

the complete information is available in the prompt, (to open it, position the 

cursor in the table row).   

  Screen capture: - This icon will be displayed in the table row if a screen 

capture of the clash has been taken using the Capture Icon  in the top 

toolbar menu. To capture the image select the interference on the table and 

then click the capture icon. 

 If the  icon is displayed in the table row, pressing it activates the extension 

tool that was used to generate the reinforcement for the RC element (e.g. 

beam, column). Modifications of the reinforcement in the element can then be 

made. 

 If the  option is turned on in the last column , it means that the element 

located in this table row will be included in the report (calculation note).  

Note: The screen capture can only be performed for a highlighted element 

(selected with the mouse cursor) in the table of the rebars interference.  

Note: If a structure element contains radial reinforcement (e.g. the distribution of 

stirrups presented in the picture below), the longitudinal rebar intersects with all 

the stirrups. As many interferences (with the same ID number) as the stirrups are 

created.  

3. Graphical Viewer - There are two ways of presenting a clash in the graphical viewer:  

 Presentation - Of all the interferences for a selected element.  

 Detail Presentation - For a selected interference.  

To switch from one viewer type to another, follow the steps below:  

 All the interferences -> Details: left-click the symbol ... for a selected 

interference.  
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 Details -> All the interferences: press the ESC button.  

Note: The interferences in the graphic viewer are not presented for all the elements, 

but for one selected element only. An element may be selected:  

 Graphically - By left-clicking the mouse.  

 In the table - Indicating the row in the interference table. 

7.3.2 Report 

 

Use the Report tab to display results for the analysed rebar clashes in the form of a 

calculation note. The dialog in this tab has 2 parts:  

1. Report Viewer - from the menu in the upper part of the dialog you can specify the 

following options:  

  Export to MS Word - Sends a note to a Microsoft Word® document.  

 Export to MS Excel - Sends a note to a Microsoft Excel® document. 

 Save as HTML - Saves the report in HTML format (MHT).  

 Print - Prints a note.  

  Previous & Next - Allows to present previous/next page of the report.  

Note: The export and printing options are applicable to the currently displayed page 

of the report.  

2. Settings - The lower left of the dialog holds the following options:  
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 Add bitmaps to report - If this option is activated, the screen captures made so 

far are attached to the note (report). This option allows viewing the report pages. 

Only one page of the report may be presented on screen.  

Note: One report page is not equal to one page of printing; the interferences of the 

same type are presented on the same report page. 

7.3.3 Graphical Viewer 

The graphical viewer is available on the Interferences tab. A View menu is available for the 

graphical viewer contain various view controls.  

View - This menu has the following options:  

  Zoom All - Zooms to a view of the entire model.  

  Zoom Window - Zooms in a selected rectangular area.  

  Zoom in - Zooms in the view.  

 Zoom out - Zooms out the view.  

  Automatic zoom – The view size is automatically adjusted to the current 

selection.  

  Screen capture option is available. 

Navigation between the elements:  

Element selection in the view; navigation in accordance with the element hierarchy:   

 Whole model.  

 Element category (e.g. column, beam).  

 Element instance (e.g. column id = xxxx).  

 Interference type (e.g. internal).  

 Selected interference. 

Element selection directly in the rebars interference table.  

Standard options in the view are available with the mouse:  

 Middle button pressed + move - move view.  

 Scroll - zoom in, zoom out.  

 Middle button pressed + shift + move - rotate view.  

 Pressing the left button - select element. 

7.3.4 How to Analyse the Rebar Interferences 

To analyse the rebar clashing interference and generate a calculation note, follow the steps 

below:  
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1. In a structural model, select the elements for which the interference analysis is to be 

carried out (if the elements are not selected all the elements are included in the 

interference analysis).  

2. Activate the extension to analyse the rebars interferences.  

3. Determine which interferences should be viewed and for which screen captures 

should be made (the row in the interference table should be highlighted and screen 

capture for selected interference should be performed, if necessary).  

4. Determine which interferences are to be included in the calculation note (appears in 

the last column of the interference table for the table row to be taken in consideration 

in the note).  

5. Save / print the calculation note.  
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8 Parapets 

8.1 General Information 

The Parapet Tool  generates reinforcement of a parapet defined in a Revit® model. 

Reinforcement can be generated for the following types of parapet cross-section:  

    

The vertical element of the parapet must be defined as a beam or wall.  

The Parapet Reinforcement Tool requires a parapet to have been placed in the model and 

selected before the command is loaded from the menu as shown in the image below:  

 

If the vertical element of the parapet is defined as a wall. The Wall Reinforcement Tool can 

be used for which you defined an additional (rectangle or parallelogram-shaped) section 

using the Sweeps option selected from the Element properties dialog.  

The Parapet Tool loads the necessary information from Revit®: 

 Parapet geometry.  

 The parameters of reinforcing bars (diameter, material, reinforcement hooks).  

Define the reinforcement parameters for the Parapet Reinforcement Tool by selecting the 

options from the File Pull Down Menu;  

 Open - Opens a file with saved reinforcement parameters.  

 Save / Save As - Saves parameters to an external file. Use this file to generate 

reinforcement for a beam with the same geometry.  

 Regional Settings  - See chapter 2 for details. 

 Close - Closes the Parapet Reinforcement Tool. 
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8.2 Parapet Reinforcement Dialog 

 

The dialog for the parapet reinforcement has 3 main areas:  

1. On the left of the dialog are options for selecting components used to define parapet 

reinforcement:  

  Geometry – Concrete section geometry parameters. 

  Reinforcement – Define longitudinal and transverse reinforcement. 

  User Reinforcement  

2. In the centre, define parameters of the continuous footing and reinforcement 

(depending on a selected component).  

3. On the right is a graphical view of a defined continuous footing and generated footing 

reinforcement. 
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8.3 Generating the Parapet Reinforcement 

8.3.1 Geometry  

 

The following parameters for the parapet section geometry are displayed: 

 Identification - Displays the parameters identifying the parapet (name, type, 

position), these are loaded from the Revit® model.  

 Parapet Dimensions - Displays a number of dimensions dependent on the selected 

parapet shape.  

If the Save data without reinforcement generation option is cleared, the reinforcing bars are 

generated and displayed in Autodesk® Revit®. If this option is selected, the reinforcement 

data is generated (and can be used after restarting the Extension), but reinforcing bars cannot 

be displayed in Autodesk® Revit®. 

8.3.2 Parapet Reinforcement 
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Define the following parapet reinforcement:  

Transversal Reinforcement:  

 Reinforcement Type -  

     

 Bars - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 c = Cover value c for transversal bars.  

 s1 = Bar spacing. 

 L1 & L2 = Anchorage length for the bars.  

Longitudinal Reinforcement:  

 Bar Type - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 s2 = Spacing of the longitudinal bars. 

8.3.3 User Reinforcement 

 

The User-defined dialog is displayed when a parapet is selected that already contains 

reinforcement placed using the Revit® rebar tools.  

The table displays information for the reinforcing bars already placed inside the beam:  

 Reinforcement type - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Style - Bar type, bent, straight or stirrup. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 
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 Bar shape - Shape Code number. 

 Bar diameter - Diameter of bar. 

 Number - Number of bars. 

 Spacing - Centre to centre spacing between bars. 

The data in this table is displayed according to the rules used in Autodesk® Revit®.   
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9 Pile Caps 

9.1 General Information 

The Pile Cap Reinforcement Tool  generates reinforcement for a pile cap in a Revit® 

model. It is possible to generate reinforcement for rectangular and triangular sections of a pile 

cap (seen as projected).  

The pile cap information is extracted from the selected element in the Revit® model:  

 Geometry of pile cap.  

 Geometry of foundation piles positioned under the pile cap.  

 Parameters (diameter, material, reinforcement hooks) of reinforcing bars).  

Using the Pile Cap Reinforcement Tool to define the pile cap reinforcement:  

 When there is rectangular distribution of piles under the pile cap.  

 When there is arbitrary distribution of piles under the pile cap.  

 When a pile cap is a separate object (without piles under it).  

Define the reinforcement parameters for the Pile Cap Reinforcement Tool by selecting the 

options from the File Pull Down Menu;  

 Open - Opens a file with saved reinforcement parameters.  

 Save / Save As - Saves parameters to an external file. Use this file to generate 

reinforcement for a pile cap with the same geometry.  

 Regional Settings - See chapter 2 for details. 

 Close - Closes the Pile Cap Reinforcement Tool. 
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9.2 Pile Cap Reinforcement Dialog 

 

The dialog for generation of pile cap reinforcement has 3 main parts:  

On the left are options for selecting a component used to define pile cap reinforcement:  

  - Pile cap geometry.  

  - Main bottom bars.  

  - Main top bars.  

  - Circumferential bars.  

  - Diagonal bars.  

  - User Defined Reinforcement 

In the centre, define parameters of the pile cap and reinforcement (depending on a selected 

component).  

On the right is a graphical view of a defined pile cap and generated pile cap reinforcement. 

9.3 Generating the Pile Cap Reinforcement 

9.3.1 Geometry 

The Pile Cap Geometry parameters are displayed in the geometry tab:  

 Identification parameters - Family and type of a pile cap loaded from a Revit® 

model.  
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 Plan - The dimensions of the pile cap, these will vary according to the pile cap type 

selected. 

 Section - The dimensions of the pile cap, these will vary according to pile cap type 

selected. 

 Element - Displays the number of pile caps, number of piles, level, and offset.  

The Pile Cap Reinforcement Tool will work with the following pile cap shapes:  

Rectangular  

 

Triangular  

 

If the Save data without reinforcement generation option is cleared, the reinforcing bars are 

generated and displayed in Autodesk® Revit®. If this option is selected, the reinforcement 

data is generated (and can be used after restarting the Extension), but reinforcing bars cannot 

be displayed in Autodesk® Revit®. 

9.3.2 Main Bottom Bars 
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Define the following parameters for the Main Bottom Bars for the Pile Cap: 

Reinforcement definition  

 cb = Enter the cover distance to the bottom of the pile cap.  

 cs = Enter the cover distance to the side of the pile cap. 

 Reinforcement type - Select the reinforcement arrangement from the drop down 

menu. 

 Pile Cap Reinforcement - Limited to zones above the piles 

(reinforcement by means of reinforcing bundles): it can be applied only to 

regular distances between piles. 

 Reinforcement Grid - On the entire surface of a pile cap (it can be 

applied to all types of pile caps);  

Note: These are not prefabricated reinforcement grids (grids are not distributed in the 

pile cap). 

 Mixed type of pile cap reinforcement - It can be applied identically as 

the first reinforcement type.  

Reinforcement Grid Parameters 

 Reinforcement shape - Choose the shape code from the drop down menu. 

     

 Bars - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 sb = Centre to centre spacing. 

 lb = Leg length. 

Reinforcing Bundles Parameters 

 Reinforcement shape - The shape displayed depends on a selected reinforcement 

type):  

   

 Bars -Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 sa = Centre to centre spacing. 
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 la = Leg length. 

9.3.3 Main Top Bars 

 

To generate main top reinforcement for the pile cap, under Reinforcement definition, select 

Main top bars. Define parameters of main top reinforcement.  

Type and parameters of main top reinforcement   

 ct = Cover to the top reinforcement.   

 Reinforcement shape - Choose the shape from the drop down menu. 

   

 Bars - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 st = Centre to centre spacing. 

 lt = Leg length. 

9.3.4 Circumferential Bars 

Reinforcement Definition 

To generate main top reinforcement of a pile cap, under Reinforcement definition, select 

Circumferential bars. Then define parameters of circumferential bar reinforcement. 

Type and parameters of circumferential reinforcement   

 Reinforcement shape: - Select the required shape from the drop down menu. 
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 Bars - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 sc = Centre to centre spacing. 

 lc = Leg length. 

9.3.5 Diagonal Bars 

To generate diagonal bar reinforcement of a pile cap, under Reinforcement definition, select 

Diagonal bars. Define the parameters of diagonal bar reinforcement (reinforcing bundles 

placed along the diagonal of a pile cap).  

This type of pile cap reinforcement is placed as bottom reinforcement. Definition of this 

reinforcement depends on geometry of piles positioned under the pile cap. In practice, it can 

be applied to the following pile distributions:  

 

 

Reinforcement parameters and type   

 Reinforcement shape - The shape displayed depends on a selected reinforcement 

type):  

   

 Bars: - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 sk = Centre to centre spacing. 

 lk = Leg length. 
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9.3.6 User Reinforcement 

 

The User-defined dialog is displayed when a beam is selected that already contains 

reinforcement placed using the Revit® rebar tools.  

The table displays information for the reinforcing bars already placed inside the beam:  

 Reinforcement type - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Style - Bar type, bent, straight or stirrup. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Bar shape - Shape Code number. 

 Bar diameter - Diameter of bar. 

 Number - Number of bars. 

 Spacing - Centre to centre spacing between bars. 

The data in this table is displayed according to the rules used in Autodesk® Revit®.   
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10 Piles 

10.1 General Information 

The Pile Reinforcement Tool  generates the reinforcement for a pile that has been 

defined in a Revit® model. Reinforcement can be generated for the pile arrangements shown 

in drawing below:  

 A single pile.  

 A group of piles positioned under the pile cap.  

If there are at least 2 piles under the pile cap, the Pile Reinforcement Tool generates the same 

reinforcement for each pile.  

 

 

Note: The current version of the Pile Reinforcement Tool generates reinforcement for RC 

piles with a round cross-section.  

The Extension reads the necessary information for a selected pile (selected piles) or a pile cap 

from Revit®:  

 Pile geometry.  

 Parameters of shape families.  

 Parameters of reinforcing bars (diameter + material).  

 Parameters of hooks for reinforcing bars.  

Important: The Pile Reinforcement Tool will not launch if:   

 The selected piles are of different geometry.  

 The selected a pile cap has piles that are of different geometry.  

Define the reinforcement parameters for the Pile Reinforcement Tool by selecting the options 

from the File Pull Down Menu;  

 Open - Opens a file with saved reinforcement parameters.  

 Save / Save As - Saves parameters to an external file. Use this file to generate 

reinforcement for a pile with the same geometry.  

 Regional Settings  - see chapter 2 for details. 

 Close - closes the Pile Reinforcement Tool. 
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10.2 Pile Reinforcement Dialog 

 

The dialog for generating pile reinforcement has the following parts: 

1. Left panel - options to select a component of the pile 

reinforcement definition:   

  Geometry.  

  Main Bars.  

  Stirrups.  

  Additional Reinforcement.  

  User Reinforcement.  

2. In the middle - an area to define parameters of a pile and its 

reinforcement (depending on a selected component).  

3. Right panel - a view of the defined pile and the pile reinforcement you are generating.  
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10.3 Generating the Pile Reinforcement 

10.3.1 Geometry 

 

The Pile Section Geometry parameters are displayed in the geometry tab, these are laoded 

from the Revit® model:  

 Identification - Displays the Family Name and Family Type. 

 Pile Dimensions - Displays the pile length hp and pile diameter D. 

 Element - Displays the number of piles, the Revit® Level and the offset (et) of the 

pile above or below the Revit® Level. 

If the Save data without reinforcement generation option is cleared, the reinforcing bars are 

generated and displayed in Autodesk® Revit®. If this option is selected, the reinforcement 

data is generated (and can be used after restarting the Extension), but reinforcing bars cannot 

be displayed in Autodesk® Revit®. 
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10.3.2 Main Bars 

 

Define the following parameters for the Main Bars:  

Reinforcement Parameters  

 Main Bar - Select the bar diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Type - Select the type of distribution of bars from the drop down menu: 

 - Only main bars.  

  - Top bars next to main bars.  

  - Top bars between main bars.  

Additional Reinforcing Bars Parameters  

 Additional Bar - Select the bar diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 l = Reinforcing bar length. 

 nr = Number of main reinforcing bars (and additional bars, if necessary) along the 

pile circumference.  

Bar Anchorage Parameters 

 Bar Anchorage - Tick the option to add bar anchorage (in the top part of the pile).  

 Anchorage length *dia - Type in the number of bar diameters the bar projects above 

the pile. 

 lb = Enter the distance the bar projects above the pile. 
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 Reinforcement division - Tick this option to sub-divide the main rebars along the 

pile 

 lp = Total length of lower rebar. 

 ld = Lap distance. 

 Bar Ends - Tick this option to bend the bottom rebar. 

 bb = Horizontal distance for rebar taper. 

 hb = Vertical distance for rebar taper. 

10.3.3 Stirrups 

 

Define the following parameters for the Stirrups in the Pile. 

Stirrup Parameters 

 stirrup type - Choose the stirrup type from the drop down menu. 

   

 Bar - Type & diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hook 1 - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 c = Cover value. 

 ls = Lap value. 

Stirrup spacing/Spiral pitch 

 Distribution type - Choose the stirrup distribution from the drop down menu. 

 - One stirrup zone along the pile length.  
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 - Two stirrup zones along the pile length.  

  - Three stirrup zones along the pile length.  

The fields will vary depending on the stirrup distribution type.  

 s1 = Spacing of top links. 

 l1 = Height of range of top links. 

 sn = Spacing of middle links. 

 ln = Height of range of middle links. 

 s2 = Spacing of bottom links. 

 l2 = Height of range of bottom links. 

Spiral pitch  

 s = Pitch of spiral bar. 

 l = Total height of spiral bar. 

 s1 = Number of bar diameters. 

Constructional stirrups 

 Define - Tick to add constructional stirrups to the pile. The Pile Reinforcement tool 

adds the following; 

A stirrup in the top part of the pile, if the Bar anchorage option is selected. 

A stirrup in the bottom part of the pile, if the Bar ends option is selected. 

 Bar - Type & diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hook 1 - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 
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10.3.4 Additional Reinforcement 

 

Use this tab to define additional pile reinforcement; assembly and/or distance bars. 

Assembly Bars 

 Definition - Tick to add assembly bars to the pile. 

 Bar - Type & diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 lm - Type in leg dimension. 

 am - Type in leg dimension. 

Distance Bars 

 Definition - Tick to add distance bars to the pile. 

 Bar - Type & diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Number along circumference - Type in number required. 

 Number per height - Type in number required. 

 a= Type in leg a dimension. 

 b = Type in leg b dimension. 
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10.3.5 User Reinforcement 

 

The User-defined dialog is displayed when a pile is selected that already contains 

reinforcement placed using the Revit® rebar tools.  

The table displays information for the reinforcing bars already placed inside the beam:  

 Reinforcement type - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Style - Bar type, bent, straight or stirrup. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Bar shape - Shape Code number. 

 Bar diameter - Diameter of bar. 

 Number - Number of bars. 

 Spacing - Centre to centre spacing between bars. 

The data in this table is displayed according to the rules used in Autodesk® Revit®.   
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11 Retaining Walls 

11.1 General Information 

The Retaining Wall Reinforcement Tool  generates reinforcement for a retaining wall in 

a Revit® model. Reinforcement can be generated for the following types of retaining wall 

section in Revit®:  

 Structure foundations in the shape of a typical retaining wall.  

 

 Foundations under walls of shapes as shown in the image (wall + foundation).  

 

The current version of the Retaining Wall Reinforcement tool can add reinforcement to 

rectilinear retaining walls of the following shapes:  

 Straight. 

 With walls of varying thickness.  

 With the inclined wall.  

 With the inclined footing.  

Reinforcement can only be generated for retaining walls with a constant cross-section along 

the retaining wall length; a retaining wall cannot be inclined toward the XY plane.  

You can load retaining wall information from Revit®:  

 Geometry of the wall and footing of the retaining wall.  

 Parameters of reinforcing bars (diameter + material).  

 Parameters of hooks for reinforcing bars.  

Define the reinforcement parameters for the Retaining Wall Reinforcement Tool by selecting 

the options from the File Pull Down Menu;  

 Open - Opens a file with saved reinforcement parameters.  

 Save / Save As - Saves parameters to an external file. Use this file to generate 

reinforcement for a retaining wall with the same geometry.  

 Regional Settings  - See chapter 2 for details. 

 Close - Closes the Retaining Wall Reinforcement Tool. 
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11.2 Retaining Wall Reinforcement Dialog 

 

The dialog box for generation of retaining wall reinforcement has 3 main parts: 

1. On the left are options for selecting a component used to define the retaining wall 

reinforcement:   

  - Geometry.  

  - Shelf Geometry.  

  - Main Bars.  

  - Distributed Reinforcement.  

  - Shelves and Key Reinforcement.  

  - User Reinforcement. 

2. In the centre, define parameters of the retaining wall and reinforcement (depending on 

a selected component).  

3. On the right is a graphical view of a defined retaining wall and generated retaining 

wall reinforcement. 
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11.3 Generating Retaining Wall Reinforcement 

11.3.1 Geometry 

 

The information displayed in the Geometry tab is loaded from the retaining wall that has been 

modelled in Revit®:  

 Identification parameters - Of a retaining wall loaded from a Revit® model.  

 Number of retaining walls and the bottom level.  

 Dimensions of the cross-section of the wall.  

 Dimensions of the cross-section of the footing.  

The number of dimensions depends on the selected retaining wall type. 

If the Save data without reinforcement generation option is cleared, the reinforcing bars are 

generated and displayed in Autodesk® Revit®. If this option is selected, the reinforcement 

data is generated (and can be used after restarting the Extension), but reinforcing bars cannot 

be displayed in Autodesk® Revit®. 
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11.3.2 Shelf Geometry 

 

The information displayed in the Shelf Geometry tab is loaded from the retaining wall that 

has been modelled in Revit®: 

 Number of shelves - Cannot exceed 3 shelves.  

 Dimensions of shelves.  

 The number of dimensions - Depends on the number of shelves. 

11.3.3 Main Bars 
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Define the following parameters for the Main Bars in this tab:  

 Reinforcement shape:  

     

 c = Cover value. 

Main reinforcing bars parameters: (Note: each main bar 1 to 3 is represented in the diagram 

on the right using a colour.) 

 Bar - Select the bar diameter. 

 Material: - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 s* = Bar spacing. 

 l* = Length of bars. 

 Distance bar = Tick this option to add bar anchors.  

The Distance bar option is available for the first type of reinforcement. If selected, it 

generates additional reinforcing bars in the top part of the retaining wall (as shown in the 

image above). The length is specified in the field next to the option l4. 

11.3.4 Distributed Reinforcement 

 

Define the following parameters for the distributed reinforcement bars in this tab:   

Note: Each distribution bar is represented in the diagram on the right using a colour). 

The dialog is divide into sections to define the following; 

 Wall Left Side - Diameter, material and spacing. 

 Wall Right Side - Diameter, material and spacing. 
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 Distance Bar - Diameter, material and spacing. 

 Shelves - Diameter, material and spacing. 

 Footing - Diameter, material and spacing. 

 Key - Diameter, material and spacing. 

11.3.5 Shelf and Key Reinforcement 

 

Define the following parameters for the shelf reinforcement in this tab:   

Shelf reinforcement: 

 Reinforcement shape:  

   

 Bar - Select the bar diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 s* = Bar spacing. 

Key reinforcement:  

 Reinforcement shape: 

 

 Bar - Select the bar diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 
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 s* = Bar spacing. 

11.3.6 User Reinforcement 

 

The User-defined dialog is displayed when a retaining wall is selected that already contains 

reinforcement placed using the Revit® rebar tools.  

The table displays information for the reinforcing bars already placed inside the beam:  

 Reinforcement type - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Style - Bar type, bent, straight or stirrup. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Bar shape - Shape Code number. 

 Bar diameter - Diameter of bar. 

 Number - Number of bars. 

 Spacing - Centre to centre spacing between bars. 

The data in this table is displayed according to the rules used in Autodesk® Revit®.   
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12 Slab Corners 

12.1 General Information 

The Slab Corner Reinforcement Tool  generates reinforcement for the corners of RC 

slabs in a Revit® model. 

The following slab corner information from Revit® is loaded into the tool:  

 Slab geometry.  

 Reinforcing bars parameters (diameter + material).  

 Hook parameters for reinforcing bars.  

The Slab Corner reinforcement tool will not start, if:   

 No objects have been selected.  

 Any object other than a concrete slab has been selected.  

 Selected slabs have different geometries.  

 The selected slab does not have slab corners between 45 and 135 degrees. 

 The concrete slab does not have a structural load bearing layer.  

 The Structural slab property is not active.  

 The selected slab is sloping.  

In the Slab Corner Tool it is assumed that for each corner the x axis is on the right side of the 

corner angle bisector and the y axis is on the left side of the bisector (as shown in the image).  

 

Define the reinforcement parameters for the Slab Corners Reinforcement Tool by selecting 

the options from the File Pull Down Menu;  

 Open - Opens a file with saved reinforcement parameters.  

 Save / Save As - Saves parameters to an external file. Use this file to generate 

reinforcement for a slab corner with the same geometry.  

 Regional Settings  - see chapter 2 for details. 

 Close - closes the Slab Corner Reinforcement Tool. 
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12.2 Slab Corner Reinforcement Dialog 

 

The dialog for generating reinforcement of slab corners is divided into 4 main parts: 

1. Top left hand corner are the options for selecting a component used to define the slab 

corner reinforcement:    

  - Geometry.  

  - Top reinforcement.  

  - Bottom reinforcement.  

  - User Reinforcement.  

2. Top right hand side is a preview of a slab contour with numbered slab corners.  

3. Bottom left hand side is an area to define parameters of reinforcement of slab corners 

(depending on a selected component).  

4. Bottom right hand side is a diagram of the defined slab corner and the generated 

corner reinforcement. 
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12.3 Generating the Slab Corner Reinforcement 

12.3.1 Geometry 

 

The information displayed in the Geometry tab is loaded from the concrete slab that has been 

modelled & selected in Revit®:  

 Identification parameters - Family and type of a slab loaded from a Revit® model.  

 Slab thickness t 0 and thickness of a load-carrying layer t.  

 Number of slabs, level and offset e T. 

If the Save data without reinforcement generation option is cleared, the reinforcing bars are 

generated and displayed in Autodesk® Revit®. If this option is selected, the reinforcement 

data is generated (and can be used after restarting the Extension), but reinforcing bars cannot 

be displayed in Autodesk® Revit®. 
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12.3.2 Top Reinforcement 

 

Define the following parameters for the Top Bars in this tab:  

 Top Reinforcement - Tick this option to add reinforcement to the top face of the 

slab. 

 Selected Corner - Use the Selected Corner option to choose the slab corner to add the 

reinforcement. 

Top reinforcement bars parameters:   

Definition of reinforcement for a selected corner:  

 Reinforcement shape - Select the required bar shape. 

     

 Bar - Select the bar diameter. 

 Material: - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 a = Length of bars. 

 b = Length of bars. 

Reinforcement Distribution Parameters: 

 Reinforcement type - select the required distribution type 

       

 lx = Length of mat. 

 ly = Width of mat. 
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 sx = Centre to centre spacing. 

 sy = Centre to centre spacing. 

 cx = Cover left and right. 

 cy = Cover top and bottom. 

 cT - Cover top. 

12.3.3 Bottom Reinforcement 

 

Define the following parameters for the Bottom Bars in this tab:  

 Bottom Reinforcement - Tick this option to add reinforcement to the bottom face of 

the slab. 

 Selected Corner - Use the Selected Corner option to choose the slab corner to add the 

reinforcement. 

Bottom reinforcement bar parameters:   

Definition of reinforcement for a selected corner:  

 Reinforcement Shape - Select the required bar shape.  

     

 Bar - Select the bar diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 a = Length of bars. 
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 b = Length of bars. 

Reinforcement Distribution Parameters: 

 Reinforcement Type - select the required distribution type.  

       

 lx = Length of mat. 

 ly = Width of mat. 

 sx = Centre to centre spacing. 

 sy = Centre to centre spacing. 

 cx = Cover left and right. 

 cy = Cover top and bottom. 

12.3.4 User Reinforcement 

 

The User-defined dialog is displayed when a slab corner is selected that already contains 

reinforcement placed using the Revit® rebar tools.  

The table displays information for the reinforcing bars already placed inside the beam:  

 Reinforcement type - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Style - Bar type, bent, straight or stirrup. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Bar shape - Shape Code number. 

 Bar diameter - Diameter of bar. 
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 Number - Number of bars. 

 Spacing - Centre to centre spacing between bars. 

The data in this table is displayed according to the rules used in Autodesk® Revit®.  
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13 Slab Openings 

13.1 General Information 

The Slab Openings Reinforcement Tool generates reinforcement around an opening in 

concrete slab. The opening in the slab needs to be created individually with the Revit 

Opening Tools. This tool does not support openings created as part of the Revit Slab Creation 

Tool. 

 

The Tool will generate Reinforcement for the following types of RC slab openings:  

   Rectangular openings.  

  Rectangular openings adjacent to one slab edge.  

  Rectangular openings adjacent to two slab edges.  

   Round openings.  

Note Corner fillets in rectangular openings are disregarded (such openings are treated as 

rectangular).  

You can load RC slab opening information from Revit:  

 Geometry of a slab opening.  

 Parameters (diameter and material) of reinforcing bars.  

 Parameters of hooks for reinforcing bars.  

Define the reinforcement parameters for the Slab Corners Reinforcement Tool by selecting 

the options from the File Pull Down Menu;  

 Open - Opens a file with saved reinforcement parameters.  

 Save / Save As - Saves parameters to an external file. Use this file to generate 

reinforcement for a slab corner with the same geometry.  

 Regional Settings  - see chapter 2 for details. 

 Close - closes the Slab Corner Reinforcement Tool. 
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13.2 Slab Opening Reinforcement Dialog 

The Reinforcement of slab opening dialog is divided into three main parts:  

 

1. On the left are options for selecting a component used to define the slab opening 

reinforcement: 

  Geometry  

  Main Bars  

  Constructional Bars  

  Corner Bars  

  User-Defined Reinforcement 

The reinforcement generated by the Slab Openings Tool are shown in the diagram 

below;  

 

2. In the centre, you can define parameters of the slab opening and reinforcement 

(depending on a selected component).  

3. On the right is a graphical view of a defined slab opening and the generated opening 

reinforcement. 
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13.3 Generating Slab Opening Reinforcement 

13.3.1 Geometry 

The information displayed in the Geometry tab is loaded from the opening in the concrete 

slab that has been modelled & selected in Revit®:  

 Identification parameters (family and type) of an opening loaded from a Revit model.  

 Opening dimensions.  

 Slab thickness (for a layered slab, thickness of the structural layer).  

 Element parameters, including number of openings, level, and offset. 

 

Note: For an opening to be recognised correctly in the Extension, it has to be defined in Revit 

using the Opening > Opening by face option. Each opening in the slab must be defined 

separately.  

Note: In the Revit Element Properties dialog, ensure that the Structural option is selected for 

the slab.  

The Slab Openings Tool will add reinforcement to following opening shapes in an RC slab:  

   Rectangular openings.  

  Rectangular openings adjacent to one slab edge.  

  Rectangular openings adjacent to two slab edges.  
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   Round openings.  

If the Save data without reinforcement generation option is cleared, the reinforcing bars are 

generated and displayed in Autodesk® Revit®. If this option is selected, the reinforcement 

data is generated (and can be used after restarting the Extension), but reinforcing bars cannot 

be displayed in Autodesk® Revit®. 

13.3.2 Main Bars 

Define the following parameters for the Main Bars:  

Bars  

 Main Bar - Select the bar diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Number of bars in both directions (n b  and n h )  

Reinforcement parameters  

Covers: select the required cover from the drop down menu.  

 c - lateral cover, measured from the opening edge / vertical wall  

 cb & ct - top and bottom cover. 

Anchorage: enter the anchorage length as a multiple of bar diameters.  

 lb – vertical anchorage. 

 lh – horizontal anchorage. 

Spacing: enter the spacing between reinforcement bar. 

 sb – vertical spacing. 

 sh – horizontal spacing. 
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The bar parameters are loaded from the families defined in Revit. A bar diameter and 

material are associated with a selected steel grade (family). 

13.3.3 Constructional Bars 

 

Reinforcement Definition 

Tick the Constructional Bars option to at edge bars to the slab opening. The rebar will be 

placed perpendicular to the opening.  

Bars  

 Type: - select the required bar shape from the drop down menu. 

 U-bar. 

 Stirrup / Link. 

 Bars: - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

Reinforcement parameters  

 s – type in the bar centre to centre distance. 

 l - reinforcement length specified as multiple of bar diameters. 

Parameters of hooks and bars are loaded from the families defined in Revit. A bar diameter 

and material are associated with a selected steel grade (family). 
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13.3.4 Corner Bars 

Use the Corner bars option to add reinforcement diagonally to the opening. To activate this 

tab, tick the Corner Bars option. You can then define parameters of bar reinforcement 

(reinforcement strengthening the opening corner).  

 

Bars  

 Type: use the drop down menu to select the required corner bars. 

Straight bars. 

L bars. 

 Bars: - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 n- select the number of bars. 

Reinforcement parameters  

 s - Bar spacing. 

 l – Reinforcement length specified as multiple of bar diameters. 
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13.3.5 User Reinforcement 

 

The User-defined dialog is displayed when a slab corner is selected that already contains 

reinforcement placed using the Revit® rebar tools.  

The table displays information for the reinforcing bars already placed inside the beam:  

 Reinforcement type - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Style - Bar type, bent, straight or stirrup. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Bar shape - Shape Code number. 

 Bar diameter - Diameter of bar. 

 Number - Number of bars. 

 Spacing - Centre to centre spacing between bars. 

The data in this table is displayed according to the rules used in Autodesk® Revit®.  
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14 Spread Footings 

14.1 General Information 

Use the Spread Footing Reinforcement Tool  to generate the reinforcement for a spread 

footing in an Autodesk® Revit® / Autodesk® Robot Structural Analysis model. 

Reinforcement can be generated for the following types of footing cross-sections (and the 

adjoining column):  

Spread footing  

 Rectangular (simple and double).  

 Trapezoidal.  

Adjoining column  

 RC rectangular.  

 RC circular.  

 Steel.  

 No adjoining column.  

You can load spread footing information from Autodesk® Revit®:  

 Geometry of a spread footing.  

 Geometry of the adjoining column.  

 Parameters (diameter and material) of reinforcing bars.  

 Parameters of hooks for reinforcing bars.  

Define the reinforcement parameters for the Spread Footing Reinforcement Tool by selecting 

the options from the File Pull Down Menu;  

 Open - Opens a file with saved reinforcement parameters.  

 Save / Save As - Saves parameters to an external file. Use this file to generate 

reinforcement for a spread footing with the same geometry.  

 Regional Settings - See chapter 2 for details. 

 Close - Closes the Spread Footing Reinforcement Tool. 
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14.2 Spread Footing Reinforcement Dialog 

 

The dialog for generation of spread footing reinforcement has 3 main parts: 

1. On the left are options for selecting a component used to define spread footing 

reinforcement:   

  - Geometry. 

  - Bottom Bars. 

  - Top Bars. 

  - Dowels.  

  - Stirrups in the pier.  

  - User Reinforcement.  

2. In the centre, you can define parameters of the spread footing and reinforcement 

(determined by a selected component).  

3. On the right is a graphical view of a defined spread footing and the generated footing 

reinforcement.  

In the lower part of the dialog box, two options are available:  

 Without reinforcement generation - This option is available only in the case of  

parametric reinforcement that has not been generated (i.e. reinforcement defined by 

means of options in the extension tabs) and there is another type of reinforcement 

(e.g. pre-cast elements) in the RC element. If the option is activated, the parametric 

reinforcement is not generated; if the option is switched off, the parametric 

reinforcement is generated.  

 Dynamic Model Update - This option, when selected, keeps the module data up-to-

date with the Revit® model.  
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Changing the geometry of an adjoining element or elements starts the Spread Footing Tool 

and regenerates the reinforcement to include changes.  

The option can be deselected for: 

1. A single element (after starting the Extension clear this option at the bottom of the 

dialog).  

2. All elements of a given type in a project, such as all beams (in the Extensions 

preferences).  

3. All types of elements (in the Extensions preferences).  

The Dynamic Model Update is selected by default for the whole project and all supported 

elements.  

When you open a file, created in version 2012 or lower, this option works as follows:  

1. It is deselected for existing elements that were reinforced using the Extension (this 

option can be selected when modifying reinforcement using this Extension).  

2. It is selected by default for new elements.  

Note: This option is only available, if the module is launched in Revit®. 

14.3 Generating the Spread Footing Reinforcement 

14.3.1 Geometry 

 

The Spread Footing Geometry includes:  

 Identification parameters - Family and type of a spread footing loaded from a 

Revit® model. 

 Plan dimensions.  

 Section dimensions.  

 Element parameters - including number of footings, level, offset, and angle. 
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The following shapes of spread footing and the column are supported:  

Spread footing   

 Simple rectangle.   

 Double rectangle.   

 Trapezoid.   

Adjoining column   

 RC rectangular. 

 RC circular.  

 Steel.  

 No adjoining column.  

If the Save data without reinforcement generation option is cleared, the reinforcing bars are 

generated and displayed in Autodesk® Revit®. If this option is selected, the reinforcement 

data is generated (and can be used after restarting the Extension), but reinforcing bars cannot 

be displayed in Autodesk® Revit®.  

Reinforcement of Spread Footings - launched from Autodesk® Robot Structural Analysis. 

Specify the following data in the upper part of the dialog:  

 Name of a spread footing.  

 Number of defined spread footings.  

 Spread footing dimensions - on plans and section dimensions. 
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14.3.2 Bottom Reinforcement 

 

There are several parameters of bottom reinforcement defined in the Reinforcement of spread 

footing dialog:  

Reinforcement Definition 

 c = Cover value. 

Longitudinal bars  

 Bars: - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 sl = Centre to centre spacing. 

 c1 = Cover value. 

Transversal bars  

 Bars - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 sb = Centre to centre spacing. 

 cb = Cover value. 

The hook and bar parameters are loaded from families defined in Revit®. The bar diameter 

and material are associated with a selected steel grade (family).  
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14.3.3 Top Reinforcement 

 

To generate top reinforcement in a spread footing, under Reinforcement definition, select Top 

reinforcement. You can then define parameters of top reinforcement:  

Reinforcement definition 

 Top reinforcement - Tick this option to add top reinforcement to the footing. 

 c = Cover value. 

Longitudinal bars  

 Bars: - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 sl = Centre to centre spacing. 

 cl = Cover value. 

Transversal bars  

 Bars - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 sb = Centre to centre spacing. 

 cb = Cover value. 

The hook and bar parameters are loaded from families defined in Revit®. The bar diameter 

and material are associated with a selected steel grade (family). 
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14.3.4 Dowels 

 

To generate dowel reinforcement in a spread footing, under Dowel definition, select Dowels. 

You can then define parameters of dowel reinforcement:  

Dowel definition  

 Dowels - Tick this option to add dowels to the spread footing. 

 c = Cover value, the value will depend on the stirrup type selected.  

Dowel parameters and type  

 Dowel type for a rectangular cross-section – Select from the drop down menu. 

     

 Dowel type for a circular cross-section – Select from the drop down menu. 

   

 Bars - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks (top) - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 Hooks (bottom) - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic 

& 90 degrees seismic. 

Number of bars  

Adjoining column of a rectangular cross-section.   
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 nb = Along the shorter side.  

 nl =  Along the longer side.  

Adjoining column of a circular cross-section.   

 nn = Number of bars for circumferential distribution.  

Anchorage lengths (defined as multiples of a bar diameter or as absolute values).  

 In column.  

 ln spread footing. 

14.3.5 Stirrups 

 

Define the following parameters for the Stirrups and the Spread Footing; 

Reinforcement definition.  

 Stirrups of footing pier - Switch this option on to add stirrups. 

 c = Cover value c. 

Type and parameters of stirrups.  

 Dowel type for rectangular columns - Select the stirrup required from the drop 

down menu. 

 

 Dowel type for circular columns - Select the stirrup required from the drop down 

menu.  
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Note: It is not possible to define a footing under a circular column in Robot, this means that a 

circular stirrup cannot be created.  

 Bars: - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 s = Bar spacing. 

Parameters of hooks and bars are loaded from families defined in Revit®. A bar diameter and 

material are associated with a selected steel grade (family). 

14.3.6 User Reinforcement 

 

The User-defined dialog is displayed when a spread footing is selected that already contains 

reinforcement placed using the Revit® rebar tools.  

The table displays information for the reinforcing bars already placed inside the beam:  

 Reinforcement type - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Style - Bar type, bent, straight or stirrup. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 
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 Bar shape - Shape Code number. 

 Bar diameter - Diameter of bar. 

 Number - Number of bars. 

 Spacing - Centre to centre spacing between bars. 

The data in this table is displayed according to the rules used in Autodesk® Revit®.   
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15 Wall Corners 

15.1 General Information 

Use the Wall Corner Tool  to generate the reinforcement for the corners and 

intersections of RC walls defined in a Revit® model. The following types of wall corner are 

supported:  

 Wall corners (L shaped connection). 

 Connection of walls (T-shaped connection).  

 Intersection of 2 walls (X shaped connection). 

     

The following information is loaded from Revit® for the selected wall:  

 Wall geometry.  

 Reinforcing Bar parameters (diameter + material).  

 Hook parameters for reinforcing bars.  

Define the reinforcement parameters for the Wall Corners Reinforcement Tool by selecting 

the options from the File Pull Down Menu;  

 Open - Opens a file with saved reinforcement parameters.  

 Save / Save As - Saves parameters to an external file. Use this file to generate 

reinforcement for a wall corner with the same geometry.  

 Regional Settings  - See chapter 2 for details. 

 Close - Closes the Wall Corners Reinforcement Tool. 
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15.2 Wall Corners Reinforcement Dialog 

 

The Wall Corner Reinforcement dialog is divided into the following sections: 

1. Left panel - options to select a component of the definition of wall corner 

reinforcement: 

  - Geometry. 

 -  Horizontal Bars (these are always generated).  

  - Longitudinal Bars (these are optional).  

  - User Reinforcement.  

 

2. In the middle - An area to define parameters of reinforcement of wall corners 

(depending on a selected component).  

3. Right panel - A view of the defined wall corner and the reinforcement of corners you 

are generating. 
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15.3 Generating Wall Corner Reinforcement 

15.3.1 Geometry 

 

The parameters of the RC wall corner geometry includes: 

 Identification - The parameters identifying a wall (family name, wall types): loaded 

from a Revit® model.  

 Parameters - The wall thicknesses (t 1 and t 2 ) and wall height h.  

 Element - The number of walls, level and offsets e B and e T (base and top). 

If the Save data without reinforcement generation option is cleared, the reinforcing bars are 

generated and displayed in Autodesk® Revit®. If this option is selected, the reinforcement 

data is generated (and can be used after restarting the Extension), but reinforcing bars cannot 

be displayed in Autodesk® Revit®. 

15.3.2 Horizontal Bars 

 

Define the horizontal bar parameters in this tab:  
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Reinforcement definition:  

 Reinforcement type: - Choose the required reinforcement layout from the drop down 

menu. The intersection type selected in the Revit® model determines which layouts 

are displayed. 

L Type Intersection. 

       

T Type Intersection. 

     

X Type Intersection. 

 

 c1 = Cover (for the first wall). 

 c2 = Cover (for the second wall). 

 s = Bar spacing. 

Reinforcement type – type M:  

 Bars - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Anchorage - Specify the anchorage as multiples of the bar diameter 

 lM = Anchorage length. 

Reinforcement type – type S: 

 Bars - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Anchorage - Specify the anchorage as multiples of the bar diameter. 

 lS = Anchorage length. 

  

The anchorage lengths lM and lS are not available for all the reinforcement types. The 

selected type of intersection determines which anchorage fields are available.  

Parameters of bars are loaded from families defined in Revit®. A bar diameter and a material 

are associated with a selected steel grade (family). 
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15.3.3 Longitudinal Bars 

 

Switch on and define the Longitudinal Bar parameters using this tab:  

Note: If you turn on the Longitudinal reinforcement option, the Extension always generates 4 

reinforcing bars which are positioned where horizontal bars bend or intersect.  

Reinforcement definition. 

 Longitudinal reinforcement - Tick this option to add longitudinal reinforcement. 

 c = Cover (top and bottom side).  

Reinforcement Parameters 

 Bars - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

Parameters of bars are loaded from families defined in Revit®. A bar diameter and a material 

are associated with a selected steel grade (family). 

15.3.4 User Reinforcement 
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The User-defined dialog is displayed when a wall corner is selected that already contains 

reinforcement placed using the Revit® rebar tools.  

The table displays information for the reinforcing bars already placed inside the beam:  

 Reinforcement type - Bar Grade and Diameter 

 Style - Bar type, bent, straight or stirrup 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement 

 Bar shape - Shape Code number 

 Bar diameter - Diameter of bar 

 Number - Number of bars 

 Spacing - Centre to centre spacing between bars 

The data in this table is displayed according to the rules used in Autodesk® Revit®.   
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16 Walls 

16.1 General Information 

Use the Wall Reinforcement Tool  to generate the reinforcing bars for an RC wall in a 

Revit® model.  

The Tool only recognises rectilinear walls; it will not generate:  

 Opening reinforcement (a reinforcement grid is only cut to fit the opening 

dimensions).  

 Additional reinforcement at the intersection of walls and at adjoining walls.  

The following wall information is loaded from Revit®:  

 Geometry  

 Reinforcing Bar Parameters (diameter and material)  

 Hook Parameters for the reinforcing bars.  

Note: If reinforcement is generated for walls adjoining at an angle, the wall geometry is 

recognised depending on the position of the neighbouring walls and the order in which they 

were drawn. It may be that the reinforcement of adjoining walls will not be entirely correct 

for the Extension standard settings.  

To ensure that the reinforcement is distributed correctly, it is necessary to specify the 

following parameter values:  

 Horizontal bars: cover c, dowels  

 Vertical bars: parameters a l and a r .  

Define the reinforcement parameters for the Wall Reinforcement Tool by selecting the 

options from the File Pull Down Menu;  

 Open - Opens a file with saved reinforcement parameters.  

 Save / Save As - Saves parameters to an external file. Use this file to generate 

reinforcement for a wall with the same geometry.  

 Regional Settings  - See chapter 2 for details 

 Close - Closes the Wall Reinforcement Tool. 
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16.2 Wall Reinforcement Dialog 

 

 

1. On the left are options for selecting a component used to define wall reinforcement:  

  - Geometry  

  - Distribution Bars  

  - Dowels  

  - Pins  

  - Precast Elements  

 - Seismic Reinforcement  

  - User Reinforcement  

2. In the centre, define the reinforcement parameters (depending on a selected 

component).  

3. On the right is a graphical view of a defined wall and the generated wall 

reinforcement.  

In the lower part of the dialog, two options are available:  

 Without reinforcement generation - This option is available only in case a 

parametric reinforcement hasn't been generated (i.e. reinforcement defined by means 

of options in the extension tabs) and there is another type of reinforcement (e.g. pre-

cast elements) in the RC element. If the option is activated, the parametric 

reinforcement is not generated; if the option is switched off, the parametric 

reinforcement is generated.  

 Dynamic Model Update - This option, when selected, keeps the module data up-to-

date with the Revit® model.  
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Changing the geometry of an adjoining element or elements starts the Extension and 

regenerates the reinforcement to include changes.  

You can deselect this option for  

1. A single element (after starting the Extension clear this option at the bottom of 

the dialog).  

2. All elements of a given type in a project, such as all columns (in the 

Extensions preferences).  

3. All types of elements (in the Extensions preferences).  

The Dynamic Model Update is selected by default for the whole project and all 

supported elements.  

When you open a file, created in version 2012 or lower, this option works as follows:  

1. It is deselected for existing elements that were reinforced using the Extension 

(you can select it when modifying reinforcement using this Extension).  

2. It is selected by default for new elements.  

Note: This option is only available, if the module is launched in Revit®. 

16.3 Generating Wall Reinforcement 

16.3.1 Geometry 

 

The Wall Reinforcement Geometry Parameters are loaded form the elements selected in the 

Revi®t model and include:  

 Identification - Identification parameters of a wall loaded from a Revit® model  

 Wall Dimensions - Wall dimensions (thickness, length, height)  

 Element - Element parameters, including number of walls, number of openings, level, 

and offset. 
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Method of generation of main reinforcement 

In the Reinforcement of walls dialog, you can select a method of generation:  

 Structural rebars.  

 Structural area reinforcement - Using the Area Reinforcement option from Revit®. 

If this option is selected the Dynamic Model Update is disabled automatically. 

 

 

Note: Reinforcement will only be added to the layer indicated as a structural layer in a multi-

layer wall. Otherwise, the reinforcement is distributed for the total thickness of the wall 

(covers are calculated for the total thickness).  

If the Save data without reinforcement generation option is cleared, the reinforcing bars are 

generated and displayed in Autodesk® Revit®. If this option is selected, the reinforcement 

data is generated (and can be used after restarting the Extension), but reinforcing bars cannot 

be displayed in Autodesk® Revit®. 

16.3.2 Distribution Bars 

 

There are several parameters of distribution reinforcement defined in the Reinforcement of 

walls dialog:  

Reinforcement definition  

 c = Cover for the wall reinforcement bars (the cover is calculated along the wall 

length, from the ends of the wall). 
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 ce = For a horizontal bar of the reinforcement grid (covers defined for the wall 

thickness). 

 ci = For a horizontal bar of the reinforcement grid (covers defined for the wall 

thickness).  

 Reinforcement type - Choose the required layout from the drop down list. 

   

Horizontal reinforcement parameters  

 End type - Select the required layout for the reinforcing bars at the end of the wall. 

  

 Bars - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 ab = Offset distance of bottom horizontal bar. 

 at = Offset distance of top horizontal bar. 

 sh = Horizontal bar centres. 

Vertical reinforcement parameters  

 End type: The same as for horizontal reinforcement bars. 

 

 Bars - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 al = Offset distance of left vertical bar. 

 ar = Offset distance of right vertical bar. 

 sv = Vertical bar spacings. 

Note: The cover value is taken into account in the values ab, at , al and ar: 

 if at  < Cover, then the cover value is adopted.  

 if at > Cover, then the value at  is adopted.  

Parameters of bars are loaded from families defined in Revit®. A bar diameter and a material 

are associated with a selected steel grade (family). 
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16.3.3 Dowels 

 

Define the parameters of the wall dowels in this tab, these include:  

Dowels of horizontal reinforcement  

 Bars - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

Bar length  

 Dowel type: (left and right) - Select the required bar layout from the drop down 

menu. 

     

Dowels of vertical reinforcement  

 Bars - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

Bar length  

 Dowel type: (from the top) - Select the required bar layout from the drop down menu. 

     

Parameters of bars are loaded from families defined in Revit®. A bar diameter and a material 

are associated with a selected steel grade (family). 
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16.3.4 Pins 

 

Define the parameters of the wall pins in this tab, these include: 

Reinforcement definitions 

 Pins – Select this option to add pin reinforcement to the wall. 

Reinforcement parameters  

 Distribution type -  

     

 Bars - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 s sh = Horizontal spacing multiplier.  

 s sv = Vertical spacing multiplier. 

 x sh = Reported horizontal spacing distance. 

 x sv = Reported vertical spacing distance. 

Shape  

 Pin type: -   

 A = Nul. 

 B = Type the required Dim B length. 

Note: Characteristic dimensions (such as hook length) for a selected shape (editing pin length 

are unavailable because the software selects the pin length depending on wall thickness. 
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16.3.5 Seismic Reinforcement 

 

To generate the reinforcement of openings against seismic action, under Reinforcement 

definition, select Seismic reinforcement.  

Reinforcement Definition 

 Seismic reinforcement - Tick this option to add Seismic reinforcement. 

This reinforcement type is available only if there is at least one opening in the wall. After you 

select this option, you can define parameters of seismic reinforcement:  

Stirrup reinforcement  

 Reinforcement type: Choose the required rebar layout from the drop down menu. 

   

 Bars - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Stirrup Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 

90 degrees seismic. 

 Pin Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 

 ss = Stirrup spacing.  

 bs = Column width (stirrup width).  

Vertical reinforcement  

 Reinforcement type: 

 Bars - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Hooks - Choose from None, 135 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees seismic & 90 

degrees seismic. 
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Number of bars: -  

 n b = Select the number of vertical bars distributed along the wall.  

 n h = Select the additional vertical bars. 

16.3.6 User Reinforcement 

 

The User-defined dialog is displayed when a wall is selected that already contains 

reinforcement placed using the Revit® rebar tools.  

The table displays information for the reinforcing bars already placed inside the beam:  

 Reinforcement type - Bar Grade and Diameter. 

 Style - Bar type, bent, straight or stirrup. 

 Material - Steel Grade for reinforcement. 

 Bar shape - Shape Code number. 

 Bar diameter - Diameter of bar. 

 Number - Number of bars. 

 Spacing - Centre to centre spacing between bars. 

The data in this table is displayed according to the rules used in Autodesk® Revit®.  
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16.3.7 Precast Elements 

 

This tab is only available when precast elements exist in the Revit®. Precast elements can be 

imported to Revit® (Insert > Load from Library > Insert family).  

The options in the tab allow for generation of additional elements of the wall reinforcement - 

steel precast elements (mounting parts). The precast elements are steel elements, added to the 

RC elements of the structure for particular purposes, e.g. in order to reduce heat loss and 

noise that is emitted.  

In order to define a precast element in an RC wall, follow the steps below:  

 From the list of the available faces of an RC element, select the section face of an RC 

wall; the list of available faces depends on the type of wall cross-section.  

 Select the precast element family. 

 Select the type of the precast element.  

 Define the co-ordinates of the precast element insertion on the selected face of the 

element.  

 The co-ordinates are measured in relation to the left, bottom corner of a face; the 

positive angle is clockwise.  

 Define the properties of a family / precast element type.  

 Click the icons located at the end of the definition of a precast element to open dialogs 

containing properties of a family or the element type. 
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 1 
GLOBAL CONSTRUCTION 
SOFTWARE AND SERVICES 

1 Introduction 
CADS RC3D for Revit® has been designed to enhance the placement, annotation and bar marking of 
rebar in 3D structures. The software provides functionality to create 2D detail drawings and bar 
bending lists to country standards.  

 Additional annotation functions have been created to detail tapered ranges and mark rebar 
ends.  

 Enhanced layering tools allow rebar to be split into zones within a structure, rebar visibility 
can be controlled using layer assignment. 

 Editing functions allow rebar to be copied from one structure to another.  

 Rebar can be ‘joined’ together to form new bar shapes.  

 Rebar can be trimmed and extended to openings, detail or model lines. 

 Openings in the structure can be identified and trimming reinforcement added.  

 Path placement functions allow the rebar to be placed parallel to other rebar in the structure. 

 Rebar can be assigned to a structure, release and drawing sheet. Manage the Rebar according 
to these assignments. Currently, the release of rebar for production is manually controlled.  

 The Rebar Lists can be placed on drawing sheets, printed or exported to Excel using industry 
standard templates. The bar list templates are easy to customise to company standards. 

 Apply revisions to sets of schedules and keep a list of historical schedule documents. 

 This document explains the features in the first version of the CADS RC3D for Revit® Detailing 
software. Instructions for installing and licensing of the software are shown in the next 
chapter. 
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2 Installation & Licensing 

2.1 Installation: 
The setup installs the add-in into the Autodesk application plug-ins folder, 
“C:\ProgramData\Autodesk\ApplicationPlugins”.  

Please uninstall any previous versions of the product prior to installing this version, see the next 
section for the uninstall details. 

1. Double click the downloaded installation file. 
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2. The Welcome dialog is displayed, please click Next. 

 
3. Select the region / country. Choose the country based on the detailing standard required. 

For instance, if you want to detail to BS8666:2005 choose the United Kingdom. Tick the 
option to accept the licence agreement and then click Next. 
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4. Select the Additional Tools to be installed and click Install. 

 

 
5. Click Finish to complete the installation. 

2.2 Uninstalling: 
Uninstall this application using the original installer file: 

1. Double click on the “CadsRC3D_RebarCAD3D_Suite.exe” file. 

2. Select the option to Remove. 

3. This utility will remove CADS RC3D and any additional modules that were installed alongside 
the program such as Markup and Rebar Extensions. 
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4. Click Finish to complete the removal. 
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2.3 Licensing 
License CADS RC3D from inside Revit®. 

When you subscribe to CADS RC3D, CADS will supply an 18-digit licence code via email: 

1. Open Revit® and select the CADS RC3D Tab. 

2. To activate the licence, go to the Support Panel and select the Activate   button on the 
far right of the CADS RC3D Tab. 

 
3. Tick to accept the terms of the Licence Agreement and then click the Activate button. 

 
4. Enter the Licence Code and click ok. 

 
5. The Manage License dialog is then displayed showing that the License is active. 

6. Close the dialog. 
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2.4 Reactivating the Licence 
When you exit from Revit® the License will automatically be returned. 

To reactivate the licence when you next open Revit® go to the CADS RC3D tab, select the Floating 
Licence drop down menu and click on Acquire. An option to Auto-Acquire the licence is also 
available. This will activate CADS RC3D when Revit is opened. 

  

2.5 Returning the Licence whilst Revit is open 

When the licence is active a Return Licence option is available in the Support Panel.   

2.6 Additional Settings 
This section contains information on settings that can be applied to CADS RC3D before start-up. 

2.6.1 Suppressing CADS RC3D Proxy Opening on copies of Revit 
without CADS RC3D installed. 

The “Usersettings.ini” contains a setting that prevents a proxy warning message being displayed when 
a project is opened in a copy of Revit without CADS RC3D loaded. 

 
When the set to true the proxy dialog will not display, this is the default setting.  

When set to false the proxy dialog will display. 

This setting is applied once per Project file and cannot be modified once the Project has been saved.  

The file is located in the “C:\ProgramData\Autodesk\ApplicationPlugins\CADS RC3D for Revit 
20xx.bundle\Contents” folder.  
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3 Prerequisites 
It is a prerequisite that the user of CADS RC3D is experienced in using Revit®, understands the 
methodology of constructing 3D models, and placing rebar in a structure. Use the Revit® 
Reinforcement Tools to place the majority of the reinforcement in the model of the concrete 
structure. CADS RC3D for Revit® includes tools to aid the placement of rebar. 

4 Reinforcement Panel 
The Revit® Reinforcement Panel is included in the CADS RC3D Tab for ease of use.  

 
These are the standard Revit® reinforcement commands. Where specific reinforcement 
configuration is required, it is explained against the relevant CADS RC3D for Revit® command. 

5 Detailing Panel 
This section provides information on the Detailing Features provided, with CADS RC3D with an 
explanation of how each command works. This includes details on how to create normal and staggered 
lap bars, copying bars, joining bars, grouping rebar, adding reinforcement to the structure edges and 
openings. Assigning rebar to Members, Drawing Sheets, and Releases.  

 

5.1 Lap Line 
The reinforcement should be already detailed and visible in the view using the Revit® Reinforcement 
tools - such as the Structural Area Reinforcement command. 

Use the Lap Line command to specify the position of splices in the rebar within the concrete host. 

5.1.1 Lap Line Workflow 

1. Select the Lap Line command  available from the CADS RC3D for Revit® Tab in the 
Detailing Panel, to specify the lap locations on a slab or a wall. 

2. The command prompts the user to select the start point and endpoint of the lap line. 

3. It allows the positioning of multiple lap lines in different locations without terminating the 
command. 
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4. Prior to adding a lap line, you can specify the lap type; the option is selected in the Revit® 
Properties panel.  Currently supported are Normal Laps (shown as Magenta colour) and 
Staggered Laps (shown as Cyan colour). 

 

 
5. The Toggle Staggering option allows the toggling of the staggered laps across the lap line. 

6. Press ESC twice to terminate the command. 

5.2 Splice Rebar 

Use the Splice Bar  command to split the modelled rebar into the required stock length. Use this 
command in conjunction with the Lap Lines, described above or on its own without lap lines. There 

are two types of splice command available; Straight Lap  and Cranked Lap , these 
are explained below; 

5.2.1 Straight Lap 

The Straight Lap commands laps the bars side by side. The diagram below is for illustrative purposes 
only.  
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The rebar maybe displayed on top of each other as shown below. 

 

5.2.2 Straight Lap Workflow 

 Select the Straight Lap  command from the Splice Rebar  drop down menu, 
available from the CADS RC3D for Revit® Tab in the Detailing Panel, to split rebar and form 
straight laps. 

 Select the Rebar to be spliced by clicking on individual sets or, using a window selection. This 
allows rebar of different bar diameters to be selected in several different hosts. 

 Click Finish . 

 Command displays the dialog box to specify lap details as shown below.  

When all the rebar has the same bar diameter, the lap length and stock length are displayed 
as a value, as shown in the left-hand dialog.  

If the selected rebar has different bar diameters, the lap length and stock length will show 
[Varies], as shown in the right-hand dialog.  
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 Concrete Grade: Automatically assigned from the CADS RC3D Project Settings, please 
refer to section 11.1. 

Normal Lap 

 Tick option: select this option to apply normal laps to the rebar. This will automatically 
deselect the staggered options. 

 Type: Choose the appropriate type of lap for the concrete host. The Tension and 
Compression options have been included to comply with EC2. 

 

 Lap length: Specify lap length for selected rebar. Where different diameters of rebar are 
present, the Lap Length will show “varies”. The Lap Lengths applied will be the defaults 
assigned in the Project Settings dialog, refer to section 11.1. Override the values 
automatically applied by typing the required Lap Length.  

 
 

Staggered Lap 

 Tick option: select this option to apply staggered laps to the rebar. This will automatically 
deselect the normal options. 

 Type: Choose the appropriate type of lap for the concrete host. The Tension and 
Compression options have been included to comply with EC2. 

 

 Lap Length: Specify lap length for selected rebar. Where different diameters of rebar are 
present, the Lap Length will show “varies”. The Lap Lengths applied will be the defaults 
assigned in the Project Settings dialog, refer to section 11.1. Override the values 
automatically applied by typing the required lap length. 

 Lap Offset: Specify the staggered offset distance from the lap line as shown above. Where 
different diameters of rebar are present, the Lap Offset will show “varies”. The Lap Offset 
applied will be the defaults assigned in the Project Settings dialog, refer to section 11.1. 
Override the values automatically applied by typing the required lap offset. 
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Stock Length Options 

 Split by Stock length: Use the Split by Stock Length option where the lap line has been 
placed in the structure, at a distance that is greater than the stock length of the bars being 
detailed. The bars will be automatically split and lapped, using the specified lap length 
until the lap line is encountered. 

 Stock length: Type in the maximum bar length. Where different diameters of rebar are 
present, the Stock Length will show “varies”. The Stock Length applied will be the defaults 
assigned in the Project Settings dialog (refer to section 11.1). Override the values 
automatically applied by typing the required stock length. 

 Select Lap Lines: If Lap Lines have been created, use the Select Lap Lines button to select 
the lines either individually or by using a window/crossing selection. Click the Finish 
button. 

 Toggle Start Point: Magenta direction arrows will appear on the model, indicating the 
start point and the direction the rebar will be lapped. Use the Toggle Start point button 
to change the start point and reverse the direction of the laps. In the example below; both 
horizontal and vertical rebar are being spliced at the same time. Use the Rebar Visibility – 
By Layer to control which rebar is displayed, if the splicing needs to be different in the 
horizontal and vertical directions, see Section 4.11.8. 
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1. Enter the lap length, offset stagger and whether the reinforcement is to be split by stock 

length, and then click ok.  

2. The command splits the rebar that are visible in the current view and applies lap splices 
according to the lap type defined. Below is an illustration of a staggered lap. 

 
Note: The selected Area Reinforcement and the Path reinforcement element system will be removed. 
The Area and Path Reinforcement will be converted to regular rebar sets after running this command. 

Note: A combination of Normal Lap Lines, Staggered Lap Lines, and Lap Length can be used on the 
same structure to achieve the desired results.  

5.2.3 Cranked Lap 

The Cranked Lap command introduces a cranked lap into the bar shape, so bars lap top to bottom or 
vice versa.  
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5.2.4 Cranked Lap Workflow 

1. Select the Crank Lap  command from the Splice Rebar drop down menu  
available from the CADS RC3D for Revit® Tab in the Detailing Panel, to split rebar and form 
cranked laps. 

2. Select the Rebar to be spliced by clicking on individual sets or, using a window selection. This 
allows rebar of different bar diameters to be selected in several different hosts. 

3. Click Finish . 

4. Command displays the dialog box to specify lap details as shown below. 

 
5. The details of the Lap Options Tab are identical to the Straight Lap command described above 

in the Straight Lap Workflow.  

Crank Options Tab 

By Ratio  

 Tick option: Tick this option to calculate the crank length and offset as a ratio of the 
bar diameter. 

 Ratio: this is calculated based on the minimum offset value for the bar diameter being 
placed. For instance: a 16mm bar has a minimum offset value of 38; this is defined as 
2 times the actual bar diameter. The actual bar diameter is set in the Project Setting 
dialog refer to section 11.1. 

By Values  

 Tick option: Tick this option to calculate the crank length and offset as a ratio of the 
bar diameter. 
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 Crank Offset: the default value is calculated as two times the actual bar diameter. The 
actual bar diameter value is set in the Project Settings dialog, refer to section 11.1. 

 Crank Length: the default value is calculated as six times the actual bar diameter. The 
actual bar diameter value is set in the Project Settings dialog, refer to section 11.1. 

Crank Options 

 Crank Start Offset: specify distance to start of bar from the crank. 

 Crank Direction: specify whether crank bar is placed to the top, bottom, left or right 
of the lapped bar. 

 Start with Crank Bar: specify whether the first bar is a crank bar or a straight bar. 

Toggle Start Point – see the explanation above for the straight lap options. 

Select Lap Lines – see the explanation above for the straight lap options. 

6. On the Lap Options Tab, enter the lap length, offset stagger and whether the reinforcement 
is to be split by stock length. 

7. Select the Cranked Lap Tab; choose between Ratio and By Values. If required add the crank 
offset and choose the crank direction and whether the first bar is cranked. Then click ok.  

8. The command splits the rebar that are visible in the current view and applies lap splices 
according to the lap type defined. 

 

 
Note: Selected Area Reinforcement and the Path reinforcement element system will be removed. The 
Area and Path Reinforcement will be converted to regular rebar sets after running this command. 

5.3 Copy Rebars 

The Copy Rebars   command available from the CADS RC3D for Revit® / CADS RC3D Tab in the 

Detailing Panel has two options Host to Host  and Along a Path . The Host to Host 
command is used to copy rebar from one identical host to another. The command will accommodate 
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the second host to being at a different rotation to the original. The Along a Path command is used to 
copy rebar along a path.  
Configure the Rebar Parameters to be retained whilst copying in the Project Settings dialog. 
 

 

 

5.3.1 Copy Rebars Workflow 

The explanation below covers copying Rebar from Host to Host and Along a Path. 

5.3.2 Host to Host 

1. Host to Host - Select the command Copy Rebars  and then the Host to Host  
option. 

2. Prompts user to select a host that contains the reinforcement to be copied.  

3. Prompts user to select a target host in which to place the copied reinforcement. 

4. All the reinforcement that was associated with the original host will be copied to the new host. 

5. The user is prompted to select an edge to rotate the rebar. This option is when the target host 
is at a different rotation angle to the original host, press ESC if this option is not required. 
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6. The command will continue prompting for further selections, press ESC to terminate the 

command. 

Note: The rebar from the original host will not adjust itself to fit to the new host where the original 
host is different in size or category. 

5.3.3 Along a Path 

This command is similar to the Edge Bar Placement command except, you can copy an existing Bar 
along a path and specify the centres.  

1. Select the command Copy Rebars  and then the Along a Path  option. 

2. Pick Rebar to copy – select the rebar to be copied in the model.  

3. Click to enter line start point – Pick the first point of the path. 

4. Enter line endpoint – Pick the end of the path. 
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5. Type in the spacing between the bars and click ok, the rebar are copied along the path. 

 
6. The command can be continued or press ESC to finish. 

 

5.4 Chair 
 

The Chair  command, available from the CADS RC3D for Revit® / CADS RC3D Tab in the Detailing 

Panel has two options Create  and Edit . Use the Chair command to place chair 
reinforcement in the concrete host to support the top reinforcement. Chairs can only be added as free 
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form rebar as shape code 98 is currently not available in Revit®. Define the Shape Code number for 
the Chair in the Project Settings dialog under the General Tab. 

5.4.1 Create Chair Workflow 

1. Create Chair - Select the command Chair  and then the Create  option. 

2. Pick rebar host: Select the outline of the concrete host. 

3. The Create Chair Rebar dialog is displayed. 
 Rebar type 
 Dim A  Type in length of Dim A. 
 Dim B  This automatically calculated based on the concrete cover and the  

top and bottom offsets. 
 Dim C & D Type in lengths of Dim C & D. 
 Top offset Type in the offset from the cover for the main top steel. 
 Bottom offset Type in the offset from the cover for the main bottom steel. 

 

 
 

4. Click Ok. 
5. Click to enter component start point:  Pick a point in the host to indicate start  

direction of Dim A. 
6. Click to enter component end point:  Pick a point to indicate the direction of Dim  

A. 
7. Pick a point to insert (Centre point of top leg): Place the chair in the slab. 
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5.4.2 Edit Chair Workflow 

Use the Edit Chair command to amend the dimensions of previously placed chairs.  

1. Edit Chair - Select the command Chair  and then the Edit  option. 
2. Select chair rebar: Select the chair(s) to be edited. 

3. Click Finish . 

 
 

4. Edit the Chair dimensions as required. 
5. Click Ok to complete the command. 

5.5 Edge Bar Placement 
The Edge Bar tools places U bars or L bars along the edges of slabs and walls. The Edge Bar Lap 
command has the additional options to lap with existing rebar and specify the lap distance. The tools 
are similar to the Revit® Path reinforcement feature but, has had the orientation limitations removed 
from placing U bars and L bars around the edge of walls and slabs. 

5.5.1 Limitations in Revit’s® Structural Path Reinforcement 
command 

1. The Revit® Structural path command always places the rebar perpendicular to the specified 
path but in most of the practical cases; U-bars need to be placed in the same direction as the 
main/secondary rebar.  
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U bars placed using Revit’s® path reinforcement. 

    
U bar placed using the CADS RC3D for Revit® tool. 

2. The Revit® structural path reinforcement does not automatically trim to an acute slab edge. 

  
U bar placed using the Revit® structural path reinforcement does not adjust the rebar 
dimensions to suit the host structure. 

  
U bar placed using CADS U Placement tool adjusts the rebar length to fit the slab/wall. The 
bars will be drawn until the minimum dimension for the bar diameter and shape is reached. 

5.5.2 Edge Bar Placement Workflow 

1. This command works in 2D and 3D views. 
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2. Select the Edge Bar drop down menu   and then the Edge Bar command  
available from the CADS RC3D for Revit® Tab in the Detailing Panel, and then select a wall or 
slab. 

3. Specify the direction of the U bar leg from the edge of the slab by clicking on the edge of the 
slab and then picking the direction. 

 
4. The Edge Bar Placement dialog box is displayed as shown below. 

 

 Top/Near leg length: Specify the value for the top leg length in the case of slabs and 
near leg length in the case of walls. 

 Bottom/Far leg length: Specify a value for the bottom leg length in the case of slabs 
and far leg length in the case of walls. 

Note: Specify either top or bottom leg length and leave the other field blank to place 
the edge bar as an L bar. 

 Spacing: type in the centre to centre (c/c) distance between the reinforcement. 

 Bar type: Select the type (Grade and size) of rebar. 

 Use semi-circular U bar: if selected the command will use a semi-circular U bar (e.g. 
Shape 13 – BS8666:2005) instead of a flat bend U bar (e.g. Shape 21 – BS8666:2005). 

Additional offset from cover 

 Top\Near: This option will increase the offset to the rebar from the specified cover, 
for the element being reinforced. This option would be used where the U Bar is being 
placed in the second layer of reinforcement (T2); in this case the diameter of the 
upper layer of reinforcement (T1) would be specified. 
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 Bottom\Far: This option will increase the offset to the rebar from the specified cover 
for the element being reinforced. This option would be used where the U Bar is being 
placed in the second layer of reinforcement (B2); in this case the diameter of the lower 
layer of reinforcement (B1) would be specified. 

5. Click OK, and then specify the path for the reinforcement by selecting on the edge of the slab 
or wall in the same manner as the Revit’s® structural path reinforcement option. 

6. The U bar is placed after specifying a segment of the path or picking a segment of line. 

7. The command can be continued, as long as the alignment of the rebar is the same as 
previously specified. 

8. Terminate the command by pressing the “ESC” button. 

9. Where the edge reinforcement direction is different, the command; must be terminated and 
restarted.  

10. The U bars placed are automatically assigned to the reinforcement layer property (CADS 
reinforcement layer) “U bars” and the L bars placed are assigned to the layer “L bars” by 
default. For details on Creating and Assigning Reinforcement Layers, refer to section 4.12. 

 

5.5.3 Edge Bar Lap Placement Workflow 

1. This command works in 2D and 3D views. 

2. Select the Edge Bar Placement drop down menu , then select the Edge Bar command 
   available from the CADS RC3D for Revit® Tab in the Detailing Panel. 

3. Select the first rebar to lap with. 

4. Select the second rebar to lap with. 
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5. Click the Finish button. 

6. Select the end the first rebar, to denote the end of rebar to lap with. 

7. Select a concrete edge that runs parallel to the rebar. 

 
8. The Edge Bar Lap Placement dialog is displayed 

 
9. The dialog is divided into input areas to specify lap type, lap lengths, leg lengths etc. 

 Bar Type: - Select the bar diameter from the drop-down menu. 

Lap Length 

 Concrete Grade: - Select the concrete grade from the drop-down menu. 
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 Lap Type: - Click on the radio buttons for either normal or staggered laps. 

 Top\Near leg: - Choose the lap type required from Standard, Tension Good, Tension 
Poor, Compression Good or Compression Poor. 

 Top\Near Lap Length: - Override the lap length by typing in the distance if required.  

 Bottom\Far leg: - Choose the lap type required from Standard, Tension Good, Tension 
Poor, Compression Good or Compression Poor. 

 Bottom\Far Lap length: - Override the lap length by typing in the distance if required. 

Leg Length 

 Top\Near leg length: - The top\near leg length field will only be editable when the a 
top or near bar to lap with has not been selected.  

 Bottom\Far leg length: - The bottom\far leg length field will only be editable when 
the bottom or far bar to lap with has not been selected. 

Additional offset from cover 

 Top\Near: - Enter the distance of any additional cover required. 

 Bottom\Near: - Enter the distance of any additional cover required. 

Use semi-circular U-Bar: - Tick this option to place a semi-circular rebar where the thickness 
of the structure is restricted. 

10. Click OK to complete the command. The edge bars are placed alongside the selected rebar 
within the concrete structure with matching centres.  

 

 
The edge bars are automatically assigned the U-Bars Layer in the Reinforcement Layers dialog. 
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Note: The Edge Bar Lap command can be used to add U Bars to several assemblies of 
reinforcement in one go. In the diagram below the straight bars are staggered at the edge of 
the slab forming two bar assemblies top and bottom. When prompted to select rebar at the 
beginning of the command select all four sets of rebar. 

 

5.6 Opening Reinforcement 

The Open Reinforcement  command models the reinforcement around rectangular and 
circular openings in slabs and walls. 

5.6.1 Opening Reinforcement Workflow 

1. This feature works in 2D and 3D views; 

2. Select the “Opening reinforcement”  command available from the CADS RC3D Tab 
in the Detailing Panel.  

3. Select a concrete host element with either/or rectangular or circular openings. 

4. Pick a point inside an opening to select the opening.  

5. Press Esc to end the selection. A blue dashed line is placed around the inside edge of the 
opening once it has been successfully selected. Several openings can be selected at once; each 
will be detailed with the same reinforcement layout.  

6. The dialog box shown below is displayed to specify reinforcement information. 
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Trimmer bars 

 Required: Tick this option to place the vertical and horizontal trimmer bars 
around the opening. 

 Reinforcement layer: Both/Top or Front/Bottom or Rear – Select where the 
trimmer bars need to be placed on the top/front layer or bottom/rear layer 
or on both the layers. 

 No. of bars per layer: Type in the number of bars to be placed per layer. 

 Centre to Centre: Type in the spacing between the rebar if the number of bars 
per layer is greater than one. 

 Bar type: Specify bar type (grade and size). 

 Anchorage length: Specify anchorage length beyond the edge of the opening. 

 Cover offset for vertical bars: Specify an offset if the trimmer bars are to be 
placed in T2/B2 layers for vertical bars. 

 Cover offset for horizontal bars: Specify an offset if the trimmer bars are to 
be placed in T2/T2 layers for horizontal bars. 

Diagonal bars 

 Required: Tick this option to place the diagonal bars around the opening. 
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 Reinforcement layer: Both/Top or Front/Bottom or Rear – Select where the 
trimmer bars need to be placed on the top/front layer or bottom/rear layer 
or on both the layers. 

 No. of bars per layer: Type in the number of bars to be placed per layer. 

 Centre to Centre: Type in the spacing between the rebar if the number of bars 
per layer is greater than one. 

 Bar type: Specify bar type (grade and size). 

 Anchorage length: Specify an anchorage length beyond the corner of the 
opening. 

 Cover offset 1: Specify an offset if the diagonal trimmer bars placed in T3/B3 
layers for vertical bars. 

 Cover offset 1: Specify an offset if the diagonal trimmer bars placed in T3/T3 
layers for horizontal bars. 

7. Click OK once the input has been completed and the rebar is added to the selected openings. 

8. The trimmer bars are assigned to the reinforcement layer property (CADS reinforcement 
layer) “Trimmer bars” and the diagonal bars are assigned to the reinforcement layer property 
(CADS reinforcement layer) “Diagonal bars”. For details on Creating and Assigning 
Reinforcement Layers, see section 4.12. 

 
 

Note: The Trimmer bars are attached to the opening edge; if the opening size is adjusted the trimmer 
bars will move with the adjustment.  

Note: Currently, the diagonal bars cannot be programmatically attached to the opening. If the opening 
is adjusted, they will need to be deleted and added again. 
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5.7 Trim/Extend Rebars 

Use the Trim and Extend Rebars  commands on rebars to change their overall length to a 
selected boundary. The boundary can be a concrete host, a detail or a model line. 

5.7.1 Extend Rebar 

Use the Extend Rebar  command to increase the length of the rebar to a selected boundary. 
The boundary can be a concrete host, a detail or a model line.  

5.7.2 Extend Rebar Workflow 

In this example, use the Extend Rebar command to extend the rebar where an opening has been 
removed from a host.  

 

1. Select the Trim/Extend Rebars drop down menu  from the detailing panel on the 
CADS RC3D Revit® Tab. 

2. Choose the Extend Rebar  option.  

3. Select the edge of a concrete host, opening model line, or detail line as the boundary. The 
entity will turn blue prior to selection. 

4. Click the Finish  button. 

5. Select the rebar to extend by either picking the rebar individually or selecting the Multiple 
 button and drawing a line through the rebar to be extended. 

6. Click the Finish  button to terminate the command. 

Pick Option 
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Multiple Option 

 

 

5.7.3 Trim Rebar 

Use the Trim Rebar  command to decrease the length of the rebar to a selected boundary. 
The boundary can be a concrete host, a detail or a model line. Select two boundaries to trim the rebar 
around an opening. 
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5.7.4 Trim Rebar Workflow 

 

1. Select the Trim/Extend Rebars drop down menu  from the detailing panel on the 
CADS RC3D Revit® Tab. 

2. Choose the Trim Rebar  option.  

3. Select the edge(s) of a concrete host, opening, model line or detail line as the boundary. The 
entity will turn blue prior to selection.  

4.  

5. Click the Finish  button once the edges have been selected. 

6. Select the Host Boundary (outline of the concrete structure) and click Finish. 

7. Select the rebar to trim by either picking the rebar individually or selecting the Multiple 
 button and drawing a line through the rebar to be trimmed. 
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Pick Option 

  
Multiple option 

  
 

8. Click the Finish  button to terminate the command. 
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5.8 Join Rebar 

There are two commands available under the Join Rebar  drop down menu, By Moving 

 and By Trim & Extend . Both of these commands will join rebar together 
to form a new shape. 

5.8.1 By Moving 

Use the By Moving  command to join two bars together to form a new shape. In the 
example below, the straight bars have been placed in the structure using the Revit® Area 
Reinforcement command. The By Moving command will join the rebar together by moving one of the 
bars selected to connect with the first bar selected. 

5.8.2 By Moving Workflow 

1. Select the Join Rebar  drop down menu from the Detailing Panel on the CADS RC3D for 
Revit® Tab. 

2. Choose the By Moving option  

 
3. Select the Reference Bar(s) – you can select bars individually or by using a crossing window.  

4. Once they have all been selected, click Finish  button to move to the next stage of the 
function. 

5. Select Rebar to join to Reference Bar(s) - you can select bars individually or by using a crossing 
window.  
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6. Once they have all been selected, click Finish  button to complete the function. 

 
Note: that the function has moved the bars that were selected second to connect with the bars that 
are selected first. 

5.8.3 By Trim and Extend 

Use the Trim & Extend  command to join rebar together, possibly straight bars where 
there is a change of angle in the structure but a single shape code would still be suitable. 
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5.8.4 By Trim & Extend Workflow 

1. Select the Join Rebar  drop down menu from the Detailing Panel on the CADS RC3D for 
Revit® Tab. 

2. Choose the By Trim and Extend option . 

3. Select the Reference Bar. 

4. Select Rebar to join to Reference Bar. 

 

 
5. The command will continue until you press ESC. 

5.9 Group Rebars 

Use the Group Rebar   commands to group rebar together to create additional range styles 
such as skewed ranges, and circular ranges. You can also add rebar to a group; rebar display tools are 
included to show: middle, selected, first, and last rebar in an assembly. 

Create Rebar Group 

For instance, Rebar placed around a circular shape using the Edge Bar Placement tool will end up being 
grouped into several bar assemblies. This is caused by the rebar being detailed with very slightly 
different leg values from the ones defined in the Edge Bar Placement dialog. If we annotated the 
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groups, they would show several circular ranges instead of one. The rebar can be ungrouped, the 
dimensions adjusted and then regrouped. 

 
  Groups created with the Edge Placement 

 
  Resultant Annotation 

 

 
  Annotation after properties adjusted and regrouped. 

Create complex range styles by grouping several bar assemblies together once their rebar properties 
match. The function will prompt to select the indicator bar when several assemblies have been joined 
together to form one group. 
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5.9.1 Group Bars Workflow 

1. Use the Edge Bar Placement Tool (see section 4.4) to add rebar to the circular edge of a 
slab. 

2. Select the rebar assembly groups using a crossing window. 

 

3. Click on the Ungroup tool  on the Modify Tab, this splits the groups into individual 
rebar. 

4. The rebars are retained in a selection set. 

5. Go to the Properties dialog and type in the correct A & C dimensions and click Apply 

 
6. The rebars are retained in a selection set. 
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7. Go to the CADS RC3D Tab, and select the Group Rebar drop down menu   from the 
Detailing Panel and click the Create option. 

8. Select the rebar to add to the new group. 

9. Click Finish . 

10. The rebars are now grouped as one bar assembly. 

 

 
11. When the annotation command (see section 5.1), is used on the rebar assembly above it 

will produce a circular range. 

 
Note – Add the centres to bar assembly at this point before annotating in the Revit® Properties 
dialog in the CADS _Group Spacing field. This will prevent you having to edit the bar label later. 
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5.9.2 Add Rebar to Group 

Use the Add Rebar to Group command to add range assemblies or individual rebar to an existing 
group. All the rebar to be added must have the same properties as the existing group. 

5.9.3 Add Rebar to Group Workflow 

The existing rebar group is a custom CADS group, use the Edit Group command in the Modify 
menu to review the properties of the rebar. 

1. Select the Group, click Edit Group. 

2. Click on the Edge Rebar, and make a note of the dimensions. 

 
3. Click Cancel to return to the model. 

4. Click on one of the rebar groups to add to the existing group, select Edit Group  
command in the Modify menu. 

5. Select the rebar and edit their properties, usually the leg lengths to match the existing rebar 
group. 

6. Repeat this on the second group. 
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7. Go to the CADS RC3D Tab, and select the Group Rebar drop down menu  from the 
Detailing Panel and click on the Add rebar to group option. 

8. Select Group to add rebar. 

 

 
9. Select the two sets of rebar assemblies to add to the group. 

 

10. Click Finish . 

 

5.9.4 Show All 

Use the Show All command to reveal all the bars in an assembly. 
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5.9.5 Show First and Last 

Use the Show First and Last command to show the first and last bars in an assembly. 

 

 

5.9.6 Show Middle 

Use the Show Middle command to reveal the middle bar only in an assembly. 

 

 

5.9.7 Show Selected 

Use the Show Selected command to pick which rebar to display. 
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5.10 Convert 

There are three Convert  commands on the drop-down menu, Free Form, Split Rebar Set and 
Revit® Varying Set. Explanations for each of these commands are detailed below. 

5.10.1 Free Form 

This function will change a free form shape created in Revit® to an appropriate Rebar Shape. 

In the first instance, use the Revit® Free Form command to add Free Form Rebar to a concrete host. 

 

5.10.2 Free Form Workflow 

1. Select the Convert  drop down menu from the Detailing Panel on the CADS RC3D for 
Revit® Tab. 
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2. Select the Free Form Option . 

3. Window all the rebar to convert. 

4. Click the Finish  button to convert the rebar. 

 

5.10.3 Split Rebar Set 

In some circumstances, you may need to split a range of bars into smaller segments. Split an existing 

range (assembly) of rebars into several segments, using the Split Rebar  command. For 
instance, if applying couplers to join rebar together, the number of bars in each coupled range must 
be identical. The Split Rebar Set command allows the number of bars to matched in the adjoining 
rebar sets. 

5.10.4 Split Rebar Set Workflow 

1. Select the Convert  drop down menu from the Detailing Panel on the CADS RC3D for 
Revit® Tab. 

2. Select the Split Rebar  Option.  
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3. The first bar of the range is automatically selected as the first bar of the new range set. 

4. Select the last rebar of the new rebar set: Select the last bar of the new range set as shown 
below. You can continue with the command to create other sub divisions of the existing range 
set as shown below or right mouse click and select cancel. 

 
5. The first bar of the range is automatically selected as the first bar of the second range set. 

6. Select the last rebar of the new rebar set: Select the last bar of the second range set as shown 
below. 

 
7. The first bar of the range is automatically selected as the first bar of the third range set. 
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8. Select the last rebar of the new rebar set: Select the last bar of the third range set as shown 
below. 

 
9. To finish the function right mouse click and select Cancel. 

 

5.10.5 Revit® Varying Set 

The Revit® Varying Set  command will convert an assembly of varying rebar created with 
Revit® into individual rebar. Use CADS RC3D Varying Range commands to convert the rebars into a 
Varying Range.  

5.10.6 Revit® Varying Set Workflow 

1. Select the Convert  drop down menu from the Detailing Panel on the CADS RC3D for 
Revit® Tab. 

2. Select the Revit® Varying Set  option from the drop-down menu. 

3. Select the Revit® Varying Range Rebar on the model. Either an individual set or several sets. 
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4. Then click the Finish button , the Revit® Varying Set is split into individual rebar. 

 

5.11 Varying Range 

The Varying Range    commands are used to group bars of the same shape, bar grade and bar 
diameter into one varying bar mark. To apply a Step Taper to a varying range and change the visibility 
of the rebar within the range assembly. 

5.11.1 Varying Range Annotation  

Configure the annotation for the varying bar mark in the Revit® Reinforcement Settings dialog as 
shown below. 
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If a varying bar mark format of 1.1 for example is required, enter the number in the suffix field and 
add the separator in the Project Settings dialog in the Suffix Separator field.  

 

5.11.2 Select Host 

CADS RC3D for Revit® Select Host  command converts all the tapering rebars within a 
concrete host to tapered range assemblies or free form depending on the Project setting 
Configuration. 
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5.11.3 Select Host Workflow 

1. Select the Varying Range  command from the Detailing Panel.  

2. Click on the Select Host  command from the drop-down menu. 

3. Select the concrete host(s) containing the tapering range. 

4. Click on the Finish  button to convert to varying assembly. 

  
5. The Tapering Rebar within the selected host are converted to tapered range assemblies. 

 

5.11.4 Select Rebar 

Use the Select Rebar  option to convert individual tapering rebar into a rebar tapering 
assembly. 
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5.11.5 Select Rebar Workflow 

1. Select the Varying Range  command from the Detailing Panel.  

2. Click on the Select Rebar  command from the drop-down menu. 

3. Select the first rebar in the tapering group. 

4. Select the last rebar of the tapering group. 

5. You can continue selecting other taper range groups or press ESC to finish. 

 
6. The command converts to individual rebar into an assembly (range). 
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5.11.6 Step Taper 

The Step Taper  function groups rebar into stepped lengths within a tapered rebar 
assembly. Use the Toggle and Step Type to apply the step taper to the rebar assembly to meet your 
requirements. 

 
Varying Taper – No Step    Varying Taper – Step from left, Start shortest bar 

 
Varying Taper – Step right, start shortest bar Varying Taper – Step from left, Start longest bar 

 
Varying Taper – Step from right, Start longest bar 
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5.11.7 Step Taper Workflow 

1. Select the Varying Range  command from the Detailing Panel.  

2. Click on the Step Taper  command from the drop-down menu.  

3. Select a CADS Taper range assembly in a concrete host. 

 
4. The Step Taper dialog is displayed on the screen. 

 
5. Type in the Step Value. 

6. Choose whether to apply the step taper value starting with the longest or shortest bar. 

7. Click on the toggle button to switch the step direction 

8. Click OK. 
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5.11.8 Show All 

Use the Show Bars  option to reveal all the Rebar in a Tapered Assembly when the assembly 
has already been annotated.  

5.11.9 Show All Workflow 

1. Select the Varying Range  command from the Detailing Panel.  

2. Click on the Show Bars  command from the drop-down menu.  

3. Pick the rebar in the varying range assembly in the concrete host. 

 
4. All the rebar are shown for the selected varying range assembly. 
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5.11.10 Show First and Last 

Use the Show First and Last  option to reveal the first and last rebar in a Tapered 
Assembly when the assembly has already been annotated. 

5.11.11 Show First and Last Workflow 

1. Select the Varying Range  command from the Detailing Panel.  

2. Click on the Show First and Last  command from the drop-down menu.  

3. Pick the rebar in the varying range assembly in the concrete host. 

 

 
4. The first and last rebar are shown for the selected varying range assembly. 

5.11.12 Show Middle 

Use the Show Middle  option to reveal the middle rebar in a Tapered Range Assembly 
or Freeform when the assembly has already been annotated.  

5.11.13 Show Middle Workflow 

1. Select the Varying Range  command from the Detailing Panel.  

2. Click on the Show Middle   command from the drop-down menu.  

3. Pick the rebar in the varying range assembly in the concrete host. 
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4. The middle rebar are shown for the selected varying range assembly. 

5.11.14 Show Selected 

Use the Show Selected  option to reveal the selected rebar in a Tapered Assembly 
when the assembly has already been annotated. Use this command on a Tapered Assembly. If the 
Tapered Range has freeform geometry use the Revit® rebar display tools. 

5.11.15 Show Selected Workflow 

Taper Range Assembly 

1. Select the Varying Range  command from the Detailing Panel.  

2. Click on the Show Selected   command from the drop-down menu.  

3. Click on the rebar of the tapered range, this displays all the rebar associated with the range. 

4. Click on the rebar to display. 
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Free Form Taper Range 

1. Uses the Revit® Presentation Tools 

2. Select the rebar associated with the range 

 

 
3. Click on the Select option 
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4. Click on the Select None option to clear the current rebar view. 

5. Click on the rebar view to be shown 

6. Click Finish 

 
 

5.12 Rebar Visibility 

Use the Rebar Visibility  commands to control the visibility of the Rebar in each of the views 
of the structure. It manages the Revit® view visibility states using several commands such as Hide / 
Show Rebar, Hide / Show All Rebar and Show Rebar By Layer. 

5.12.1 Revit® Rebar Element View Visibility States 

You can control the visibility of the rebar using Revit® by selecting individual bars or several bars at 
once. 

To access the Rebar Element View Visibility States dialog select rebar on the drawing. In the properties 
dialog select the Edit button alongside the View Visibility States option.  
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To make rebar visible or invisible in 2D views, the “View unobscured” property of the selected rebar 
is ticked ON or OFF for the current 2D view. 

To make rebar visible or invisible in 3D views, the “View unobscured” and the “View as solid” 
properties of the selected rebar are ticked ON or OFF for the current 3D view. 

5.12.2 CADS RC3D Rebar Visibility 

The Rebar Visibility  command available from the CADS RC3D for Revit® Tab in the Detailing 
Panel controls the Revit® “View visibility states” of the rebar automatically as explained below. 

5.12.3 CADS RC3D Rebar Visibility Workflow 

When selecting the Rebar Visibility drop down menu there are five different options available; Show 
Rebar, Hide Rebar, Show All, Hide All and By Layer. The details of each command are described below. 

5.12.4 Show Rebar 

1. Selecting the Show Rebar  command prompts the user to select rebar or hosting 
containing the rebar. 

This allows the user to select some of the Rebar in the structure rather than all the Rebar. 
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2. Press the Finish  button to complete the selection and make the selected rebar visible. 

 

5.12.5 Hide Rebar 

1. Select the Hide Rebar  command prompts the user to select rebar or host containing 
the rebar. 

 

2. Press the Finish  button to complete the selection and make the selected rebar invisible. 
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5.12.6 Show All 

1. Select the Show All  command to make all the rebar in the current view visible 
depending on the transparency of the host element. 

2. When a 3D view is current an additional toolbar is displayed with different visibility options; 

 

 Solid  Will only show the rebar in host where the Revit® transparency  

   override has been set. 

 Unobscured Will show all rebar in line form in all hosts even where the  

   transparency override has been set. 

 Solid Unobscured Will show all rebar in solid form in all hosts even where the  

   transparency override has been set. 

 Finish  Select to Finish the command. 

 Cancel  Select to Cancel the command. 
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5.12.7 Hide All 

Select the Hide All  command to make all the rebar in the current view invisible. 

5.12.8 By Layer 

Selecting the By Layer  command opens the dialog shown below. Select which 
reinforcement layer/s (CADS reinforcement layer) are to be made visible and which 
reinforcement layers are to be set as invisible. Reinforcement layers can be assigned to a 
rebar through the “Assign Reinforcement layer” command, please refer to section 4.12 
below. 
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Note: The rebar visibility tool commands, except the ByLayer, which controls the visibility only through 
the View visibility states property of the rebar. This tool does not make the rebar visible if the rebar is 
deliberately hidden in the view through “Hide in view – by element/category” command of Revit®. 

5.13  Assign Reinforcement Layer 

The Assign Reinforcement Layer  command available from the CADS RC3D for Revit® Tab 
in the Detailing Panel, assigns rebar to preconfigured or specified layer names. The layer names 
assigned depend on the type of Rebar selected. 

5.13.1 Assign Reinforcement Layer Workflow 

The Rebar (Rebar set, Area reinforcement and Path reinforcement) can be assigned to a specified or 
configured reinforcement layer. 

The Revit® Reinforcement Settings configuration allows the user to specify layer names for the Area 
and the Path Reinforcement commands as shown below. 
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Assigning Layers to Area and Path reinforcement 

1. Select the Assign Reinforcement Layer  option.  

2. Select one or more reinforcement systems. 

3. Click Finish  button to complete the command. 

4. The layers defined in the Revit® reinforcement settings are automatically assigned to the rebar 
when the system is selected using the Assign Reinforcement Layer command. 

 
5. The Area System and Path Systems are automatically removed, as shown below. 
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Assigning Layers to Regular Rebar 

1. If rebar created using the Revit® Structural Rebar command is selected the dialog box below is 
displayed.  

 
2. Select an existing layer from the drop-down menu or type in a new layer assignment. 

 

3. Click Finish  button to complete the command. 

5.14 Assigning Member Titles (Host Mark) 
Use the Host Mark Field in the Properties dialog to create a Member Title that will appear in the 
Schedule. Any bars modelled in the structure will be automatically assigned to the Host Mark (Member 
Title). 
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5.15 Host Count Override 

The Host Count Override  command is located in CADS RC3D for Revit® in the Detailing 
Panel. Use this command to override the number of hosts (member titles) counted in the schedule in 
the number of members column. 

This command can be used where several identical hosts exist in a model and it has been decided to 
add rebar to only one of them.  

 Filter By  All, Drawing Sheet, or Release 

 Name   Displays the names of the item type selected in the Filter By. 

 Members  Concrete Host name assigned in Revit®. 

 Modelled in Project No of items with the same host name with rebar added. 

 Override for schedule Type in the total number of hosts with the same host name to be  

   scheduled. 

5.15.1 Host Count Override Workflow 

1. Select the Host Count Override  command. 

2. The Host Count Override dialog is displayed. 
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3. Set the filter as required, in this instance Drawing Sheet. 

4. Type in the override for the selected member/s, in this instance 4 and click ok. 

5. When you place/print/export the schedule for the specific drawing sheet, select the Use 
Host Multiplier option. 

 
6. The number of members reflects the values in the Host Count Override dialog. 
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5.16 Assign Drawing Sheet 

The Assign Drawing Sheet   command is located in CADS RC3D for Revit® in the Detailing 
Panel. Use this command to Assign Rebar in the project to a predefined drawing sheet.  

5.16.1 Assign Drawing Sheet Workflow 

1. Select the Assign Drawing Sheet  command. 

2. The command prompts the user to select the Rebar to Assign to the Drawing Sheet. Select 
Rebar individually or use a window selection. 

3. Press the Finish  button to terminate selection. 

4. The dialog box shown below is displayed. Click on the drop-down menu to select one of the 
predefined drawing sheets. 

 
5. If no drawing sheets have been predefined, then the only selection will be the “Unassigned” 

option.  

6. Press OK to assign selected rebar to the drawing sheet. 

7. Rebar property “CADS Drawing Sheet Name” will be updated with the selected drawing sheet 
name for the rebar. 
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5.17 Releases 

Assign Rebar to a Release using Assign Releases  command, so that the Rebar can be ordered 
for production. You can create Releases in CADS RC3D for Revit®; assign the release a name, a 
description and a release date. When the rebar is ordered, the release is locked to prevent further 
rebar being assigned. The user can generate Bar Lists and production output files based on Releases. 

5.17.1 Releases Workflow 

The (Create) Releases  command is located in CADS RC3D for Revit® in the Detailing Panel. 

  
1. Name:   Specify release name. 

2. Description:  Specify release description. 

3. Date:   Specify date the release is ordered. By default, the date displays the release 

created date. 

4. Ordered:  Specify whether the release is ordered for production or not.  

Please Note: This is currently a manual update. Once the status is set as ordered the release 
properties or rebar assigned to the release cannot be edited. 

5.18 Assign Release 

The Assign Release  command is located in CADS RC3D for Revit® in the Detailing Panel. Use this 
command to assign rebar to a release ready for production. 
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5.18.1 Assign Releases Workflow 

1. Select the Assign release  command. 

2. The command prompts the user to select rebar to Assign to the Release. Select Rebar 
individually or use a window selection. 

3. Press the Finish  button to terminate selection. 

4. The dialog box shown below is displayed. Select a release from the list of predefined releases. 

 
5. Alternatively, select the “<New…> option to open the “Releases” dialog to create a new 

release for the assignment. 

6. Press “OK” to assign rebar to the selected release that updates the rebar property “CADS 
Release Name”. 

6 Inspect Panel 
The Inspect Panel includes an Audit and Search Rebar commands. Use the Audit command to check 
bars are assigned to drawing sheets, not over length etc. The Search Rebar command locates rebar in 
a view based on search parameters. 

 

6.1 Audit 

Use the Audit  command to identify rebars which are not assigned to a drawing sheet or release. 
Also, identify rebars that are below the specified minimum bar length, or are above the maximum 
specified stock length. The command can identify the rebar for the whole model or the current view 
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by a selected drawing sheet or release. Rebar without bar labels/tags can be identified; a report can 
be saved of the rebar identified to allow their ID numbers to be searched in the model. 

 

General Options 

 Zoom Selected – With this option ticked, when a line is selected in the list of identified bars 
the command will zoom to the rebar in the screen on the left-hand side of the dialog. 

 Save Audit Report – creates a CSV (comma separated file) in a chosen location. 

 Audit – select the Audit option to run the Audit command once all the required options have 
been selected.  

6.1.1 Scope Tab 

 

 Current View - use this option to restrict the audit command to the current view. 

 Entire Project - use this option to audit all the rebar in the whole project. 

6.1.2 Length Tab 

 

 Rebar – Less than minimum length: tick this option to identify any rebar below the minimum 
length specified in the Project Settings (see section 9.1). 
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 Rebar – Greater than stock length: use this option to identify any rebar above the stock length 
specified in the Project Settings (see section 9.1). 

6.1.3 Assignment Tab 

 

 Rebar – Unassigned to Drawing Sheet: use this option to identify rebar not assigned to a 
drawing sheet.  

 Rebar – Unassigned to Release: use this option to identify rebar not assigned to a release. 

6.1.4 Annotation Tab 

 

 Rebar – Untagged: use this option to identify rebar without bar labels/tags. 

 Rebar – Duplicate Labels: use this option to identify rebar assemblies with more than one 
bar label on the annotated view. 

6.1.5 Audit Workflow 

1. In the Revit® Project Browser select the Structural Plan to be audited. 

2. From the Inspect Panel on the CADS RC3D Tab select the Audit  command. 
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3. Under the Scope Tab, choose either current view or entire project. 

 
4. Click on the Length Tab, select the options required for checking the minimum and maximum 

length. 

 
5. Select the Assignment Tab, select the options required to check for rebar unassigned to a 

drawing sheet or release. 

 
6. Click on the Annotation Tab, if required tick the Rebar – Untagged & the Rebar – Duplicate 

Labels options. 

 

7. Click the Audit  button. A report is displayed in the Audit dialog matching the 
selected criteria. 

 
8. Select an item on the list of identified rebar, the Audit command will zoom into the item in 

the Revit® view behind the dialog. The dialog below shows rebar that is over the stock length; 
highlighted in blue on the list and red in the preview pane. 
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9. Click the Save Audit Report to create a CSV file and open it in either a text editor or import 
into a spreadsheet application such as Excel.  

 
10. Click Red Cross on the top right to exit the command. 

11. Use the Revit® Select by ID command  on the Inquiry Panel of the Revit® Manage 
Tab to locate the identified rebar. 

 

6.2 Search Rebar 

Use the Search Rebar  command to locate rebar in the current view based on the properties 
selected in the dialog. Create a selection set of selected entities in the advanced option dialog. Edit 
the properties of the selected entities in the Advanced Option dialog or the Revit® Properties dialog. 
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The Search Rebar dialog is a floating dialog and can be kept open during the detailing and annotation 
processes. Periodically, use the Refresh button to update the dialog. 

 
The Search parameters can be amended in the Project Settings dialog by selecting the browse button 
on the “Search Rebar by parameters option”. 

 

 

6.2.1 Property 

Select the Search Property from the drop-down menu. The default options are: 

 Rebar ID   Lists the Revit® ID No for all the rebar in the current view. 

 Host Mark   Lists the Host Mark(s) (member titles) in the current View. 

 Shape    Lists the bar shape(s) used in the current view. 

 Bar Diameter   Lists the bar diameter(s) used in the current view. 

 CADS Bar Mark   Lists the bar mark number(s) in the current view. 

 CADS Drawing Sheet  Lists the drawing sheet(s) assigned in the current view. 
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 CADS Reinforcement Layer Lists the rebar layer(s) assigned in the current view. 

 CADS Release Name  Lists the release(s) assigned in the current view. 

6.2.2 Search Value 

Select the Search Value, the options will change depending on the Property selected. 

6.2.3 Search 

Click the search  button to locate the rebar on the current view based on the search 
parameters. For instance, in the example below the Property has been set to Bar Mark and the 
Search Value set to 03. Clicking the Search button highlights bar mark 03 on the current view.  

 

6.2.4 Show Advanced Option 

Click on the arrow  to expand the dialog to show the Advanced Option dialog. For instance, the 
Property has been set to Layer and the search value (T1). All the rebar assigned to the T1 layer are 
displayed in the table.  
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Right mouse click on the table in the Advanced option to display a pop menu. 

 

 Show Item Click show item to zoom into to the highlighted entity. 

 Select All Click to select all the entities in the list. 

 Apply Colour Displays the colour dialog, use to change the colour of the selected entities. 

 

 Reset Colour Reset the colour of the select entities in the table to their original value. 
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Colour of Rebar Layer (T1) changed from green to orange.  

 

6.2.5 Search Workflow 

In this example workflow, use the Search command to locate all the rebar of one bar diameter and 
change it to another bar diameter. 

1. In the Revit® Project Browser select the Structural Plan to be searched. 

2. From the Inspect Panel on the CADS RC3D Tab select the Search Rebar   command. 

3. Set the Property to Bar Diameter. 

4. Set the search value to 20mm in this example. 
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5. Click on the Advanced Option.  

6. Right mouse click on the table and click on Select All. 

 
7. All the rebar with 20mm diameter has been added to a selection set. 

8. Right mouse click on the table again and click on Show Item. 

9. Change the rebar diameter in the Revit® Properties dialog. 
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7 Annotation Panel 

7.1 Annotation 
The Annotation command is used to change the representation of the rebars assemblies to the 
standard 2D industry graphical format for the different styles of range. Instead of showing all the bars 
associated with a range, a single or double indicator bar is shown with a range line, a leader and its 
associated bar label. If an individual bar is being annotated it will be shown with a leader and a bar 
label.  

Use the Annotation command on individual rebar / ranges of rebar, a selection of rebar / ranges of 
rebar, all the rebar in one or multiple hosts. 

 

7.1.1 Annotation Types 

The following Annotations are currently supported in this version of CADS RC3D for Revit®. 

 Single rebar with a leader and a bar label. 

 

 Single indicator ranges with a leader and a bar label. The command will automatically hide all 
the rebar except the indicator bar. 
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 Multiple sets of same bar mark detailed as “Multiple range annotation” with a bar label. 

 Linear tapered rebar (rebar with their lengths varying linearly) with the CADS varying rebar 
annotation, a leader and a bar label. 

 

7.1.2 Select Host 

Use the Select Host  command to annotate one or more concrete hosts. The bar labels will 
be automatically placed outside the host. Where possible this command will group identical bar marks 
into a multi range.  
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7.1.3 Select Rebar 

Use the Select Rebar  command to choose rebar assemblies within a host to annotate. 

 

7.1.4 Select Group 

Use the Select Group  command to create complex annotation, as shown in the edge bar 
assembly below. 
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7.1.5 Untagged Rebar 

Use the Untagged Rebar  command to add the range and bar label annotation to an 
untagged bar. This command is useful where the annotation has been accidentally deleted from the 
view. 
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7.1.6 Annotation Workflow 

1. Select the  command; it is located in CADS RC3D for Revit® Tab in the Annotation 

Panel. Choose: Select Host , or Select Rebar , or Select Group 
 option from the drop down. 

2. The Select Host option allows the selection of multiple hosts at a time from the current view. 

3. The Select Rebar option allows the selection of multiple rebar at a time from the current view. 

4. The Select Group option allows the selection of multiple predefined bar assemblies from the 
current view. The command prompts for the selection of the indicator bar to be shown as part 
of the range annotation. Refer to the Group Rebar command in section 5.9 for details on 
creating Rebar Groups. You can create radial and skewed ranges using the Rebar Grouping 
command. 

5. Press Finish  and the annotations will be added to the model for the selected rebar or 
the rebar that are associated to the selected host and are visible in the current view. 

7.1.7 Hints & Tips 

 Removing the mm and rounding the centre to centre value on the bar tags (labels). 

 
1. Select the Manage Tab. 
2. Click on the Project Units option. 
3. Change the Discipline to Structural. 
4. Locate Reinforcement Spacing. 
5. Click on the Format button. 
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6. Change the Rounding to Custom and set the Rounding Increment to 25. 
7. Change the Unit Symbol to None. 

 

 Editing Range Positions 

1. Use the Revit® move command to reposition the range line. 

 Editing Horizontal Bar Label Positions 

1. Select the range annotation. 

2. Click on the Select Tag  command from the Modify/Multi-Rebar Annotations tab in 
the Edit Panel. 

3. Use the Drag option to move the bar label to its new location. 

 

 
 

 

 Rotating Horizontal Bars to being Vertical Bar Labels 

1. Select the range annotation. 
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2. Click on the Select Tag  command from the Modify/Multi-Rebar Annotations tab in 
the Edit Panel. 

3. Use the “Drag” option to move the bar label to its new location. 

4. In the Properties dialog, change the Orientation from Horizontal to Vertical. 

 

   

 Editing Leaders 

1. Select the Range Annotation and move the bar label into the correct position as described 
above. 

 Editing the Bar Label 

1. Select the Range Annotation. 

2. Click on the Select Tag  command from the Modify/Multi-Rebar Annotations tab in 
the Edit Panel. 
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3. Click on the Bar Label to display the Change Parameter Values dialog and make the 
required changes / additions, then click OK. 

 

 Choosing an alternative bar label type 

1. Changing the Bar Label Annotation 

2. Select the range annotation 

3. In the Revit® Properties dialog click Edit type 

 

 
4. In the Type Properties dialog change the Tag Family 

5. For instance, to add the CADS Reinforcement Layer annotation select the Tag  

“CADS_MRA Rebar Set Tag: MRA Rebar Set (Qty Typename BM -Space Layer Comments)” 

 

7.1.8  Limitations 

1. Alternate range and staggered range annotation are not currently supported in this version. 
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2. Range text annotation is not supported in this version. If you change the text details associated 
with a bar assembly deleted the bar label and use the Annotation – Untagged Rebar option to 
replace the bar label. 

7.2 Rebar Reference 

The Place Rebar Reference   command adds a bar mark reference to a 2D view for the 
selected rebar. Different placement options such as first and last bar reference can be selected from 
the pop-up menu. The Edit command can be used to annotate different bars and move the base 
point of the labels. The bar references are grouped together, so they can be deleted as one entity. 

If the CADS bar mark number changes the rebar reference will automatically update. Rebar 
Reference leader can be switched on in the Revit® Properties panel. Configure different Arrowhead 
definitions in the Edit Type dialog. 

7.2.1 Place Rebar Reference Workflow 

1. Select the Rebar Reference  drop-down menu and select the Place  command 
from the Annotation Panel on the CADS RC3D for Revit® Tab. 

2. Select a group, assembly or rebar in the concrete host.  

3. Pick the insertion point of the rebar reference in relation to the rebar selected. 

 
4. If a single rebar is selected, a prompt appears for an insertion point. Pick a point on the 

screen to add the bar reference. Press ESC to finish the command. The leader from the bar 
reference can be switched on, see 7.2.2 below.  
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5. If an assembly or group is selected the command places a bar reference for every rebar and 

displays the Bar Reference Options toolbar on screen. 

 
6. Use the Options to change the bar reference display; 

 Pick Point  - Use to place one bar reference at a time by picking the insertion point 
on the screen. 

 Alternate Bars / Toggle  - Use to display alternate bar references, click again on 
this option to toggle the bar references. 

 

 First & Last Bars  - Use to show the first and last bar references in a group or 
assembly of rebar. 
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 All Bars  - Use to show all the bar refences for a group or assembly of rebar. 

 

 Change Pick Point  - Use to change the insertion point of the group of bar 
references. 

 

 Finish  - Click to finish the Bar Reference Place command 

7.2.2 Adding a Rebar Reference Leader Workflow 

1. A leader can be added to a rebar reference 

 
2. Select the rebar reference and tick the Leader Line option in the Revit® Properties panel. 
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3. Use the Drag point (indicated with the star in the diagram above) to adjust the leader line. 

 

7.2.3 Edit Bar Reference Workflow 

1. Select the Rebar Reference  drop down menu and select the Edit  command from 
the Annotation Panel on the CADS RC3D for Revit® Tab. 

2. Select the bar reference to edit. 

3. The same Bar Reference Options Toolbar is displayed as the Place Bar Reference command 
described in 7.2.1. 

7.3 Tick and Tag 

The Tick &Tag  command annotates the end of the rebar with ticks and tags. Options have 
been added to the functionality to control the position and visibility of the ticks and tags. 
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7.3.1 Tick and Tag Workflow 

1. Select the Tick and Tag  command from the Annotation Panel on the CADS RC3D for 

Revit® Tab. Select either the Select Host  option or the Select Rebar End 

 option from the drop-down menu. 

2. Selecting the Select Host option prompts the user to select a host or multiple hosts to add tick 
and tag annotation to rebar ends. 

3. Once the selection has been completed, select the Finish  button. The ticks and tags 
will be automatically added to the ends of the rebar in the selected hosts in the current 2D 
view. 

4. The Host option does not add tick and tag annotation to the ends of rebar that do not clash 
with the other rebar in the current 2D view. 

 
 

5. Clicking on the Select Rebar End option allows the user to select individual rebar end to 
annotate with ticks and tags. 
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7.4 Editing the Display of the Ticks & Tags 
When the ticks and tags have been added to the ends of the rebar, they may not be in the correct 
position. Editing options have been included with the tick and tag entities to allow them to be 
repositioned. If the CADS Bar Mark changes within the project, the tag text will automatically update. 

 

7.4.1 Moving the tag text to a different position 

1. Select the Tick and Tag line. 

2. Use the move symbol to reposition the text as required. 

 

7.4.2 Flipping the Tick and Tag 

1. To flip the entire Tick and Tag to a different orientation, select it to display the flip symbols. 

2. Two Revit® flip symbols (bi-directional arrows) are now shown associated with the Tick and 
Tag. 

3. In the case shown below, use the horizontal arrows to flip the tick and tag horizontally. 
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7.4.3 Flip Label 

1. To flip the Tag Text and leader, select the Tick and tag line 

   
2. Tick the Flip Label option in the Properties dialog. 

3. Click Apply. 

7.4.4 Flip Tick 

1. To flip the rebar end tick, select the tick and tag. 

2. Tick the Flip Tick option in the Properties dialog. 

3. Click Apply. 
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7.4.5 Extension 

1. To extend or decrease the length of the tag line, select the tick and tag 

2. Change the value in the Extension field 

3. Click Apply 

  

7.4.6 Extension Offset 

1. To change the distance between the rebar and the end of the tag line, select the tick and tag. 

  
2. Change the value in the Extension Offset field. 

7.4.7 Extending the Tag Line 

1. Select the Tag Line. 
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2. In the Revit® Properties Panel, increase or decrease the Tag Line Length value and click Apply. 

7.4.8 Reverse Tick 

1. To reverse the rebar tick, select the tick and tag. 

  
2. In the Revit® Properties Panel tick the option to reverse the tick. 

3. Click Apply. 

7.4.9 Show Tick Only 

1. To show only the tick at the rebar end, select the tick and tag. 

  
2. In the Properties panel tick the option to Show Tick Only 

3. Click Apply 
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7.5 Bar Mark Updater 
Bar mark numbers are updated automatically inside the project when CADS RC3D is loaded inside 
Revit. However, if rebar is added to the project without CADS RC3D loaded they are not updated. It is 
recommended that the Bar Mark Updater command is run when the project has been opened.  

The Bar Mark Updater notifies the user when the bar mark numbers in a project need refreshing.  

  
This is a two-stage operation, use the Revit® Reinforcement Numbers to remove any gaps that may 
have appeared in the bar mark numbering. 

1. Go to the Structure Tab, Reinforcement Panel pull down menu and select Reinforcement 
Numbers. 

2. Tick the option to “Remove Gaps” and then click Apply and OK. 

 

3. The next stage is to select the CADS Bar Mark Updater   command; this is located on 
the CADS RC3D Tab in the Annotation Panel. This will update the CADS Bar Mark numbers 
assigned to the Rebar. 

4. A warning symbol is shown on the command icon when new rebar is added to the project or 
existing rebar is modified. This indicates that the updater should be run to refresh the bar 
marks in the project. 

   
 
 
 
 
 

Note: The Revit® Communication Centre will also indicate when the bar marks need refreshing. 
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8 Schedule Panel 

 
The Schedule Panel contains options to Place a schedule on a Revit® View sheet, export a schedule 
to Excel (with diagrams), create a Print List of Schedules, refresh placed schedules and to Open a 
Schedule Dialog. Additionally, a set of rebar sketch diagrams can be placed using the Diagram 
command. Refer to Chapter 9 for details on the Show Schedule command. 

8.1 Place Schedule on a Drawing Sheet 

CADS RC3D for Revit® provides the option to place the schedule on a Revit® View Sheet  . The 
software is shipped with default templates to BS8666:2005. This section of the manual explains how 
to place the schedule. Chapter 12 details how to create your own custom template.  

8.1.1 Place Schedule on a Drawing Sheet Workflow 

1. In order to place a schedule on a sheet, a blank sheet should be created in the Revit® Project 
Browser. Right mouse click on the Sheets (all) heading and select New Sheet, choose the A1 
Metric option and click OK.  

 
2. Change the sheet name by right mouse clicking on the title in the Revit® Project browser and 

selecting the Rename option. 

3. Double click on the Sheet in the Revit® Project Browser to make it the current view. 

4. Select the Place Schedule command  from the Schedule Panel on the CADS RC3D for 
Revit® Tab, to launch the CADS RC3D – Bar List Configuration dialog. The Fields, Sorting and 
Filtering options are explained in the section below. 

5. Placement ends automatically when the required number of pages has been placed, or <Esc> 
(Cancel) is pressed. 
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8.1.2 Fields Tab Explanation 

 

 Detailing Standard - Specify either UK or US detailing standard, by default the UK standard is 
set to BS8666:2005. This option selects a subfolder that contains the Schedule Family for the 
detailing standard chosen, for instance. 

“C:\ProgramData\Autodesk\ApplicationPlugins\CADS RC3D for Revit® 
2020.bundle\Contents\Families”. 

 Bar List - The default Schedule Family filename is displayed in this field. The file is located in 
the folder shown above. If you customise your own schedule save the file in the same folder. 
(Please see Customisation section). 

 Exclude Straight Bars - If checked, this option will exclude straight bars from the schedule on 
sheet and the schedule printout.  
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 Combine Bars - Combines together all rebar with the same bar mark when checked. In this 
case the values displayed for ‘No. of bars each’ and ‘Weight’ are the totals for the set. 

 Show Title Block – this is selected by default and will place the header on each schedule page. 
If deselected the header will not be added. 

 Show all bars of Varying Set - Displays all the bars in a varying range when checked. If it is not 
checked, displays only the first and last bars. 

 Fixed Page Height - When this option is selected, the schedule will have the number of rows 
displayed. When the option is unchecked, the size is defined by picking two diagonal points to 
define a rectangle during placement on the sheet. 

 No. of lines - Type in the number of rows required in each page of the schedule (when ‘Fixed 
Page Height’ is checked).  

 Show Optional Dimensions - Displays optional dimensions for the rebar shape when checked. 
Optional dimensions are enclosed in brackets to distinguish from mandatory dimensions. 

 Show Blankline Grid - Displays a grid on all blank lines when checked. 

Use Host Count Override – Tick this option if a Host Count Override has been applied to a 
concrete host in the model using the Host Count Override command. The number of members 
will be multiplied in the schedule by the values applied in the override field. If rebar has been 
added to every host in the model ignore this option. 

 Sketch - Defines when sketches appear in the schedule, choose the appropriate option from 
the drop-down menu: 

None – no sketches. 

Normal – shows sketches for every shape in the schedule. 

Special – shows only special bars (see below). 

 Special Bars - A list of shape code prefixes of bars regarded as ‘special’. The prefix is usually 
‘99*’. 

 First Instance - Shows a sketch for only the first instance of each shape in the bar list when 
checked. 

 Actual Dimensions - Displays the actual dimensions of the bar legs on a sketch when checked, 
otherwise it shows the dimension letters. 

8.1.3 Sorting Tab Explanation 

The Sorting tab defines the fields used for sorting and grouping the schedule. 
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 First Sort by - By default, the UK Sorting is set to the Host Mark as the first sort item. This is 
the Mark name of concrete host assigned in the Revit® Properties dialog, as shown below. You 
can also choose whether to sort in ascending or descending order. Additionally, you can 
separate the first sort item with a Blank Line between each item.  

 

 Then by - CADS Bar Mark is the default selection in ascending order. The separator should 
normally be set to None. You can amend the sort criteria to meet your own requirements. 

 Then by – a third sort item can be configured if required. 

 Display first sort item in first line only – tick this option to display the Host Mark once per 
host, if Host Mark is configured as the first sort item. 

8.1.4 Filtering Tab Explanation 
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 Place Schedule by – Determines the subset of schedule data to display: 

None – No filter is applied – display all rebar. 
Sheet – display rebar allocated to the selected sheet. 
Release – display rebar allocated to the selected release. 

 Filter – Choose the Drawing Sheet from the filter list, the command will only place the 
schedules for the selected drawing sheet.  

8.1.5 During Placement 

 Fixed Page - If the ‘Fixed page height’ option is selected, a sketch of the schedule outline is 
displayed. Place it in the required location on the sheet. You may need to position multiple 
pages before the function completes. When all the pages are placed on the sheet, the 
schedule data is placed in each schedule page and the command automatically finishes.  

 
 

 Variable Page Length - If the fixed page option is left unchecked, the user will be prompted to 
specify a rectangle on the screen by picking two diagonal corners. This may need to be 
repeated depending on how many rebar sets are in the project. When all the pages are placed 
on the sheet, the schedule data is placed in each schedule page and the command 
automatically finishes. 

8.1.6 After Placement 

Once a schedule has been placed, the Schedule properties can be changed using the standard Revit® 
dialogs for View Schedule, or Title Block Properties, or Title Block Type properties. Select the current 
view again after changing these properties to ensure that Refresh is applied to the correct view.  
 
A separate View Schedule is created for each set of schedule pages on a sheet, with the same name 
as the associated Schedule Sheet.  
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Header Details 

This information is automatically extracted from the Revit® Project Information dialog. 

 
To change Schedule Header details, double-click the header of the schedule to enter sketch mode. 
Then click in the different fields to modify their properties. 
 
Changing Properties of the Schedule or View Schedule will enable the schedule ‘Refresh’ button, so 
that the data in the schedule can be updated. 
 
To add a further schedule to the set, select a schedule and use copy/drag to place the next schedule. 

8.2 Schedule Diagram 

Use the Diagram  command to place Shape Code diagrams on the same Revit® Sheet as a Placed 
Schedule. 

8.2.1 Schedule Diagram Workflow 

1. Make the View containing the Placed Schedule current. 

2. Select all of the schedule sheets in the view with a window. 

3. Select the Diagram  command from the Schedule Panel on the CADS RC3D for Revit® 
Tab. 

4. Pick two diagonal points to define a rectangle to contain the shape code diagrams in a suitable 
position on the sheet.  

5. CADS RC3D for Revit® adds diagrams for the shape codes found on the schedule sheets.  
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6. You can place the diagrams sheet by sheet or, as described above select all the sheets to get 

one diagram table for all the sheets. 

8.3 Refresh 
Not available in the current version. 

8.4 Excel Output 
CADS RC3D for Revit® provides the option to export the schedule to MS Excel. The software is 
shipped with default templates to BS8666:2005.  
This section of the manual explains how to export the schedule to Excel. Section 13 details how to 
create your own custom template.  

8.4.1 Excel Output Workflow 

The options in the Excel Output are the same as the Place Schedule Sheet on Drawing, see chapter 
7.1 above. Please note that the Show Title Block, Fixed Page Height, No of Lines and Show Blankline 
Grid options are omitted from the Fields tab as these are not required for the Excel Output. 
 
On the Fields Tab – Excel Templates drop down there are v2 and v3 template options. Please only 
select the v2 schedule templates as these supports the diagram output. The diagram output is 
currently not available via the Excel Output from the Schedule Dialog. The v3 templates supports 
weights and revisions but not diagrams and can only be used via the Schedule dialog, this is explained 
in section 9. 

1. Select Excel Output  from the Schedule Panel. 
2. Select the required options on each of the three tabs. 
3. Click ok. 
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4. Browse to the correct location to save the file and enter a name. Click ok. 
 

 
 

5. Answer Yes, to open the Excel file. 
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8.5 Print 

Use the Print  command to create a Revit® Print List of the schedules for a particular release or 
drawing sheet. This command displays the same dialog box and tabs as the Place Schedule command, 
please refer to Section 7.1 above for details. The difference is when the OK button is clicked CADS 
RC3D for Revit® creates Schedule Sheets which are displayed in the Project browser under the Sheets 
section. 

 
 
The schedule sheets are automatically added to a Print Set that can be accessed from inside the Revit® 
Print dialog. 
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8.5.1 Hints & Tips 

Rebar weights incorrect in Schedule 

1. Select the Manage Tab, click on Project Units 

2. Change the Discipline to Structural 

3. Locate Weight and click on the Format option and change to Kilograms force.  
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8.6 Refresh Schedule 

Use to the Refresh Schedule command  to update the schedule on drawing sheet if the 
model has changed. 

9 Show Schedule 

Select the Show Schedule command  to display the CADS RC3D Schedule dialog.  

The dialog comprises three areas the Toolbar at the top, the Navigation Area on the left and the 
Schedule Viewer on the right. Each command on the toolbar is explained later in the chapter. The 
Navigate Area expands to show any schedules that have been created. 

 

9.1 Settings 
Configuring the schedule template and how the schedule is sorted, as well as the revision settings are 

the first items that should be addressed. Select the Settings Option  on the far left of the toolbar 
to Access the CADS RC3D Project Settings dialog. 
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9.1.1 General Tab - Schedule Configuration 

 
Two settings related to the schedule configuration on the General Tab; 

Rebar shape Images path 

Sets the path to the diagrams placed in the schedule and on the sheet views. 

Schedule Rebar Parameter 

Use this dialog to select the parameters that are available to be displayed in the View All Rebar 
Option.  

 

9.1.2 Schedule Template & Sorting Tab 

The Schedule and Sorting Tab is divided into three areas, Schedule Template, Excel Template and 
Sorting. The Schedule template is used to define the template that is used in the Schedule Viewer 
and in the Place Schedule command. The Excel Template is used to define the template used by the 
Excel Export Schedule command. Finally, the Sorting Area is used to define the sorting method for 
the Schedule.  
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Schedule Template 

The schedule templates have the file extension RST and by default are loaded in the 
“C:\ProgramData\Autodesk\ApplicationPlugins\CADS RC3D for Revit 
2020.bundle\Contents\RebarSchedule\UK” folder.  

 

 Load 

Select the Load button to open a predefined CADS RC3D schedule template. One template is 
shipped with CADS RC3D, BS8666-2005.rst. 

 
This will then show in the list of templates in the dialog. Several templates can be loaded into 
the project. The appropriate schedule template can be selected when generating views of 
each schedule. 
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 Unload 

Use the Unload option to remove a schedule template from the list.  

 Import CADS RC Template 

Schedule on drawing templates (XML files) created for CADS RC 2D for AutoCAD can be 
imported into CADS RC3D. Select the Import CADS RC Template, the CADS RC3D Template 
Convertor dialog is displayed. Select the Browse button and navigate to the folder where the 
XML file is located and open it.  

 
In the Convertor dialog tick the schedule to be imported into CADS RC3D. The scaling, margins, 
page size & orientation can be set per template or you can select the Apply to All option so 
the same settings are applied to each template. Click OK to add the selected templates. 

 
The Schedule template is displayed in the list of available templates.  
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 Save As 

Any imported templates can be saved as CADS RC3D schedule templates by selecting the Save 
As option.  

 

 
Note: In the current version 2020.1 there are no editing facilities for RST files. 

Excel Template 

Use the Excel Template browse button to load the Excel Schedule Template. This template is used 
when the schedule is exported to Excel from inside the Schedule Viewer. Only select the v3 Schedule 
Templates, these support weights and revisions but not diagrams in this version. 

 

Sorting 

The Sorting area defines the fields used for sorting and grouping the schedule. 
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 First Sort by - By default, the UK Sorting is set to the Host Mark as the first sort item. This is 
the Mark name of concrete host assigned in the Revit® Properties dialog, as shown below. You 
can also choose whether to sort in ascending or descending order. Additionally, you can 
separate the first sort item with a Blank Line between each item.  

 

 Then by - CADS Bar Mark is the default selection in ascending order. The separator should 
normally be set to None.  

You can amend the sort criteria to meet your own requirements. 

 Then by – a third sort item can be configured if required. 

 Display first sort item in first line only – tick this option to display the Host Mark once per 
host, if Host Mark is configured as the first sort item. 

9.1.3 Revision Tab 

Use the settings on the Revision Tab to control how the schedule revisions are handled in the Schedule 
Viewer. Currently only the schedule can be locked, any editing of the rebar in the model will be 
annotated with revision marks against each line in the schedule and in the page headers. 
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Show Revision Marks 

Select either “Show all revisions marks” or “Only current revision marks” from the drop-down menu. 

 

 Show all revision marks  - This will display the current and previous revision marks against 
the relevant lines in the schedule view. 

 Show only current revision marks - Only displays the current revision mark in the schedule 
against the relevant lines in the schedule view. 

Show Revision Mark on 

Select either “On all pages” or “On issued pages only” from the drop-down menu. 

 

 On all pages – show the revision mark in the header of all pages even if the rebar has not 
been edited. 

 On issued pages only – show the revision mark only on pages where the rebar has been 
edited.  

Show Header Revision Mark 

Select either “Show highest revision mark on schedule page” or Show the current revision mark” 
from the drop-down menu. 

 

 Show highest revision mark on schedule page – show the current and previous revision 
marks. 

 Show the current revision mark – display only the current revision mark 

Lock Schedule 

Select either “Do not lock”, Lock issued line” or “Lock issued pages” from the drop-down menu. 

 

 Do not lock – do not lock the schedule lines after issuing. Any rebar deleted from the model 
will be deleted from the schedule. 

 Lock issued lines – lock all schedule lines containing rebar. New rebar will be added to the 
next available line in the schedule. Rebar deleted from the model will be shown in the 
schedule with a strike out line. 
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 Lock issued pages – lock all schedule pages containing rebar. New rebar will be added to the 
next schedule page. Rebar deleted from the model will be shown in the schedule with a 
strike out line. 

9.2 Working with Central Models and Scheduling  

9.2.1 Functionality Restrictions 

Please be aware of the following limitations when working with Central Models and Revising 
Schedules. The schedule revision management data is stored in the Project Information Work Set. 
Ownership of the Project Information work set will be required when creating and editing schedules. 

 Only users with ownership of the Project Information Work Set will be able to create, edit, 
issue, place and export schedules in the Show Schedule dialog. 

 All other users will be able open the Show Schedule dialog to view and print existing schedules. 
They will also be able to View All rebar in the project. This data may not be fully up to date as 
other users may have added rebar to the model. A warning message will be displayed below 
the header in the Show Schedule dialog as shown below; 

 
“The Project Info work set is non editable. The schedule may not be the latest. Please obtain 
ownership of the Project Information Work Set to update the schedule.” 

 The following functionality will not be available (“greyed out”) if the user does not have 
ownership of the Project Information Workset; 

Create Schedule 

Edit Schedule 

Delete Schedule 

Column Chooser 

Edit Template Parameter 

Issue Schedule 

Place Schedule 

Excel Export 

Settings – Template & Sorting and Revision Configuration. 

 Only users with ownership of the Project Information Work Set can carry out the actions 
above. 
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9.2.2 Best Practice while working with Central Models and Schedules 

Before creating, editing, issuing, placing and exporting the schedule sheets in the Show Schedule 
dialog, the owner of the Project Information Work Set must request that all other users synchronize 
the model. This ensures that all the reinforcement present in the model is present in the schedules. 

Once the synchronization has occurred open the Show Schedule Dialog and create, edit, issue, place 
& export schedules as required. 

The location of any custom Excel templates used by the Schedule should be stored in a common 
network location accessible to all users.  

This concludes the configuration of the schedule settings, click ok to return to the Show Schedule 
dialog. 

9.3 Create Schedule 

Use the Create Schedule command  to create schedules based on the CADS Drawing Sheet 
Name, CADS Release Name or the Host Mark. Choose the page type, fixed or variable number of lines 
and the number of lines per page. Choose whether to show straight bars, combine bars of the same 
bar mark together, show all the varying bars, optional dimensions and whether to use the host count 
override. 

 
The Create Schedule command allows you to create a new schedule for each revision of the drawing 
sheet and store them within the project. Once a schedule has been issued it will automatically 
reflect any changes made to the rebar in the project.  
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9.4 Edit Schedule 

The Edit Schedule command  is only available when a schedule has been selected from the 
Navigation Area on the left. Use the Edit Schedule command to reorder to the sorting, change the 
schedule template, adjust the formatting and amend the revision settings.  

Please note once the schedule has been issued these settings cannot be amended as the schedule will 
be locked unless the lock settings are not applied.  

 
The dialog has three tabs, Sort, Schedule fields & Revisions and Template 

9.4.1 Sort Tab 

Use the Sort options to change the schedule sorting as described in Chapter 9.1.2 Sorting Tab 
Explanation. This dialog differs from the Project Settings version as it allows five levels of sorting and 
not just three. 

 

9.4.2 Schedule Fields and Revision Tab 

Use the Schedule Fields and Revision Tab to change the page type, number of lines and the formatting 
options. The revision options can also be changed using this tab. The settings are described in detail 
in chapter 9.1.3 earlier in this document. 
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9.4.3 Template Tab 

Use the Template Tab to change to an alternative Schedule template. Load additional schedule 
templates using the Settings command and then select the Schedule and Sorting Tab.  

 

9.5 Delete Schedule 

The Delete Schedule command  is used to remove schedules from the list in the Navigation 
Pane. Once the schedules have been deleted, they cannot be restored. 
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9.6 View All Rebar 

Select the View All Rebar command  to display all the reinforcement in the project. The 
order and the size of the columns can be controlled by using the mouse to drag to new positions and 
increase/decrease the column width. CADS RC3D will retain the display order and size of the columns.  

 
Columns as default All Rebar View 

 
Columns repositioned and resized. 

9.7 Column Chooser 

Use the Column Chooser command  to remove or add columns from the All Rebar View. 

The dialog below is displayed, select or deselect to affect which columns are shown and then click ok. 
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9.8 Edit Template Parameter 

Use the Edit Template Parameter command  to map Revit Project Settings & Data 
Fields to fields in the schedule. The dialog is divided into several sub-tables dealing with each part of 
the schedule as shown below;  

              
Note: In v2020.1 the schedule generated in the Show Schedule dialog does not support diagrams, this 
will be introduced in a subsequent version.  

 
 
Header 
 
 
 
Normal Data Line 
Wrapped Data Line 
Notes Table 
Blank Data Line 
 
Wrapped Data Line 
with Diagram 
 
 
Diagram Line 
 
 
Footer 
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9.8.1 Edit Template Sub-Tables 

Header 

Parameters mapped to the schedule header indicated in red in the diagram in chapter 9.8. 

 

Normal Data Line 

Parameters mapped to the schedule data line indicated in yellow in the diagram in chapter 9.8. 

 

Wrapped Data Line 

Parameters mapped to the wrapped data line (additional dimensions line) indicated in green in the 
diagram in chapter 9.8. 
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Wrapped Data Line with Diagram 

Parameters mapped to the wrapped data line with an attached diagram (additional dimensions line) 
indicated in yellow in the diagram in chapter 9.8. 

 

 

Notes Table 

Parameter mapped to the note line indicated in blue in the diagram in chapter 9.8. 
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Blank Data Line 

Parameters mapped to the blank data line indicated in red in the diagram in chapter 9.8. This is 
normally the blank line inserted between Members. 

 

Diagram Line 

Currently not supported in v2020.1. Parameters mapped to the diagram line indicated in green in the 
diagram in chapter 9.8. This will include support for couplers in a future version. 

 

Footer  

Parameters mapped to the footer line indicated in blue in the diagram in chapter 9.8. 

 

9.9 Issue Schedule 

Use the Issue Schedule command  to lock the schedule as per the configuration set in the 
Revision Configuration Tab under Project Settings. Currently, only the schedule can be locked, any 
editing of the rebar in the model will be annotated with revision marks against each line in the 
schedule and in the page headers. 
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A new Schedule sheet can be created for each revision, so a historical record of each schedule revision 
can be stored inside the project and referred to at any time. 

9.10 Issue Schedule Workflow 
1. Use the Create Schedule command to create the schedule sheets for a selected drawing sheet. 

 
2. Expand the Drawing Sheets in the Navigation Panel 

3. Click on the Schedule sheet to issue to make it active. 

4. Select Issue Schedule from the toolbar. 

 
5. Select the Schedule Name from the drop-down list. 

6. Type in the revision level 

7. Select the Issue Type from the drop-down menu. 

8. Type in the revision details and then click OK. 
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9. A message is displayed to show that the schedule has been successfully issued.  

 
10. Close the Schedule dialog. 

 
11. Edit and remove some of the rebar in the issued drawing sheet. 

12. Open the schedule dialog and review the changes to the schedule. 

 

 

9.11 Place Schedule 

The schedule can be positioned on a Sheet using the Place Schedule command . If a Sheet 
is not the current view the following message is displayed. The command will use the template 
specified in the configuration. 

 
The command will ask for the insertion point of the first and subsequent pages.  
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9.12 Excel Export 

Select the Excel Export command  to export the active schedule sheet to Excel using the 
template configured in the Project Settings under the Schedule and Sorting Tab.  

The command will give the Excel file the same name as the Sheet View and prompt for a location to 
save the file. The default location is the same folder as the project. Click Save. A confirmation that the 
file has been created is displayed and prompts to open the file. 
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9.13 Print Schedule 

Use the Print Schedule command  to print the active schedule. Choose a printer from the 
list, select the options for number of copies etc. and click Print. 

 

10 Output Panel 

10.1 Order Materials 

Use the Order Materials  commands to order rebar for fabrication. Three formats are 
currently offered BVBS, aSa and Soulé. When the reinforcement has been ordered it will be marked 
in the Releases dialog as ordered. Currently the reinforcement is not locked in the model after being 
ordered.  

10.2 BVBS Output 
This command will create a BVBS production output file. 
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10.2.1 BVBS Output Workflow 

1. Select the BVBS Output   command from the Schedule Panel on the CADS RC3D for 
Revit® Tab. 

2. Select the rebar from the model to send to the production file and then click Finish. 
3. The BVBS Dialog box is then displayed. 
4. Enter the Project Number and the Drawing Number. 
5. Select the Browse button to choose the location to save the file and to enter the file name. 

 
6. Click OK to create the file. 

 

 

10.3 ASA Output 
This command will create an ASA production output file. Rebar must have previously been assigned 
to a release before it can be ordered. Refer to the sections on Releases and Assign Release. 

10.3.1 ASA Output Workflow 

1. Select the Order Materials drop down menu and click on the ASA Output  option. 
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2. Tick the release(s) to output 
3. Set the Output path 
4. Type in the unique order number and click ok. 

 

 
 

5. Filling in the Job Number field is mandatory. All other fields are optional. 
6. Click Ok to complete the order process.  

 

 
 

7. Open the Releases  dialog to check the release has been ordered. 
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10.4 Soulé Output 
This command will create a Soulé production output file. Rebar must have previously been assigned 
to a release before it can be ordered. Refer to the sections on Releases and Assign Release. 

10.4.1 Soulé Output Workflow 

1. Select the Order Materials drop down menu and click on the Soulé Output  
option. 

 

 
 

2. Tick the release(s) to output 
3. Set the Output path 
4. Type in the unique order number and click ok. 
5.  

 
 

6. Filling in the Job Number and the Group Number fields is mandatory. All other fields are 
optional. 
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7. Click Ok to complete the order process.  
 

 
 

8. Open the Releases  dialog to check the release has been ordered. 
 

 

11 Support Panel 

 
The Support Panel contains the Project Settings, Help documentation and the About command. 

11.1 Project Settings 

Select the Project Settings option  from the Support Panel on the CADS RC3D Tab. 
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11.2 Project Settings General Tab 

 

11.2.1 Bar Mark 

Format  

The Bar Mark Format consists of a Bar Mark Number field along with one or more of the other fields. 
Click on the browse button to access the Bar Mark Format dialog as shown below.  

 
1. Bar Mark Number – mapped to Rebar number field of Rebar. 

2. Prefix – mapped to Partition field of Rebar. 

3. Size – mapped to Type field of Rebar. 

4. Suffix – mapped to Rebar number suffix field of rebar for Revit®, varying range and the custom 
field for CADS varying range. 
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Bar Mark Format Configuration 

Create a new configuration Bar Mark Format similar to that of Revit’s® Schedule Properties dialog 
listing all the fields mentioned above. 
 

 
 
A new field will be added to the rebar properties as “CADS_Bar Mark” to display a bar mark value. This 
field is a shared parameter and can be used while generating a rebar schedule. 
 
This field is updated by concatenating the fields configured for the selected bar mark format in the 
bar mark format dialog as shown above. 

 

 

Standee / Chair Rebar Number remove gaps 

The configuration option is to clear the gaps (Compact bar marks) in Chair rebar bar marks.  
However, the Bar Mark number compacting is done in Revit® using the remove gaps option in the 
Revit® Reinforcement Numbers dialog.   

Standee / Chair Rebar Prefix 

Assign a prefix for the Chair reinforcement. A partition will be created in the Reinforcement Numbers 
and all chair rebar will have a prefix of CH_ in front of the bar mark. 
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Suffix Separator 

The suffix separator is used to add a suffix such as a full stop into the tapered range bar mark 
numbering.  

For instance, in the Reinforcement Settings under the Varying Rebar Set the Numbering method can 
be set to number bars as a whole. If you enter a number in this field bar mark 1 would show as 11. 
Enter a full stop in the suffix field in the project settings and the bar mark number will show as 1.1.  
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11.2.2 Rebar 

Specify the rebar copying and search parameters in the Rebar section.  

Rebar parameters to retain while copying 

Select the browse button at the end of this setting to access the Copy Rebar Configuration dialog. 

 
Use the Add (green) & Remove (red) buttons to choose which parameters are included / excluded 
when copying rebar from one host to another.  

 

Search Rebar by parameters 

Select the browse button at the end of this setting to access the Rebar Parameters dialog. 

 
Use the Add (green) & Remove (red) buttons to choose which parameters are included / excluded 
when searching for rebar in the model.  
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Special Rebar Shape Configuration 

Shape Code name used by the Chair command. 

 

 

11.2.3 Schedule Configuration 

Rebar shape images path 

Stores the path to the location of the shape code images. 
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Schedule Rebar Parameter 

 

 
 

11.2.4 Tick and Tag 

Tick and tag type 

Choose from one of three tick and tag styles on the drop-down menu. 
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 Tick Tag – End-Offset 

 

 Tick Tag – End-In 

 

 Tick Tag – End-Out 
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11.2.5 Varying Range 

Rebar Element type for varying range 

 
Specify whether tapered ranges are created using free form rebar or an assembly. Depending which 
style is chosen the tapered range annotation will vary when the 2D RC drawing is created.  

 Free form The default annotation is to show the middle bar of the tapered range. 

 Assembly The default annotation is to show the first and last bars of the tapered range. 

11.3 Rebar Dims Tab 
The project settings show the default settings used by CADS RC3D for Revit® for the bar diameters, 
actual diameters (deformed), stock lengths and minimum lengths. It also holds the lap length 
dimensions for tension and compression laps to EC2. 

 

Duplicating and Editing Fields 

Edit the default values in the Project Settings by clicking in each field. The changes made will be for 
the current project only. 
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Right Mouse Click Menu 

 Copy – highlight a line in the projects setting, right mouse click and select copy. The copied 
line will be added at the bottom of the list ready for editing. 

 Duplicate Grade – Select Duplicate Grade from the right click menu. A dialog box displays 
asking for the name of the new Concrete Grade. Type in the new Grade name and click OK.  

 

 
The values for the new concrete grade can be edited as required. 
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 Add New – select Add New from the right click mouse menu to add a blank line at the 
bottom of the list. This could be used to add a new bar diameter into the Settings dialog. The 
example below shows an H14 bar diameter added to the list. 

 

 Delete – select Delete from the right mouse click menu to delete the highlight line in the list. 

11.4 Production Output Tab 

11.4.1 ASA Output 

Unit String 

 
Select the appropriate unit string setting from the drop-down menu. Each option is described below; 

 NIII  US imperial bar sizes with imperial dimensions 

 YSMM  US soft metric bar sizes with metric dimensions 

 NSII  US soft metric bar sizes with Imperial dimensions 

 NIMM  US imperial bar sizes with metric dimensions 

 YMMM  Canadian pure metric bar sizes with metric dimensions 

 NIMI  Canadian pure metric bar sizes with imperial dimensions 
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11.4.2 General 

Use Host Count Override 

 

11.5 Template and Sorting Tab 

 
For information on the Template and Sorting dialog refer to Chapter 9.1.2 

11.6 Revision Tab 

 
For information on the Revision dialog refer to Chapter 9.1.3 
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11.7 Saving Project Settings 

11.7.1 Export 

The data is held in XML format, use the Export option  to create an output *.CRS file. The 
exported file can be imported into CADS RC3D on other computers.  

11.7.2 Import 

Use the Import option  to load the file into the current project.  

11.8 Help 

1. Select Help  option to display the CADS RC3D for Revit® User Guide. 
 

 

11.9 About 

1. Select the About  option to display the version details, release notes and to access the 
License Manager. 
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2. Select the Manage Licence Button to access the License dialog. The CADS RC3D licence can 
be deactivated or refreshed from this dialog. 
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12 Schedule on Drawing Sheet and Printed 
Schedule Customisation 

You can customise the Schedules to suit your own requirements. Make a copy of the original RFA 
family file, this is located in your “C:\ProgramData\Autodesk\ApplicationPlugins\CADS RC3D for 
Revit® 2018.bundle\Contents\Families\UK” folder. The copied file should be stored in the same folder 
as the default template. Rename the copied file to a suitable name. 

To edit the family, either double click the copied family file to launch the Revit® Family Editor or open 
as a Family from inside Revit®. 

12.1 Schedule appearance 
To add a new field to the schedule, copy the last cell in the column header and insert in the desired 
location. To change the appearance of the Schedule, modify the labels or cells in the header or footer 
as required. 

 

12.2 Label Properties 
Use labels to display sheet properties. 
 
Label  Press ‘Edit’ to associate with a Sheet property. 
Visible Press the ‘link’ button at the far right of the property, and select the ‘TitleVisible’ or 

‘FooterVisible’ property. 
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12.3 Schedule Label Properties 
Use Schedule labels to display schedule family properties. 
 
Text  Press the ‘link’ button to associate with a schedule family property. 
Visible Press the ‘link’ button at the far right of the property, and select the ‘TitleVisible’ or 

‘FooterVisible’ property. 
Left  Check to left justify the text. 
Right  Check to right justify the text. 

12.4  Schedule Cell Properties 
Use Schedule cells in the header to control the appearance of each data cell in a column. Change cell 
properties by selecting a cell in the editor. 

Text -  

Name – The Revit® rebar parameter to display. To create a combined parameter, list the rebar 
parameters required and separate with ‘&’. 

Value – The caption for the column.  
DisplayUnits – The display units to use if a conversion is required. 
 
Dimensions -  
CellHeight – base height of the cell – associate with ‘RowHeight’. 
CellWidth – base width of the cell – associate with ‘CellSize’. 
ScaleX – width multiplier determines the number of unit cells occupied in the X direction. 
ScaleY – height multiplier determines the number of unit cells occupied in the Y direction. 
 
Data – do not edit. 
 
Other -  
Row – Set to 0. 
Col – Set to the required column heading number (indexed from 0). 
FirstCell – uncheck to hide the cell left vertical border. 
HeaderCell – uncheck to hide the cell top horizontal border. 
Strikeout – always false. 
TextVisible – always true. 
UnMergeCol – uncheck to hide the cell right vertical border. 
UnMergeRow – uncheck to hide the cell bottom horizontal border. 
Optional – check to display brackets. 
Overlay –check to overlay on another cell (see below). 

12.5 Overlaying Cells 
Use overlaid cells to display alternative dimensions. Only use this if the Revit® parameters do not 
coexist - only one at a time can have a value. To use an overlaid cell in the header, copy the cell you 
wish to overlay and place it in exactly the same position as the original. Now set its properties as 
follows: 
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Overlay – Set to checked. 
Name – The Revit® rebar parameter to overlay. 
Value – Leave empty. 
Col – increment of the column number of the overlaid cell. 

12.6 Family Properties 
Use Family Properties to configure the appearance of the Schedule-On-Sheet. To edit the properties, 
click the Properties button on the Create tab. 

 
Properties are split into three groups – ‘Dimensions’, ‘Data’ and ‘Other’. All groups other than Data 
are Type parameters, i.e. they apply to all instances (Pages) of a particular Schedule type. A new type 
is created whenever a schedule is placed or printed. 

Parameters should not be added to or deleted, and should have the same number of separators 
(comma) where appropriate. 

Dimensions – Controls the appearance of the Title Block. 

Data – Modify only ‘NumRows’ and the ‘FooterVisible’ formula to change the default number of 
rows. 

Other – Most fields are configured during placement – changing the values will just alter the default. 
The remainder can be set as follows. 

 DataRowSize – the maximum number of data rows (i.e. when wrapping). 

 SketchRowSize – the number of rows occupied by sketches. 

 SortFields – Maximum of 3 fields to set the default sort order. 

 SortOrders – ‘Ascending’ or ‘Descending’ to correspond to the above fields. 

 SortSeparators – ‘None’ or ‘Blank Line’ to correspond to the above fields. 

 SpecialBars – list of bar codes regarded as ‘Special’. 

 StraightBars – list of bar codes regarded as ‘Straight’. 

 WrapCols – list of column numbers to identify the cells used for wrap data. 

 WrapRowFields – list of Revit® rebar parameter names used to display wrap data. 

 SketchCols – list of column numbers to identify the cells used for sketch data. 

 SketchRowFields – list of Revit® rebar parameter names used to display sketch data. 
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13 Customising the Excel Schedule Template 
This section of the manual explains how to create your own custom Excel Template.  
 
You will need to have MS Office v2010 or higher installed to edit the Excel Template. 
 
The Excel output routine reads data from the Revit® Reinforcement model and prints this data in the 
appropriate cell. For example, the host mark assigned in Revit® to a structure will be printed 
Member Title data cell in Excel.  
 
The default CADS RC3D for Revit® Excel bar list templates are located in the folder, 
“C:\ProgramData\Autodesk\ApplicationPlugins\CADS RC3D for Revit® 
201x.bundle\Contents\ExcelTemplates”.  
 
Two templates are available, 
“CADS_Schedule.xltx”, British Standard 8666:2005 Template Layout 
“CADS_Schedule_With_LogoAndSummary.xltx”, BS8666:2005 bar list template with logo, weights 
column and weight table. 
 
Each template consists of two tabs, the first tab is the graphical layout of the bar list (Sheet 
Configuration) and the second tab describes the supported fields (Report Configuration) in the first 
tab. 
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Carry out the following processes to create a custom schedule template, each of the steps are 
described in the sections below.  

13.1 Create a new Excel report template 
Create a new Excel report template by following the procedure below: 
 

1. Launch the ‘Excel’ application; 
2. Open a new workbook, select the File pull down menu – New - Blank workbook’ to create a 

new Excel workbook. 
3. Immediately save the workbook to the “C:\ProgramData\Autodesk\ApplicationPlugins\CADS 

RC3D for Revit® 201x.bundle\Contents\ExcelTemplates” folder. Select the File pull down 
menu - Save As, set the ‘Save as type’ as ‘Excel Template (.xltx)’ and then type in the 
appropriate File name to save the Excel template. 

 
The Excel report templates comprises of the following two worksheets: 
 

 Sheet Configuration Template. 
Create a new worksheet for the schedule layout view, by renaming the default worksheet 
‘Sheet1’ as Schedule Report. Please ensure that the tab is named Sheet Configuration, the 
export will not work otherwise.  
 

 Report Configuration. 
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Create a new worksheet with the name ‘Report configuration’ for the report configuration. 
Right click on the Sheet Configuration tab and select Insert… 
Select Worksheet from the Insert dialog and click OK. 
Rename the worksheet as Report Configuration. 
Please ensure that the tab is named Report Configuration, the export will not work 
otherwise.  
 
 

 

13.1.1 Create the graphical layout of the template 

On the Report Template Tab, create the graphical layout of the schedule template based on your 
standard office layout. An example of the default CADS template is shown below: 
 

 

13.2 Naming the cells in the report template 
Keywords need assigning to cells in the Schedule Report to receive schedule data exported from 
CADS RC3D for Revit®; this next section describes how to define the keywords inside Excel.  
 
The example below describes how to define a keyword for the Job No data cell. 
 

1. Click into Cell G/H4 (on your template select the cell for the Job No data). 
2. Right mouse click to display the pop-up menu. 
3. Select the Define Name command. 
4. The New Name dialog is displayed. 
5. Type in “JobNo” into the Name field, this is a redefined keyword that the export routine is 

programmed to recognise. 
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6. Leave the scope set to Workbook. 
7. Refers to: displays the select cell address. 
8. Click OK. 

 

 
 

9. The JobNo keyword is displayed in the dropdown menu as shown below: 
 

 
 

10. Please refer to Section 9.8 for the Cell Name Keyword Definitions. 
11. Continue defining the keywords for all the data areas in the schedule report.  

 
The diagram below illustrates the keywords defined in the CADS default template. 
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13.2.1 Special Case Dim E/R 

A true/false statement needs to be defined where you want to display either Dim E or Dim R in the 
Dim E/R cell. 

1. Define Dim E in a cell outside of the schedule on the same row, for example cell T6. 
2. Define Dim R in a cell outside of the schedule on the same row, for example cell U6. 
3. Define the following formula in the Dim E/R cell =IF((T8=""),(IF((U8=""),"",U8)),T8) 

 

 

13.3 Defining the Summary of Weights 
Use the CADS Default template to review the way the weight summary is set-up. When you initially 
open the Excel template, rows A to AN are minimised. These rows contain the weight calculation cells 
that are displayed in the weight column.  

1. Highlight rows “Q to AN” by clicking in the header fields with the Ctrl key held down.  
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2. Right mouse click and select the Column Width option, type in 6 and click ok. 

 

 

13.3.1 Bar Set Row Weights 

1. Click into cell Z6, a formula to calculate the weight of a 6mm diameter bar is shown. 

 
2. Multiply the total number of bars by the total length and divide the sum by 1000. Multiply 

the sum by the bar weight. Then add the value from the cell above to the sum total. 

3. The sum of this calculation is reported into cell AJ6. 

4. If you click across the spreadsheet into the different cells on row 6 the formula changes to 
reflect the different bar diameters. 

5. Rows 7 to 10 are repeats of row 6 but include the value of the cell above. 
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13.3.2 Total Weights per Bar Size 

1. Click into CZ14, a statement to display the weight for all the 6mm bar diameters is displayed. 

 
2. Show the value of the cell in the Z column 4 rows above. 

3. This data is then displayed in the weight summary table for the 6mm bar diameter at the 
bottom of the schedule, click into cell C14. 

 

13.4 Defining the Address Range Names 
The final step is to define the address ranges that form the schedule. 
 

 
 
The coloured areas in the diagram above indicate the address ranges for each section. 
Use the Name Manager on the Formulas Tab to define the Address Range Names and the cell 
allocation. 

13.4.1 Header 

Defines the area on the spreadsheet for the header data: 
 Keyword Name    AddressRangeForHeader 
 Cell Designation in the sample file A1 to AK5 
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13.4.2 Data 

Defines the area on the spreadsheet for the bar data, this area will repeat according to the number 
of lines specified in the output dialog box: 
 

 Keyword Name    AddressRangeForData 
 Cell Designation in the sample file A6 to AK6 

 

 

13.4.3 Data Wrapped Line 

Defines the area on the spreadsheet where additional bar dimensions F to I are displayed: 
 

 Keyword    AddressRangeForDataWrappedLine 
 Cell Designation in the sample file A7 to AK7 
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13.4.4 Blank Row 

Defines the area of the blank line that is inserted between members: 
 

 Keyword    AddressRangeForDataWrappedLine 
 Cell Designation in the sample file A9 to AK9 

 

 

13.4.5 Notes 

Defines the area that notes can be inserted manually onto the schedule: 
 

 Keyword    AddressRangeForNotes 
 Cell Designation in the sample file A10 to AK10 

 

 

13.4.6 Shape code 99 Diagrams 

Defines the area where shape code 99 diagrams are inserted on the schedule. Includes the coupler 
text: 
 

 Keyword    AddressRangeForPictureCellsForData 
 Cell Designation in the sample file A8 to AK8 
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13.4.7 Footer 

Defines the footer area of the schedule, this area can include a weight summary table: 
 

 Keyword    AddressRangeForFooter 
 Cell Designation in the sample file A11 to AK14 

 

 

13.5 Tidying Up the Spreadsheet 
If you have included weight calculations to the right of the schedule sheet decrease their width so 
that they are not visible in the exported schedule.  
For instance in the example spreadsheet: 
 

1. Select Columns Q to AK. 
2. Right mouse click. 
3. Select Column Width. 
4. Set the width to 0.1. 
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13.6 Report Configuration Tab 
The simplest way to reproduce the Report Configuration is to copy and paste from the CADS Default 
Schedule Template.: 

1. Click on the Report Configuration Tab in your Schedule Template. 

2. Open the default CADS Schedule Template, “CADS_Schedule_With_LogoAndSummary.xltx”. 

3. Highlight Cell A1 to Cell E47. 

4. Select the Copy option from the Home Tab. 

5. Return to your Schedule Template. 

6. Click into Cell A1 and select Paste (Keep Source Column Widths). 

7. Define the Configuration Data Range. Select the top left cell (template version), hold down 
Shift and click the bottom left cell. In the cell field on the top left of the excel dialog type in 
“ConfigurationDataRange”. 

 
8. Save your file and close Excel. 

This completes the schedule template customisation. 

13.7 Cell Name Definitions 
The following section lists the definitions of all the keywords currently used: 
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13.7.1 Header / Footer Data Fields (Header/Footer data) 

Data Field Name in 
Schedule 

Date Field Name in 
Revit® Model 

Data Field Description 

ProjectName Project Name Project Name 
ClientName Client Name Client Name 
JobNo Job No Job Number 
DrawnBy Drawn By Drawn By 
ProjectIssueDate Project Issue Date Project Issue Date 
CurrentRevisionDate Current Revision Date Current Revision Date 
Project Address Project Address Project Location 
SheetNumber Sheet Number Sheet Number 
SheetName Sheet Name Sheet Name 
ReleaseName Release Name Release Name 
CurrentRevision Current Revision Current Revision 
Status Status Revision Status 
Checked By Checked By Checked By 

13.7.2 Rebar Data Fields (Rebar data) 

Data Field Name in 
Schedule 

Date Field Name in Revit® 
Model 

Data Field Description 

Member Host Mark Host Mark 
BarMark CADS_Bar Mark CADS Bar Mark 
CadsRebarNumberSuffix CADS_Rebar Number Suffix CADS Rebar Number Suffix 
RebarNumberSuffix Rebar Number Suffix CADS Rebar Number Suffix 
TypeAndSize Type Bar Type and Diameter 
NoOfMbrs Host Count Host Count 
NoOfBarsInEach Quantity By Rebar Set Quantity By Rebar Set 
TotalNo Quantity Quantity 
LengthOfEachBar Bar Length Bar Length 
ShapeCode Shape Rebar Shape 
DimA A Dimension A 
DimB B Dimension B 
DimC C Dimension C 
DimD D Dimension D 
DimE E Dimension E 
DimF F Dimension F 
DimG G Dimension G 
DimH H Dimension H 
DimI I Dimension I 
DimJ J Dimension J 
DimK K Dimension K 
DimR R Dimension R 
Weight Reinforcement Volume Reinforcement Volume 
HookAtStart Hook At Start Hook At Start 
HookAtEnd Hook At End Hook At End 
Notes Notes Notes 
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EndTreatmentAtStart End Treatment at Start End Treatment at Start 
EndTreatmentAtEnd End Treatment at End End Treatment at End 
BarMarkDiagram1 Bar Mark Diagram 1 Bar Mark Diagram 1 
BarMarkDiagram2 Bar Mark Diagram 2 Bar Mark Diagram 2 

13.7.3 Address Range Definitions (Data Range Type) 

Data Field Name in Schedule Template Date Field Name Description 
ConfigurationDataRange Cell range for Configuration table 
AddressRangeForHeader Cell range for header section 
AddressRangeForFooter Cell range for footer section 
AddressRangeForData Cell range for bar data line 
AddressRangeForDataWrappedLine Cell range for wrapped bar data line 
AddressRangePictureCellsForData Cell range for shape diagram in bar data line 
AddressRangeForPictureCellsWithCouplerForData Cell range for shape diagram with coupler 

details in bar data line 
AddressRangeForBlankRow Cell range for blank data line 
AddressRangeForNotes Cell range for notes line 

13.7.4 Additional Settings 

Data Field Category Data Field Name in Schedule 
Template 

Value Date Field Name 
Description 

Template version ConfigurationFileVersion 2.0 Excel template file version 
Template configuration FillEmptySpace Yes Fill empty space with blank 

data lines 
Template configuration AddHeaderforTableSpanningA

crossPages 
Yes Determines if continuous 

page can have header 
Template configuration AddFooterforTableSpanningAc

rossPages 
Yes Determines if continuous 

page can have footer 

13.8 Adding Custom Revit® Parameters to the Excel Template 
Additional data fields can be added to the excel report configuration tab to import any custom Revit® 
project information and project parameters. 

1. Open the Excel schedule template. 

2. Select to the Report Configuration Tab. 

3. The new data field can be added to either the Header/Footer data or the Rebar data. 

4. Insert a new line into the relevant data area of the spreadsheet.  

5. Set the Data field category to appropriate category in Column A, either Header/Footer data 
or Rebar data. 

6. Type in the cell name you want to use in the Excel spreadsheet in Column B. 

7. Type in the Revit® parameter name in Column C. 
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8. Type in a description for the data field to help in future in Column E.  

9. Once the field has been added to the Report Configuration you can name the cell in the Sheet 
Configuration.  
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14 Shape Code 99’s for BS8666:2005 
Shown below are the shape code 99’s currently being shipped with CADS RC3D for Revit® for 
BS866:2005. 

 

              
9933 9934 99100 99100a 

                
99101 99101A 99106 99107 

            

    

99112 99116 99119 99123A 

                

99125 99129 99131 99132 

                
99135 99148 99150 99150X 

             
99151 99163 99165 99165A 
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99170a 99183A 99215 99220 

              
99221 99250 99254 99600 

       
99601 99602 99900 99901 

 


